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DRY BATTER] E
ACCU Nib LATO RS
They will put new life into your set—
new power to get stations that you have
never heard clearly before— and they'll last
longer; definitely longer, for they are made
by a patent process which provides a recuperative quality unknown to other
batteries. "Electrify" your set by Pertrix
Power.
H.T. Batteries from 5/6
L. T. Accumulators from 4/6
Advt. of Britannia Batteries Ltd., 233, Shafte.ibury Avenue, London, W.C.2.
BRANCHES: N1anchester, Bristol, Glasgow, Dublin, ctc.

W01

Telephone: Temple Bar 7971 (5 lines)
REDD1TCH (Worcs.)

ks:

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of " A.W." tvith Your Order
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NOW

CONVERT

matter Wteela.S
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e

Transform your Set to a thing of
beauty with this Modern Walnut Cabinet that is the

craftsman's last word in style and appearance. Decorated
with carefully matched inlaid walnut veneers of contrasting colour. Hand french polished to reveal the hidden
beauty of grain only to be found in the finest Walnut,
while bringing to perfection the acoustic properties of
the
correctly
proportioned
speaker compartment.

YOUR SET TO A

RADIOGRAM

Gives a new and better tone to your Set; adds
beauty to your home at minimum cost.

1933 ADAPTAGRAM
•

This

3 Guinea

Cabinet

makes

your Set look worth 30 Guineas

MODELA

Never before such a
clever and
conveniently designed Cabinet
for the instant conversion of
your existing Set to a Radiogram.
Comes
to
you
with
vignetted front as illustrated and motor
board, ready to take your own Set,
Gramophone
Motor
and
Pickup.
No
skill
or
expensive
tools
are
required to transform your Radio
into
a combination
instrument,
presenting the professionally finished
appearance of the most luxurious
Radio Gramophone money can buy.
Suitable for all popular Sets such as
the Olympus Four, S.T.300, etc.,
etc., etc., described
in
" Popular
Wireless," " Wireless Constructor,"
" Modern Wireless," and all other
leading technical journals.
Dimensions : Height, 311!, in. ; width,
21/ in. ; depth, 151 in. ; panel size :
18 a 8 in. ; baseboard depth, 14 in.
Speaker Compartment, 17 a 19i in. ;
Clearance between motor board and
underside of lid, 4 in.
Ready fitted
with hack. Baffle Board 3,6 extra if

required.

If you do not already possess
motor. pick-up rt,.. then ire refer
you to Model E or Mudd C as
detailed below.

e

Designed by Peto-Scott—
foremost
for
Cabinets
since 1919 — originators
of the "Adaptagram
Principle"

in

1928.

•

With Standard Vignette
and shelf taking any Setof panel size not exceeding
18 in. wide, 8 In. high
and baseboard 14 in. deep.

e

Generous accommodation
for Super H.T. and LT.
Batteries or full

mains

equipment.

•

Constructed with room for
mounting any type of

Speaker behind the
modern silk-covered fret.

IT COMES TO YOU
DIRECT from our FACTORY
Carriage and Packing 21
Pea England and Wales.

MODEL "A"

63/CASH or C.O.D.
or

12

IMMEDIATE

of

5/9

payments

DELIVERY

PETO-SCOTT CO. LTD. 77, CITY RD. LONDON, E.C.I
Dear Sirs,

Pica.

ad me CASH, C.O.D. or II.P.

1933 ADAPTAGRAM {

for which Iendue..

Model A
Model B
Model C

£

a.

d.

SPRING

ELECTRIC

Standard 1933 ADAPTAGRAMO
Garrard Double Spring Motor*
12
Plush covered Turntable*
Automatic Stop* B.T.H. Tone.
Arm with Pick-up, and Volume
Control complete*
Automatic
Needle Cup that delivers new
needles one at a time to your
finger tips*

Standard 1933 ADAPTAGRAM
CAB IN ET*
Col laro Induction
Electric Motor with Tone-Arm,
Pick-up and Volume Control In
one Unit,
12' Plush covered
Turntable*
Automatic Stop111
Automatic
Needle
Cup
that
delivers NEW needles one at a
time to your finger tips*

MODEL Bmoron MODEL CMOTOR

63 -.
G Guineas.
7 Guineas.

Ca.,11,,Depo.tit

Model B

Addrem
A W

0 4/9/32.

6 Culneae

Fitted as described or 12 monthly
above — ready to payments of
convert your existing Set to a Radiogram.

Name

Cash or C.O.D.

12/-

Cash or C.O.D.

Model C (
F°' c•
Maw 7 Culneae

Too-13o
and
200-260
volts 25-soo cycles.)
Fitted as described
above—ready to convert
your existing Set to a
Radiograms.
Details of D.C. Mold ea
application.

or 12 monthly
payments of

13'9

GRAMO FITTINGS FITTED FREE

SEPTEMBER 24.1932
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1933's GREATEST
RADIO ADVANCE

APART FROM
LOW PRICE
THERE ARE

Why you should choose
DIMMER
DRY

ELECTROLYTIC
CONDENSERS

A.C. &D.C.MODELS
I

CASH

G N S.

"

50 '
DOWN

BATTERY MODEL

CASH
f6io °1 09:.
(Less Batteries ,

The"ATLAS TWO"
starts new era of
Tone-True Radio

•
• • The " ATLAS TWO" now brings a completely new thrill to every music-lover: catching the very
personality of the artist: with a brilliance and sparkle
that seems to put you in the front row at every entertainment. You're actually there with the" ATLAS TWO."

QUALITY POINT No. I "

The specificatión includes" ATLAS "Moving-coil Speaker,
One-knob Tuning, provision for Pick-up and Extra
Speaker, Westinghouse Rectifier in A.C. Model, Mains
Aerial in both A.C. and D.C. Models.

The power factor of these
condensers is about 8",,,
which is less than half that

LOW POWER FACTOR

1
of the "aqueous " types.

See, hear, and test it for yourself.
Ask your dealer for a
demonstration and insist on the " ATLAS TWO."
Post
the coupon to-day for full details.

-1•1.

ATLAS

NOTE THESE PRICES
Atuf. . . .

gA R RAE vaS

4/6
6ps. ...518,uf. ...516

H. CLARKE & CO., (M/CR) LTD.
PATR1CROFT,
MANCHESTER
Lcndon

Offices:

POST

1

BUSH

HOUSE,

THIS

W.C.2

These Condensers are designed
for a Maximum Peak Voltage of
450 (D.C. •A.C.)

COUPON

NOW

Messrs. H. CLARKE & CO. (M/CR), LTD.,
GEORGE STREET, PATRICROFT, MANCHESTER.

Hare you seen the new Cheater Component booklet. " Choosing your
Condensers and Resistances"? Ask your dealer for a copy or write to us.

Please sand nie full details (it thc new "ATL.NS TWO" Receivers.

DUB141-ER

Name (In capital-)

Address

CONDENSER

CO.

(1925)

LTD.

.Dueon liVorks. Victoria flotta. North Acton, W. 3
20/20

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of " A.W." u•ith Ycur Order
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IRWAYS
trust to

MARCONI VALVES
VS.2. A NEW 2-volt VARIABLE-Mu
ways machines, and like the air,
VS.2 is the latest Marconi development,
traffic of almost every nation, trusts
providing the user of a battery-operated
to Marconi valves.
When lives
receiver with the enhanced selectivity,
depend on a valve they choose Ipurer tone and perfect control of volume
which only a Variable-Mu Valve can
Marconi.

his is "HELENA," the largest
and probably the safest air liner in
the world (note the height of its
wheels compared with that of acar).
From the moment of taking off the
pilots are in constant communication
with their air ports.
Flags track
their movement on control room
maps at Croydon, Le Bouget and
Brussels ; they are told what
weather to expect en route, and
when visibility is bad this 2,200 h.p.
monster is even directed by wireless.
Its wireless gear must be reliable—so
much depends on it—that is why
" HELENA," like other Imperial Air-

THERE

IS

A

MARCONI VALVE
PURPOSE

FOR

EVERY

Ask your local dealer, or write direct
to The Marconiphone Co., 2 It) 212,
Tottenham Court Road, London, W •
for the Marconi valve folder which gives
curves, facts and figures for all types.

give. It is comparable in range and
sensitivity to its famous A.C. counterpart,
the VMS.4, and offers definitely improved
performance to almost every user of a
2-volt S.G. Receiver.
Price 6:6

THIS IS THE TWO VOLT RANGE

Variable-Mu Screen Grid
Screen Grid (Single stages)
S.21.
Screen Grid (Multi stages)
H.2.
High Magnification
..
HL.2.
Medium Magnification ..
lit.210.MedilD/1 Magnification
LP.2.
Power
..
P.2.
Super Power
l'T.2.
Pentode
..
, DG.2. Double Grid
VS.2.

S.22.

16 .6
16,6
16/6
7/-

PPROXIMATt

•Ar fa iso. E la (9 0

8/
9

12

17'6

• •

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention " A.W." to Advertisers
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To all Discriminating Radio Enthusiasts we now offer
without fear of comparison the Undy 12-pole Farrand
Inductor which has gained the most recent and unstinted
approbation of experts on scientific acoustical research.
Never before have you heard music and speech so truthfully and perfectly reproduced as by this new Undy product
—undoubtedly the world's best speaker—and which at the
low price of 42 -is within the reach of everyone.
Both the 12-pole and the Undy Ultra Minor are so constructed. that they are adjustable to all types of valve.

UNDY unique
Trader Service
Legge !

Every Undy Farrand Inductor is
GUARANTEED for 12 MONTHS
• whilst every stockist has at call the
UNDY Information and Service Dept.,
where technical information and afully
qualified staff are available.

J. HEMELIK
8 Cullingworth Rd., London, N.W.10.

Undy 4 pole
Farrand Inductor,
Model:
Ultra-Minor

29g

Go to your dealer, hear
the best, then listen to
the Undy Farrand Inductor

Telephans: Gladstoae 3033

L. 7.4
Westinghouse

Output
6volts, 1amp

Metal

Price

Rectifier

Write for Full
List of B.G.
GUARANTEED
COMPONENTS
POST FREE.

By reason of increased demand and
enlarged production we are able this
reason to offer our well-known
Tuning Unit at 10/6 instead of 14;6
as before.
This Unit effectively
replaces plug-in coils and covers
the entire wave-band, from 2002,000 metres.
Easy fixing; simple
tunf:ng.
Full instructions supplied
with every model.
Fran all dealers or direct from
the manufacturers—

BUILD your trickle-charger with aWesting-

house Metal Rectifier an_,1 keep your batteries up to scratel
always. A rectilier, transformer and resistance are all that is necessary
to charge from A.C. mains, and the total cost should not exceed 30.
Full details, circuis and prices are given in the new and enlarged 1933
edition of "The All-Metal Way."
The attached coupon and 3d. in
stamps will bring you acopy.
WE ARE EXHIBITING AT STAND 73, MANCHESTER RADIO SHOW.

THE

WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SAXBY SIGNAL
82 York Road, Ring's Cross, Landon, N.1.

Brockley Works, London, S.E.4

LTD.

COUPON
Westinghouse Publicity, 82 York Road, King's

BRITISH GENERAL MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.

CO.,

Cross, London, N.I.

Please send ine a copy of the 11133 edition of
THE .ALL-METAL WAN',"
for which. Ienclose
in stamps.
NAME
ADDRESS
A W. 2-1:9, 32

e
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When the higher notes are missing
RECTATONE restores them
•„
YOU

NEED

IT NOW

Rectatone—the Varley component
that restores to their true value
the all-important higher notes.
It is by deliberately cutting off
these higher notes that to-day's
Superhets and ultra-sharp tuned
circuits achieve their selectivity.
Now comes Rectatone to put
them back again ... and millions
know they need it.

THE NEW

PECTATONE1

L. F. TRANSFORME01

VARIABLE COMPENSATION
The degree of compensation may
be suited to the particular tuned
circuits in use or employed to
correct deficiencies due to the
loud-speaker or to the acoustics
of the room.

Ratio 7-1

RECTATONE

Compensation is controlled
by a. variable resistance of
about 5,000 ohms connected
externally between the terminals H.T. 1- and RES.
With a pentode output
valve a 2,000 ohm fixed
resistance may be connected
in series with the variable
resistance in order to prevent excessive amplification
of high frequencies with
consequent liability to selfoscillation.

Has a rising response curve
from 1,000 to 4,500 cycles.
any form
2 Balances
reproduction.

of sound

Restores a weakened
3 to
its correct value.

List No. D.P. 33

treble

Gives avariable compensation
therefore, complete control of tone correction.

4 and,

the required tone cor5 Gives
rection without an extra L.F.
stage.
Becomes at will and instantly
straight-line transformer.

6 a normal
The

ideal

Suitable

Resistances

for

use

with

Rectatone

Varley C.P.I 57 5,000 ohm Wire-Wound
Varley C.P. I23 2,000 ohm Spaghetti

are :

56
9d.

L.F. coupling for

7 selective sets.

Particularly useful where the
L.F. amplifier is used for
radio and gramophone reproduction.

8 same

Write

To Messrs. Varley, Kingsway House, 103 Kingsway, London,
W.C.2.
Please send me, free and post free, the

1

"BOOK OF THE RECTATONE"
Date
Name
Address

Please Mention " A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers

A.W.4.i

e

SEPTEMBER 24, 19'32
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* STATION Fl
This Chart will make it easy for you to identify the 100 Best Stations.
It also includes aguide to the most important interval signals.

It is

indispensable to every listener and given with each copy of the greatly
enlarged Autumn "Wireless Magazine."
There is also something new in four-valvers for you to build—" The
Calibrator." In this outstanding set aspecial tuning unit is employed
which is so designed that the dial is calibrated directly in wavelengths—you tune directly to the station you want.
OTHER CONTENTS OF "WIRELESS MAGAZINE,"
OCTOBER ISSUE
B.B.C. Television—Test Reports on
Five New Commercial Sets, and Tuning the New Sets—Two Special Articles
for the Prospective Buyer—Automatic
Volume Controt—Is the Variable Condenser Doomed ?—What of the New
Valves ?—Percy Harris Explains the
Fixed Resistance—Modern Tuning-coil
Practice.

Other Sets for You to Build :The Newstyle Battery Radiogram and the "Prosperity " Threes—one version for batteries, one for A.C. mains and another
for D.C. mains.
Guide to the World's Broadcasters Choosing Your Records, and many
other Gramo-radio features.

WIRELESS
MAGAZINE
161
PAGES

USUAL PRICE 11-

ON SALE TO-DAY

maXw
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CAN

PURCHASE THEM WITH EVERY
CONFIDENCE'
The Ediswan Batteries are giving the first-class service
expected of them. Radio enthusiasts can purchase
them with every confidence. Their outputs are above
the average and they give aclean, steady output

SPECIAL Dustproof and Shortcircuit -proof
cover.

says the Technical Editor
of "Popular Wireless"
Settle the H.T. Battery problem once and for all—
take no more risks buying batteries "on spec."—it
is unnecessary, for Ediswan H.T. Batteries are now
GUARANTEED against failure to give completely satisfactory service. Every single cell in every Ediswan
Battery must successfully pass four tests before it
leaves the factory, and special precautions are taken
to ensure perfect internal insulation between cells.

1
,?,9

Test hole enable;
a complete voltage

test to

1
.3"

be

made without

Standard Capacity. Where the anode current required does
not exceed 10 Ma these batteries will give highly satisfactory
service. If super-power valves are used, the super-capacity
type should be used.

breaking seals.

Guarantee
The Edison Swan Electric Co. Ltd. guarantee
that Ediswan Batteries are of full voltage and
capacity.

Should any Ediswan Battery fail

to give satisfactory service, we undertake to
deal with the customer's complaint within 24
hours of receipt of the defective battery.

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD.

Super Capacity. These batteries have twice the capacity
of the standard type, and, owing to their large reserve of
power, last nearly three times as long when used as
replacements to standard capacity batteries.
Look for the Ediswan Authorised Dealer

sign when you buy!

Send for your FREE copy of "How to get the most out of
your H.T. Battery."
Full of useful data, hints and tips.

EDISWAN

Guaranteed
RADIO HI BATTERIES
PONDERS

END,

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers

MIDDLESEX
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Valve deterioration is a slinking
silent fellow creeping on you unawares, robbing your wireless of its
tone value its clarity and even its
selectivity:Valve deterioration robs
you cunningly-just alittle at atime,
so little that you scarcely notice it
until one day you realise that you are not hearing the wireless
programmes as well, or as clearly, as you used r.). The real
enjoyment has- -somehow--gone.
The fault is not in your set but in your valves. Twelve months
work—or even less with some receivers—is as much as you
should expect from your valves.
After that efficiency is much
lowered and running costs are much increased. A new set of
ETA valves will restore the original purity and crispness of
your reception. ETA valves will make your set as good as ever
it was or even better. ETA valves give and maintain the highest possible standard of reproduction.
YOU

NEED

NEW

GOOD VALVES — ETA

VALVES
VALVES

PRICES
FL OM

5

,THE INTERNATIONAL VALVE

16

SERVICE COUPON

FREE INSIDE
Design Chart for making a
Double-Cone Portable Set.

Why You Should Buy this Work
Because it explains the theory of wireless in
a way you can understand.
Because it contains many new designs by
the best designers.
Because it is authoritative yet easy to
understand.
Because it gives you the expert advice of
wireless specialists.
Because when completed it will be worth
much more than it tas cost you.

PART 2READY FRIDAY, SEPT. 23

To the ELECTRICAL TRADING ASSOCIATION LTD.,
Aldwych House, Aldwych, London, W.C.2.

A.

Please let me know the correct type of ETA valves to
replace my present valves which are as under

I. —

B.

2

3
4
(Insert type letters and number)

5. —

Please advise me which ETA valves to use for the following
receiver or circuit.
specify Type No. and Name
Oltainelle at old Pinsk...ems and Bookstalls or tp Post 1.21 reen
CrerEe Yezems, bd.. 8-11, Southempton Street, Strand,
London, W.C.2.

Name
Address
A. W.24.9.32

Geo. Setenee, LW.

SEPTEMBER

1, 1932

e
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FOR EVERY SET

there's a

PILOT AUTHOR KIT
CASH - C.O.D

4,

EVERYILIING RADIO
IMMEDIATE DELIVERYCASH, C.O.D., or H.P.
CARRIAGE PAID TO YOUR DOOR
COSSOR MELODY MAKER.
Model 335.
Complete with valvt,, speaker it Itti cabinet.
Cash Price, 17/17/11. Carriage Paid.
Balance In 11 monthly payments of 1110.

send

10 'oiilv

COWOR ALL-ELECTRIC MELODY MAKER.
Model 335. tninpIrte a th val, es, cabinet and
peaker. Cash Price, £1115 0. Carriage Paid.
Balance In 11 monthly payments of 21;T.

Sellii

21'7
only

SLEKTUN »OUT 11.0.3.- SAL, Deteetor and
Power. Pilot Author Kit " A " Hess valve,,
and cabinet). Cash or C.O.D., 14/Xl. t'arriage
paid.
Balanee in ti monthly payment. of II/1.

Senti

8/1

osdy

R & A "VICTOR " PERMANENT-NININET
MOVING-COIL SPEAKER DE LUXE. With
6-ratio input trandidmer 2111d protecting grill.
Cash Price 53 10 0. Carriage Paid.
Balance in 11 monthly payment+ of 5 5.

With

6/5

order

EPOCH " 20 C" PERMANENT UNMET
MOVING-COIL SPEAKER.
(New Edition).
With 3-ratio input transformer. Cash Price
11116, h. Carriage Paid.
.
Balance In 5 monthly payments of 41.

Send

6/6
testy

YEAR'S

LIMN
Chassis
S.G.,
alves.
s

Detector
Cash

Send

5'9

WINNER

"SKYSCRAPER 3."
model with (Lissen)

I
KIT "A"
CASH OR C.O.D. DE-

Send

driiled panel. CASH id.C.O.D.
Carriage £6-12-3
Paid
Or 12 monthly payments
of 12 2.
Carriage paid.

£_ _

FINISHED
INSTRUMENT
,
£8 _
0_
0

t Csi
I

I

e

Carriage paid.

KIT 'C' ;ettie-ksit, Cornc:iiri,
valves, cabinet and ready

above. A W
" ITa
i;
KIT II' VALVES but
lee' cabinet. CASH or CapCarriage
5 12 3
Paid
Or 12 monthly payments
of 10 4.
Co rdoge paid.

Fully Assembled WIZARD. Aerial
Tested. Complete with Valve.
and Cabinet, excluding batteries.
rriage paid. 0r12 monthly
payments of 14/11.

Ca

PILOT RADIO
ENVELOPE la. 1.

PILOT RADIO
ENVELOPE l. 3.

Buy Ulf/. and build
a sixty-Station 3-

Tells you how to
build an anwing 'Stake
super-het.
l'ontains point-topoint wirlag,
a..erubling sad

solve batten* t41•

Send
K/6
tta
only

RESENTONE W.1.F. H.T. ELIMINATOR for
A.C. maim, tapped SM.. detector and 1201150
v. at 12 ni/a. Cash Price 1215;0. Carriage
Paid.
Balance in II monthly payments of 5,1.

to

BAND-PASS

point 'electivity.
It is simple to
attach átt.1 can le t.perated ng

,inyone without techidial knowledge.
.No salves or extras
required.

251

» Or.Orelonitfnio;
•
te4,11.

r.lernting
lte,trus
tWas in every curs41.

only

Send

o

1
6

fi

3

1
2

o

1 II

•

£1

..

e

74
only

UNIT

Instantly convert. any Set to
Banl-pas. Tuning Mit Needlesharp Selectivity.

COMPLETE

PILOT

THESE TWO

AUTHOR

AMAZING

El

0
12

3

Instruct-

Kit or part 4 in
carton il• ,licrilied by
Maxamp, the Designer, for building awonderfully selective 60-Station 3-valve receiver.
Includes necessary Pilot Radio Envelope,
but excludes valves and cabinet.
Or 12 monthly payments of 5 II.

eg

KIT

PRICES

BATTERY

FOR

RECEIVERS

ADVENTURER 5-VALVE SUPER -HET

SELECTIVE FAMILY THREE

Send

Send

eperatinj

WITH FULL SIZE
BLUEPRINTS

only

051)

pLotrts

gran. and
complete au.emtly and

5/5

4/7

j
. Msins
or
ftstt -ry
eler4teI.
its
PILOT
BAND-PASS
UNIT
cute
out
14.strantr, interference effectively
And slisrpen. toning le 'urine.

ISInepent,

Send

GARRARD
INDUCTION
GRAMOPHONE
MOTOR.
For A.C. mains.
Model 202.
Mounted on 12-Inch nickel motor plate aith
fully automatic electric starting and stopping
switch, Cash Price 12/10/0. Carriage Paid.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 1.7.

PILOT
ivtieLiier

1
1
1
1 4
3

GET YOUR COPY
TO-DAY POST FREE

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 83.

COLLARO INDUCTION MOTOR WITH FMKUP. For A.C. mains. 12-in, turntable, moulded
piek-up, volume control and automatic atop.
Cash Price 14/0!lit. Carriage Paid.
Balance In 11 monthly payments of 74.

4
3

er C.O.D.

1Peto-Scott Special Cabinet
Specified Valves

7 II
It
17 6

PILOT RADIO ENVELOPE

Price
and
Pentod
£4 9 6.e

ATLAS ELIMINATOR.. Type A.C.244. Three
tappings. SM., detector and power. Output:
120 volts at 20 m/a.
Cash Price £2,1101.
Carriage Paid.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5 6.

4 II

KIT"A" TAW

ished Receivers or Accessories for Cash, C.O.D. or H.P.
on our own system of Easy Payments. Send DS a list of
your wants. We will quote you by return. C.O.D. orders
value over 10 - sent carriage and post charges paid.

Carriage paid.

BLUE SPOT SPEAKER UNIT AND CHASM
TYPE 100U.
Cash Price 11/4 4.
Carriage
I' dd.
Balance in T monthly payment. of 5:5.

1 Red Triangle ebonite panel, 14 in. by 7 in.,
ready drilled
I Peto Scott baseboard, 14 in. by 9 ii,....
2 Ready Rai "Micalog" .0003-mfd. con-

6 Yards thin Ilex. connecting wire, sleeving,
length flexible tubing, screws and 1terminal
strip 3 lu. by 2

IMPORTANT •....,Parts,
Kits, Miscellanemu Components, Fin-

BUILD IT YOURSELF
-it's easier with a

isED,

2 Tolson 1-mhi. fixed condenser.
1Teflon 2-infd, fixed condenser
...
1 Manlier .00003-mfd, fixed condenser, type
670
2 Linen .0002-mid. fixefl condensers
1 Outiller 2-megoitin grid leak with wire ends
1Tunewell 30,000-ohm spaghetti resistance
1Wow» sereetted high-frequency choke...
1Mktg. standard Mgh-frequency choke ...
3 W.B. 4-pin valve holders ...
..
1 Bete 'Senator " resistance-fed transformer
..
2 Terminal strip'
1ismwrisivi .0003-mfd, pre-set series aerial
condenser
2 nealing-Lse terminals, marked " Pick-up "
1 Wadi-Rail radiogram change-over Switch
It IMINag-Les wander plugs, marked
2 lielliag-Lie spade terminals, marked z

80/-

Or 12 monthly payments of 7 4.

THESE ARE THE PARTS T11 EArm ok

2 Readi-Rad slow-motion disc drive.
1 Listen two-gang coil unit and switch
...
1 Lissom .0005-mfd. variable reaction eon-

rabinet.

LIVERY FROM STOCK
CARRIAGE PAID

I

W.S. PERSIANÉNT-MAGNET MOVING-COIL
SPEAKER. Type PMI. Complete with transformer. Cash Price title Carriage Paid.
Balance in 7 monthly payments of kg.

THIS

•

As ties( tilled in last
week's issue. Author's
Kit of specified parts.
including ready-drilled
panel, less valves and.

Or H.P.

Cash or
C.O.D.

65/eary i,,,,0
Paid.*

Carriage paid.

parts in sealed carton as bitecitied l'y
Maxamp, the Designer. This is awonderfully
selective and powerful set with built-in
moving-coll speaker.
Includes necessary
Pilot Radio Envelope but excludes valves,
cabinet and speaker.
is it id

Or 12 monthly payments of 101.

Cash or
C.O.D.

£6 10
Carriage
Paid.

Carriage paid.

BACKED BY PETO-SCOTT-ORIGINATORS OF CONSTRUCTOR KITS IN 1919
BUY ALL
YOUR
RADIO
FROM

)1
1, a -Jff ZO.

I7.T-1 -7 City Rd. London, E.C.1.

West End Showrooms: 62 High Holborn, London,

I Dear

Sirs, Please send me CASH/C.O.D./H.P.

for 1% hich Ienclose
NAME:

PETO -

Telephria9406,7

w.c.2.

d. CASHilf.P. Deposit Also send your FREE 1933 Batik> Catalogue..

1

AlbitItliss

W. 2419/32. I

SCOTT

•••

MM.

ieudy 6f.1 PcetYou will Help Yourself and Helo if,,
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Get YOUR FREE COPY

of this Book to—day!
Thousands
*

snapped

have
it

literally

up—and are

making this outstanding

set

Every day more thousands send for
this free book of the" Scout S.G.3."
Thousands who own average receivers are now making this sensational set. Those who have made it
are enthusiastic in their reports of
its performance, simplicity and
moderate cost.
Most definitely there has never
before been such acleverly designed
home constructor's set— for the
" Scout S.G.3 " is the result of a
united effort by leading component
manufacturers to design a specialist's set that even a novice can
construct -at a cost that brings it
within reach of the most modest
purse.
The set is a sensation.
It has
created a sensation. The tremendous demand for the Free Book and
Blueprint proves how outstanding
it is. Get your copy to-day.

The

EKTlie

SCOUT S.G.3
Tel« the coupon below to your dealer for the Free Book and Blueprint
cl the Scout S.G.3," or, if more convenient, post it to us with a lid.
stamp affitcd,

One-knob tuning—fifty stations at
full loud-speaker strength.

Messrs. SI, EKT UN PRODUCTS LTD.,
21, Douglas Street, WESTMINSTER, S.W.1

Extreme selectivity. " The Broadcaster " says :" Even with a large
aerial at ten miles from Brookmans
Park, the local stations were easily
separated."

Please send mc the FREE illustrated Book of the scour
S
kgether with the full-si:e Blueprint. I enclose s!,L.d.
stamp
COVer cost ef postage.

" Simplicity is one of the outstanding features—"

Name

"The constructional details are
very explicit, and we can imagine
no difficulties."

SLEKTUN
Ziat ¿osai

PRODUCTS

LTD.,

Address
.\ .W.3.

21

DOUGLAS

STREET,

WESTMINSTER,

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of " A.W." with Your Order

S.W.!
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NCLUDED in this issue is the second
of the "A.W." Special Supplements for
SPARING NO EXPENSE
beginners. It is an eight-page feature
LTHOUGH no contributions to the
brimful of interesting topics
for all
Empire Service are as yet forthreaders, and it gives everybody a chance
to brush up his technical knowledge. You coming from overseas, the B.B.C. is
will find this supplement in the centre determined to make use of its best material.
pages of the issue.
The "Wizard" is a It is recognised that the programmes must
be "robust" to catch the ear of the
big feature this week, too. The construccolonial. The very best artistes of every
tion of this fine set is described in simple.
illustrated stages. It is really something department of the B.B.C. will be engaged
in this Empire work.
new in sets.

A

GIVING

THE

EMPIRE
WANTS

WHAT

IT

D

ACK from their holidays, Sir John
Reith, Director-General, and Mr. Cecil
Graves, the new Empire Broadcasting
Director, have been planning the make-up
of the Empire programmes to be broadcast
from the new stations nearing completion
at Daveutry. The Empire is to have just
what it wants. Not what the B.B.C. thinks
it ought to want 1 If the cry goes up for
vaudeville, it shall be given.
If overseas
listeners like their humour "broad," they
shall .have it—but there will be nothing
vulgar!. A big demand for light entertainment is expected—hence the bustle to
augment the programme staff with revue

e:

elleYA 4 4 1111
e

producers who will be ready for home or
Empire work.

I

FL)/ 7-

Re-SEARCH CONSUL TA

J. Pl. REVIVER. B.Sc.. AKLEE.

OUR FREE SUPPLEMENT

AS,YS7AVT

Nr: ' H.CORBISHLEY
W • JAMES.

ELWTOR:

FEEDING THE FIVE ZONES
NE of the difficulties of this Empire
broadcasting is the time differences
between the various countries, and even
between one part of acountry and another.
At first, .Mr. Graves will be satisfied if he
can feed each of the five zones with
programmes between 8 and i
s
o p.m. local
time, extending the period later from
6 p.m. to 12 midnight local time.

O

BOTTLING PROGRAMMES FOR
LATER USE

G

REATLY improved qtiality is being
obtained from three Blattiterphone
machines of a new type now being tested
at the .B.B.C.'s Research Laboratory at

In this issue :
Free wiring
"Wizard."

plan

of

the

The A.B.C. of Mains Working.
Practical Hints and Tips.
Some Developments in Lowfrequency Amplification.
Our

Second Special 8-Page
Supplement,
" Wireless Made Easy."

i's/ightingale Lane, Clapham.
These new
recording machines will enable the B.B.C.
to "bottle - programmes sent out from the
studios in the normal way, so that later
wax-disc impressions can be taken for
distribution to the Empire.
•
FIRST EMPIRE RECORDING
uRIOUSLY enough, the first recording
for Empire distribution made by the
B.B.C. is a Manx programme, lasting
half an hour and .comprising folk music
and a comic song. There may be difficulty
in finding material for this scheme, as
we hear that several authors are unwilling
to sell their "Empire rights."

C

DANCE MUSIC FOR OCTOBER
ENRY HALL will be back in the
Thursday evening dance-music period
during the month of October, and bands
from the Dorchester. Monseigneur, Savoy,
and Mayfair will be relayed on other
evenings.
It is interesting to note that
Maurice Winnick will also be playing
from the Carlton on three nights of the
month.
Bertini will take a well-earned
holirluv, being on the air only once.

H

Practising for the outside broadcast of the speedway
racing at the Wembley Stadium. The engineers are
trying microphone positions during motorcycle testing.

NEXT WEEK:

A

NEW

USE

FOR

YOUR

OLD

SPEAKER

e

rnattur

nEW S •8-) •0,0 S

STUART HIBBERD BACK
ISTENERS have probably noticed
that the B.B.C.'s Chief Announcer, Mr.
Hibberd, is now back at the microphone.
He is in fine voice after spending several
weeks down in Devonshire, where Mr.
King7Bull is now recuperating and seeking
inspiration in a coast-guard cottage on a
cliff I

L

PLYMOUTH PROGRAMMES
TROUBLES
LTHOUGH the Plymouth relay station
has been successfully synchronised
with Scottish National on a wavelength of
288.5 metres, it is feared that after nightfall it will be impossible for the relay to
send out a programme different from the
National.
This will mean the scrapping
of the local children's hour.
Although
great disappointment is anticipated, the
B.B.C. points out that such a move would
be inevitab:e next spring, when West
National is also synchronised on 288.5
metres.

A

VARIETY

B

IN

THE

MUSIC

LUNCH-TIME

Y the policy of pooling the lunch-time
music resources of Midland, Scottish,
and North Regional stations the B.B.C.
believes that listeners are gaining a greater
variety of broadcasting.
Anyway, the
policy is to be continued.
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0FTHE. WEEK 1—Continued

Duveen came to the studio to discuss the begins. For seven days the Midland Rebest methods of televising works of art.
gional programme will be flavoured with
He was followed by a Jap who was wanted the history, music, literature and customs
to discover whether ju-jitsu would be a of Worcestershire. During the week the
television success !
Prince of Wales will be heard opening a
new bridge in the county town.
B.B.C.'s CONTRIBUTION
TO CRISIS
ANOTHER "MUSIC HALL' FROM
HIS year the B.B.C. is handing over
NO. 10
£15o,000 of listeners' money to the J OHN SHARMAN and Joh n W att , i
n
Treasury as a contribution to the nation's
double harness once again, will produce

r
-

•••

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ..............

ANOTHER SPEC!AL SUPPLEMENT NEXT WEEK!

Next week's issue will contain another special eight-page supplement of
outstanding interest to beginners in wireless, and those who want to brush up
their technical knowledge.
PERCY W. HARRIS describes another interesting addition to the special
receiver of the BUILD AS YOU LEARN series.
J. H. REYNER
continues his
COURSE FOR BEGINNERS.

fascinating

ELEMENTARY

WIRELESS

The Supplement will also be full of helpful hints and tips for set-users, and
for those who are curious to know just " how it works."
ANOTHER BUMPER NUMBER.

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW.

•••u•ac• comm.. ••••••••••••••••

needs in these difficult times. Next year,
as the result of discussions now ended, a
larger sum will be handed over. Listeners
need not fear that the programmes will
suffer, although development work is
likely to be somewhat checked.

A TELEVISION SCOOP

WIRELESS ON TRAINS

A LL credit for "televising "Jim Mollison

1-1. and Amy Johnson is due to Eustace Differences Between First and Third!
Robb, the enthusiastic television producer
HILE third-class travellers availing
recently taken on by the B.B.C.
His
themselves of the wireless earphone
waking hours are one long round of audi- .service on L.N.E.R. trains prefer jazz it
tions, rehearsals, and transmissions, and seems that the first-class occupants plump
he is certainly "delivering 'the goods."
for symphonic music!
Radio-grams, as
Ventriloquists, conjurers, cartoonists, Yo-Yo fitted on the Scottish expresses, are now
players, a sea-lion and a cat have already* installed in the London-Leeds train—
figured in the programmes I Sir Joseph which was the pioneer of travelling radio
in this country.
Alternative programmes
can be supplied with
these instruments. The
charge has now been
reduced to rod. The
pages who hand round
the -phones appreciate
the change!

W

••••

u

• •••••eu

a Music Hall bill on October r, in studio
No. io. The programme is not complete,
but if the artistes are available the bill
will include Lily Morris, Clarice Mayne,
Walter Williams, and Billy Bennett—
a galaxy of stars! The concert studio in
Broadcasting House is in constant use for
musical programmes, and it is doubtful
whether it will be used again for vaudeville.
The Productions Department has not
entirely abandoned hope about using
this studio, and feeling at the moment is
running rather high between the contestants.

L

BETTER RELATIONS!

ADY SNOWDEN and Dr. Adrian
Boult are to be congratulated upon
the better relations existing between the
B.B.C. and the musical world.
At least
six Philharmonic 'concerts will be relayed
during the season, starting on September
29.
Sir Thomas Beecham himself will
conduct several performances.
A series
of operatic relays from the Carl Rosa
tour begins with an excerpt from Bristol
in the week of September 26.

NOT SO HIGHA. J. ALAN AGAIN
BROW!
HAT ever-popular broadcaster, A. J.
HARLES SIEP.
Alan, will make his first appearance in
MANN, the new
the Children's Hour with a story called
Talks Director of the
"Percy the Prawn." He has also promised
B.B.C., has produced a
to tell his evening audience another story.
programme of talks that
Both of these broadcasts will take place
promises good listening.
in October.
In doing so he has managed to confound the
POETRY READINGS!
critics who expected a
new experiment in the reading •of
highbrow "bias." Some
poetry and prose is to be tried during
talks are quite human!
the autumn and winter months. Every evening of the week for a period of five minutes
MIDLANDS
(except on Wednesdays, when the period
COUNTY WEEK
will be extended to fifteen minutes) a
N October 18 the reading of poetry or prose will be broadfirst of the Midland cast immediately before dance music
Regional County Weeks begins at the end of each day's programme.

C

T

A

"You know, Alf, this 'ere wireless is like the rows me
and the missus 'ave!"
"'Ow's that, Bill ?"
"Words over nothin', Ain"

........ ••••••••• ....

O
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SEVENTEEN
STATIONS IN DAYLIGHT DURING A
SHORT TEST OF
THIS AMAZING SET

BRINGING IN
STATIONS
WITH

THE "WIZARD"
A member of the "A.W." Technical Staff describes atest of the "A.W."
"Wizard," the fine new receiver described constructionally this week
6 degrees lower Radio Paris came in, with
reaction practically at zero, giving an
introductory gramophone record prior to
starting the afternoon programme.
At
approximately 83 degrees Berlin was heard
at fair strength, but not for long, as
Daventry started up a few minutes later,
interfering badly.
Although Eiffel Tower could be separated from 5XX, care had to be taken in
adjusting the aerial condenser to do this
completely. The carrier wave of Kalundborg was received together with a faint
signal, but it was not of sufficient strength
In the Daytime
to be of entertainment value.
Croydon was very interesting for a few
The receiver was connected up round
I listened to a conversation
about 3 o'clock to see that it was in good minutes.
working order. As Iidly tuned the receiver. between a'plane going to Cologne and the
I was struck by the liveliness and the operator at the Control Tower giving a
smooth reaction, so I decided to see just weather forecast and bearings.
how many stations could be received
On Medium Waves
during daylight.
The medium waveband is not usually
Tuning to the top end of the long-wave
scale. Hilversum was received at good very much use in daylight except for the
strength, giving a Trio Concert; only local stations, but the long-wave stations

WONDER why many of us go to the
expense of buying large, costly receivers
when one can listen to over fifty stations
on an efficient three-valve receiver, costing
only a moderate sum.
I tested the "Wizard" on a Saturday
afternoon and evening at Letchworth,
about 30 miles, "as the crow flies," from
Brookman's Park. Using an aerial of about
38 ft. in length, and the specified valves.
batteries, etc., the results obtained were
really remarkable considering the simplicity
of the apparatus.

A FINE
FAMILY SET!

The "Wizard " at home! As the test report on this page shows, it is an ideal stationit is a good set for family use, being easy to operate and
economical to work

getter ; nevertheless

being so very good. Idecided to try and see
just what could be obtained.
The North Regional was quite a strong
signal but it was inclined to fade a little,
but Langenberg, only tdegree lower, came
in quite clearly and free from interference.
This, in my opinion, was adouble achievement; firstly, to receive this station at•all
in daylight, and, secondly, to be perfectly
clear from the North Regional.
On 200 Metres!
The London Regional was far too strong
for comfort, and, even with the reaction
condenser at zero was still rather too loud.
Huizen was giving a splendid concert and
could be received quite easily without
having to force reaction in the least.
After 5 o'clock Brussels No. z at
degrees came in very strongly. as did its
sister station, Brussels No. 2, on 66.5 and
64.5.
The Midland Regional can be received
nearly everywhere in the country. so the
reception of this station is not of much
interest, but the North National, relaying
.dance music, came in at practically the
same strength, and, at the same time, did
not jam HUizen. Lille, only aminor station
of j1
/ kilowatts, nevertheless came in on
2
the speaker at good strength, when the
London National allowed.
As the two
stations were less than z degree apart,
this is not to be wondered at.
Finally, Fécamp, which nearly everyone
seems to want to obtain, came in at 38 and
32, showing that the receiver is not only
very sensitive, but is capable of tuning
down to well under oo metres.
This,
incidentally, should be of interest to Newcastle and Aberdeen readers who have
trouble in this respect.
Seventeen stations in daylight is
certainly a " bag " to be proud of and
Iwas very keen on trying again later in the
day.
I decided to give the receiver a
thorough test that evening as the conditions
seemed quite good. and there was a corn(Continued at foot of next page).
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lator" has a voltage when fully
charged of something like
2.3
volts and that a cell that is
to all intents and purposes worn
out may yet read nearly 2 volts
on open circuit.
Secondly, it must be remembered that a voltage test should
never be taken on open circuit, but
only when the battery is under load,
i.e., actually discharging.
Readings
taken in this manner (while the radio
is working) are, for the most part,
reliable,
but
open-circuit
voltages
may be very misleading.
A Hydrometer Provides
the Best Test
A good hydrometer gives a far better
idea of the condition of a battery than
does any voltmeter. Notice that agood
hydrometer is specified. That is, one
which has an accurately graduated
float to indicate the actual
strengths of the acid, as shown
•by the photograph. Hydrometers of the "floating-ball"
type, or those with floats
marked " charged," " half
charged," and so cn may not
give sufficient warning when
the electrolyte is too strong
or too weak.
Watch th:s. Acid Strength

T

HE average wireless enthusiast, if
asked to check the condition of his lowtension accumulator, would simply put his
voltmeter across the terminals and answer
quite glibly, "Oh, it's fully charged; reading 2 volts now—look." And he would be
quite satisfied.
Unfortunately, however,
a reading of 2 volts per cell is not always
an indication that the accumulator is in good
condition and the knowing battery user
never relies upon voltmeter readings alone.
In the first place, many radio fans fail to
realise that the popular "2-volt accumu"BRINGING IN STATIONS WITH
•THE WIZARD."
(Continued from preceding page)
plete absence of atmospherics.
The first thing I did was to adjust the
pre-set condenser in the aerial until I
obtained a sufficient degree of selectivity,
because, as it was now quite dark, stations
were coming in at greatly increased
strength and additional selectivity was
required.
On the long waves all the main
stations came in without any trouble,
including Lahti on 1,796 metres; this is
quite an achievement, as this station is
received very rarely. Berlin was interfered with to a certain extent by 5XX,
but probably in a more favourable area (I
am less than thirty miles from 5XX) this
would not be the case.
Several other
stations were obtained at varying strength,
but as they were not identified, were not
included in the log.
It was on the medium waves that I
had a pleasant surprise.
Over forty
stations were received during the
evening; more than thirty of them
sufficiently loud and free from interference to be worth listening to for a

For example, a cell with
this type of hydrometer would read "fully
charged" if the specific gravity of the
electrolyte was 1.250 or more. Now supposing that the acid strength were fifty points
in excess of that recommended by the
battery makers (a regrettably frequent
occurrence when an inefficient charging
station has been patronised) the "floating
ball" hydrometer would give no indication
of this and the battery plates would soon be
ruined.
Don't, therefore, begrudge an extra
shilling or so when buying your hydrowhole evening's entertainment. Thirty
alternative
programmes
on
three
valves!

SEPTEMBER 24, 1932
meter. A "cheap" instrument is seldom an
economical proposition, whereas a good
hydrometer will last a lifetime—always
provided that it is not knocked off the
table too frequently. Incidentally, a cardboard "collar," cut as shown by the diagram and slipped round the hydrometer
will curb the instrument's tendency to roll
and, perhaps, prevent a regrettable accident.
LI.•aking Floats
Of course, there are times when even the
best hydrometer appears to be "playing
tricks." The writer has vivid recollections
of a time when the specific gravity of the
electrolyte in his batteries obstinately
refused to rise above the 1.230 mark. But
the trouble in that case was ultimately
CARDBOARD
A piece of cardboard cut as this
and slipped over the
hydrometer
ma y
prevent accidents

?HOLE
CUT

traced to a microscopic crack in the
hydrometer float. A little acid had found
its way inside the float, thereby increasing
the weight of the latter and causing inaccurate readings.
There are additional causes for variation
in hydrometer readings. For instance, if
distilled water has been added to an
accumulator and not thoroughly mixed
with the original electrolyte, false readings
may be obtained.
Similarly, if the acid
level in one cell of a battery is allowed to
fall much below normal, a higher specific
gravity will be registered in that particular
cell than in those at the correct level. This
is because a considerable volume of water
has evaporated and left concentrated acid
behind in the cell.

the call signs. It will be noticed, however,
that the pre-set condenser in the aerial
will have to be screwed further down than
Perhaps an idea as to how these stations when used on the medium waves.
were received will make quite sure that
On this band reception is not quite so
new constructors will be able to duplicate simple.
The stations are not only very
these results.
close together, but in many cases the
languages are very similar, so that one's
log of stations has to be compiled carefully.
The Ideal Set
One or two stations of little consequence
FOR BEGINNERS AND EXPERTS
were to be found between zero and 37
degrees, but the first station to come in at
THE "A.W." "WIZARD."
all well was Cork on 37.5 and 32 degrees.
Just above this was Fécamp, broadcasting
As the receiver is fitted with 25 -i -ratio a programme for English listeners. Belfast
dials, little difficulty will be experienced in and Trieste came next, followed by Hifirby,
obtaining a very slow movement of thé which in most cases will be interfered with
condensers, and the reaction being quite by the London National, for listeners who
smooth the receiver does not go into are within 30 miles or so of this station.
oscillation with a "plop." The set could Lille will also be interfered with to a
be left in its most sensitive condition (that certain extent by this same station, but as
is, nearly oscillating) when searching for it is an excellent daylight station the
your stations, the volume being adjusted Sunday morning programmes provided
when a station has been received satis- will be of considerable interest.
factorily.
Heilsberg is a tremendous signal at 53
The long-wave tuning hardly requires and 50 degrees and it is quite free from
any description, as all the main stations interference from the National. Between
could be received without any trouble by this reading and the London Regional over
referring to the dial readings or by checking
(Continued on page 642)

How the A.C.
explained in

N one article it is not possible to give
anything more than a general idea of
how the mains are used to supply the
wireless set with its power.
Let us see
what we have in a mains supply and what
we want in the receiver. The mains give

VALVE RECT'

+
A.C.
\METAL
RECTIFIER

A

Wtret

mains can be used to replace the batteries of the wireless set is simply
this practical contribution by a designer of mains wireless apparatus

I

MAINS TRANS.

nialzur
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The low-tension is much more simply
obtained, by stepping down the voltage of
the mains to the 4volts at which the filaments have to be heated. This needs only
a transformer, or more usually an extra
winding on the high-tension transformer.
Of which more later.
The grid-bias is
obtained in quite a
subtle way. It does
not need any special
components.
Gridbias is, to use a
common
term,
"pinched" from the
high-tension.
Some
of the voltage that
would have gone on
the anodes is diverted
to the grids.

Circuits for mains rectification.
At A is a centre-tap circuit for
use with a metal rectifier and at B the standard circuit for a
double-wave valve rectifier is shown

TRANSFORMERS

F

doubler metal-rectifier circuits the secondary has to be centre-tapped. So has the
filament secondary, unless two resistances
are connected in series across the winding
to provide an artificial centre tap.
RECTIFIERS

W

HAT you have inevitably to decide
is whether you will use a valve or a
metal rectifier. Some form of rectifier is
essential, for the current passed on by the
transformer is of its original nature, flowing
backwards and forwards, usually 50 times
a second. This is of no use for the anode
supply, which must be smooth direct
current, otherwise there will be a humming
noise in the loud-speaker.
.
The modern valve rectifier has the
advantage that the smoothing after it does
not have to be very extensive.
On the
other hand, most of the new metal rectifiers provide a direct-current output that
can quite easily be smoothed, with the
additional advantage that the metal
rectifier is practically everlasting.
The
valve should give at least athousand hours
service and may last considerably longer.
The valve rectifier consists of two halfwave rectifiers inside one bulb, with

'30

ainooveNn

OR mains working
there
are
The final
us an almost unlimited amount of power many designs for transformers.
at a fixed voltage, usually zoo or 230 volts. choice depends on the rectifier to be used
The set needs three distinct voltages— and on the amount of high tension wanted.
high-tension for the anodes of the valves, There is a primary winding connected
low-tension for their filaments and grid- across the mains, with tappings for the
bias for their grids.
The job in mains different voltages of
O
working is to obtain these various poten- supply. Then there
H.T:f
tials from the fixed voltage of the mains. is
a number
of
CONDENS"
NICIX
The high-tension is obtained from a secondaries, usually
sequence of components consisting firstly two, one for the highof a transformer, then a rectifier, then a tension rectifier and
smoother and finally a potential divider. the other for the
filaments.
The function of the
transforiner is not to
transform
but
to
alter the voltage of
the mains to whatever voltage is
needed
for
the
rectifier
and
the
•
o
filaments. As a rule,
The essentials of a smoothing circuit are shown here. There is
f.rstly a reservoir condenser, then a choke and finally an output
the rectifier voltage
condenser. The condensers store up the voltage while the choke
is higher than the
tends to oppose any change in the current producing this voltage,
s) the effect is to smooth the output
mains
voltage,
so
more turns are put on the secondary than
par ate anodes but a common filament.
on the primary. For the filaments only 4 The transformer for such a rectifier has to
Grid-bias circuit for an output power
volts is wanted, so a very much smaller provide asecondary for heating the filament
valve using an indirectly heated mains
valve.
Note that a bias res!stance Is
secondary winding is provided.
and acentre-tapped high-voltage secondary
connected between the cathode and highWith some types of metal rectifier a for the anodes.
tension negative.
This has the effect
of making the cathode positive with
simple high-tension secondary is sufficient,
With metal rectifiers one secondary
respect to the grid, which is the same ias
but generally with valve and voltage
(Confirmed at fool of next page)
making the grad negative
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WHY NOT FADE
OUT THE APPLAUSE ?
Asks WHITAKER WILSON

F
I

you look amongst the published correspondence pf the B.B.C. you will find an
occasional outburst from some enraged
listener protesting against the applause at
Queen's Hall during the Proms and
symphony concerts.
Often these letters
have been protests against applause as
such, generally casting aspersions at the
mentality of those who applaud. That sort
of criticism, is hardly worth while writing;
it is certainly, not worth reading.
On the other hand, I am inclined to
think there is something in the point of
view if modified into •reason.
Unfortunately, the broadcast effect of people
clapping is not good. If allowed to transmit for three or four minutes, as is often
the case, it certainly becomes anuisance.
On the other hand, if you are in the hall
it is entirely another matter. The reason
is simple. ,You can see the artiste you
have thus approved; you can see him (or
her) acknowledge your approbation; you
can see Sir Henry Wood bowing, the

THE A.B.C. OF MAINS WORKING"
(Continued from preceding page)
voltage for the high tension is sufficient,
and with either the bridge circuit or the
voltage-doubler circuit the secondary voltage does not have to be very much greater
—and is sometimes less—than the required
output voltage.

orchestra rising and
the
various
other
movements and
actions.
That makes
all the difference.
At home you see
nothing of this. You
have heard the music,
but that is the only
experience common to you and the people
in the hall. Everything else is their gain
and your loss.
The stimulus to applaud comes from
being in a place crowded with people. You
will applaud vigorously when two thousand
people applaud with you, but if you happen
to be in a theatre or concert hall where,
for some reason, there is but a handful of
people you are almost afraid to applaud.
Surely it is not unreasonable to suggest
that in the privacy of your drawing-room
you have no desire to applaud at all?
On the other hand, it is not reasonable
to argue that because you are not amember
of what may be called the primary audience
you are justified in objecting to their clapping and cheering, but it may be argued
that the effect of applause immediately a
work has finished is inartistic and even
unpleasant under ordinary listening conditions.
Even if a work ends brilliantly, with
crashing chords, or a long note held by the

rated by an insulating material called the
dielectric.
The better the dielectric the
greater the volfage you can safely apply to
the condenser. It costs money to put in

SMOOTHING

A

FTER the mains current has passed
through the rectifier, whether metal
or valve, it is "one-way" current, but by
no means smooth enough to be applied to
sensitive anode circuits. Between the final
output of the mains equipment and the
rectifier we therefore insert smoothing
devices.
There are smoothing condensers and
smoothing chokes. The condensers store
up the voltage applied to them and thus
tend to maintain the output at a constant
level. The chokes oppose changes in the
value of the current flowing through them
and thus also help to keep the output
smooth. There is more in smoothing than
this, bf course, but you have the general
idea.
Usually, enough smoothing is obtained
with two condensers and a choke between
them.
The important point about the
condensers is not so much their capacity,
though this is, of course, taken into consideration, but their working voltage.
Condensers consist of metal plates sepa-

Grid
Anode
Filament
Cathode

full orchestra, asudden outburst of clapping
is by no means good in effect, but if a work
ends like a breath—as, for instance, does
the Pathetic Symphony of Tchaikovsky,
which ends so softly that it is difficult to
be sure when it really has ceased—then the
effect of tumultous clapping jars the nerves
of any keen listener.
I have just been making an experiment
with my watch. At the conclusion of a
symphony in a Prom Iswitched rotind into
silence for ten seconds. Ithen faded in the
applause with considerable effect. Looking
at it as though it had been done for me, I
am bound to state Ifelt the benefit of the
ten seconds complete silence.
I should like the controller to try the
experiment one evening of cutting off for
ten seconds, then, allowing the .applause to
fade up to a good strength for half a
minute, fading out a second time for , the
announcement of the next item, 'and
finally fading in the end of the applause.
The arrangement could be variable; there
is no need to make any hard and fast rules.
Until television is established everything
broadcast must be thought of and viewed
as something heard but not seen. We are
all better listeners than we were ten years
ago—even a year ago.
We are getting
used to appreciating music and plays by
means of the ear alone.

dielectrics to stand up to high voltages, and
your job is to choose a condenser with just
the right dielectric for your applied voltage.
Smoothing condensers are now generally
sold on their working voltage, which is
less than half the test voltage.
The choice of the choke depends on how
much current the mains supply is delivering. A choke of not less than 30 henries
inductance is needed.
The inductance
varies with the current flowing through it,
so do not be guided by the inductance
figure alone. Take it with a current figure
—such as 30 henries at 40 milliamperes,
to give a typical example.
The condenser immediately connected
to the rectifier—called the reservoir—
should have a capacity of 4 microfarads.
This value must not be exceeded with a
valve or serious damage may be done.
After the choke is another condenser,
which may be anything from 4 to 8 tilicrofarads. In this output position it is now
possible to use an electrolytic condenser.
VOLTAGE DIVIDERS

A

ER the smoothing has been done
we have a fixed voltage providing
direct current.
For the output power
valve this voltage may be suitable as it
stands, but for the preceding valve stages,
such as the screèn-grid and detector valves,
a reduction in the voltage must be made.
This reducing is done with potential
(Continued on page 645)
'

A typical mains-valve construction. Tha
heater or filament Is fed with the raw A.C.
at 4 volts and this heat is communicated
to the cathode, which is insulated from
the heater. The cathode is the electron
emitter, and corresponds to the negative
side of the filr_meat of a battery valve
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A SIMPLE

DISCOVERY

—yet it means so much; a damping
device on the filament—and microphony
is conquered. That's the story of the
greatest

advance

in

modern

valve

construction.
This wonderful detector also works at a
very low anode current which abolishes
distortion due to transformer saturation
and consequently gives greatly improved quality.

For the same reason

of course, the life of your H.T. Batteries
is prolonged.
PRICE 7/-.

MADE IN ENGLAND.

The Milliard Valves specified for the Wizard described
in this issue are 113.31.12, IAMJHL and 1P.M.2A,

THE •MASTER •VALVE
Advt.
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Ltd.,

Please Mention "A.W."
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House,

Charing

Cross
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thing — sounding good.
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be able to choose my own stuff when I
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radio-gramophone at thirty-nine
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THE MOST FAMOUS RADIO-GRAMOPHONE IN THE WORLD
-- MODEL

521 — IS

39

GUINEAS

WITH

AUTOMATIC

RECORD-CHANGING DEVICE, FOR 8 RECORDS, 46 GUINEAS.
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request. "His Master'sfoice," 367a Oxford Street, London, W .I.
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MY MISTAKE!
F ever one's pen slips in AMATEUR
W IRELESS, plenty of readers are
always sure to spot the lapse and to
write in about it with chuckles. I
was guilty of afunny mistake aweek or two
back when I wrote that broadcasting
would not celebrate its ninth birthday until
November next. Here is how it happened.
I turned up the reference, just to make
sure, in the 1923 Whitaker's Almanack, in
which I read that broadcasting had begun
in November. Stupidly enough, it didn't
occur to me that this meant November,'
1922; though, of course, Iknew it perfectly
well if only I had thought for a moment.

G.P. valves) connected to the original
Brown type "H" loud-speaker. Old hands
will remember this speaker well enough.

moteu.- Wireiejs

cuits to .obviate this nuisance. Since the
general separation of stations is 9kilocycles,
the frequency of the heterodyne is well
defined, and it is not difficult to design a
filter for it. The use of such a filter means.
of course, that this particular frequency is
strained out, whether it occurs as a whistle
or as a musical note. In theory, this might
seem afatal objection, but in practice it does
not make a great deal of difference.
Jbwbi
OLD AGE IN LOUD-SPEAKERS
HAVE had so many letters recently
from correspondents who have found
old or oldish loud-speakers develop.ing various annoying habits, that I
think Ihad better mention again the hints
that Igave in these columns a year or two
back. All loud-speakers of the balancedarmature type and the majority of movingcoil loud-speakers made to-day incorporate
permanent magnets. The trouble is that,
like permanent waves, permanent magnets
are not everlasting. There is no greater
enemy of the permanent magnet than
vibration, and this must come the way of
those which form part of loud-speakers.
As time goes on, the magnet slowly loses
strength. The instrument then overloads
more and more easily and the quality suffers badly. There are several firms which
carry on re-magnetizing, and the process is
not at all an expensive one. I have had
several loud-speakers treated in this way and
it has invariably produced beneficial results.
JONYO.
ERRATIC FADING
HEN a set plays the old soldier's
game of gradually "fading away,"
it is generally because one of the
batteries has run down, specially

THE THRILL OF IT
T grieves me to.have to say it, but
not a sound could be coaxed from
the set until after Writtle had
closed down.
Whilst I was engaged in trying to discover the fault,
my accomplice endeavoured to keep .the
audience interested by telling them of the
wonderful things that were shortly to happen. When, at long last, Idiscovered that
the grid leak had died on me and replaced
it with the 'line of Indian ink drawn on
paper that we so often used for the purpose
in those days, Iwas overjoyed to find that
several amateurs were hard at work trans.
miffing. One of these was sending out a
Harry Lauder record and, by stupendous
*feats of tuning, Igot the transmission up
to loud-speaker strength.
Positive thunders of applause greeted what we should now
regard as an appalling performance. A
few more amateurs were picked up, and the
evening closed with aworld tour, which con". ..not asound could be coaxed from the
sisted in tuning in long-wave morse signals.
set !"
My audience listened to those pings and
Yes, broadcasting is just on ten years old, pipings from far-away places with more
right enough; and ten jolly eventful years interest than a present-day audience would
display in the perfect and powerful reprothey have been.
duction of some outstanding musical programme from Budapest or Madrid. Those
PACKED YEARS
HAVE before me as Iwrite a copy were the days I
of the first popular book on wireless
SAD BUT TRUE
ever published in this country—
published, too, under the auspices of
ITH the autumn increase in signal
strength that we are experiencing
the Editor of "A.W.", though this paper
just now, heterodynes are becoming
was not then born. The first edition of the
far more marked. Actually, the
book appeared some time before broadnumber
of
casting began. It deals with coherers and growing
all kinds of funny old apparatus. The heterodyne whistles is
carborundum and crystal detectors it due not only to seasonknows, but it does not get as far as the al effects, but also to
valve! Then there's another book which the fact that so many
stations
appeared in the very early days of broad- Continental
increased their
casting. This was quite a revelation in its have
time, for it not only dealt with the theory power and are thereof the valve, but also showed how to make fore more capable of
a five-valve set. You couldn't buy many producing "action at à
This is a
components in those days; so full instruc- distance."
tions were given for making the variable very serious problem for
condensers, low-frequency transformers, all wireless folk. It is
and fixed condensers, as well as the tuning quite clear that where
transmitting
coils. The five valves were all of the powerful
general-purpose type; so you can just ima- stations are concerned
gine what the distortion was like when this as wavelength neigha 9-kilocycle
set got going. There was, of course, no bours,
separation is about as
negative grid-bias anywhere.
much use as the proeime
verbial sick headache.
SOME EVENING!
With a selective reSHALL never forget the evening
when I gave my first more or less ceiver you can separate
formal wireless demonstration. This the two stations easily
L_i must have been in the late summer enough, but you cannot
of 1922, and the show took place after a get rid of the heterodyne
dinner party to which guests had been whistle which accomJ. A. Mollison making one of his numerous appearances before
specially invited to see and hear the new panies either. We shall,
the "mike." On his return he was asked to broadcast, with
wonder. The set was a unit affair with two I think, have to make
Mrs. Mollison, during alate-night television transmission
H.F., a detector, and two L.F. stages (all more use of filter cir-
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On Your Wavelength!

ww
the L.T.
But there are fading symptoms
of a more erratic kind. For instance, not
long ago I was called in to "vet" a set
which worked quite normally for à couple
of minutes, and then fell off nearly to
nothing. After a while, the signals came
back only to go off again, and so on. Now
this kind of thing is usually .due to grid
trouble—either the leak resistance is too
high or else it is open-circuited—so that the
grid voltage gradually builds up until it
paralyses the valve by shutting-off the
plate current. After a while the excess
voltage manages to find some path of
escape, possibly across the base of the
holder, and the valve starts to function
properly. But not for long, because the
same defect soon causes it to choke up
again. If the set works all right so long as
you keep your fingers on the faulty grid
terminal, you can be pretty certain you
have found the cause of the trouble.

(contin:ted)
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KEEPING A CHECK
employed. Most of the early pentodes
HERE is a very useful way of keep- required the best part of 20 milliamperes all
to themselves. I remember testing the
ing a check on the condition of loudspeaker and other magnets. To a H.T. current drain of a four-valve pentode
:
piece of iron, attach by threads one portable worked from a standard-capacity
of those little paper cups in which ices are battery which appeared on the market a
sold. Place the iron against the magnet, as few years ago. This turned out to be 28
mear the pole pieces as you can, and go on milliamperes, and the set was therefore
placing pennies in the cup until you find the just a Wile expensive to run. The modern
greatest number that it will support. Three battery pentode really is economical, for
pennies go to an ounce. Scratch the num- there are several types which require not
ber of pennies on the magnet, and there yoa more than 5 milliamperes and yet provide
are. If you make this test first of all when an undistorted output of a very respectable
the magnet is new you can always try it out fraction of a watt.
at any time to see whether it is remaining
4145,
1
in good form. A more exact measurement .
SINGLE-WAVE TELEVISION
can be made by using small shot instead of
'ITHERTO, the "sight" portion of a
pennies and subsequently weighing the
television transmission has always
contents of the cup.
been sent on one wavelength and the
"sound" portion on another. The
4 1 .-9/1
A PENTODE YEAR
drawbacks of such a system arc obvious:
-1 is really amazing to find what two transmitters and two receivers are
numbers of ready-made sets nowa- required, and the combined transmissions
efe,
days incorporate pentode valves, monopolise two of the limited number of
" DATING " VALVES
whether designed for mains or for wavelengths available. A very ingenious
PROPOS of a recent paragraph in battery operation. As I prophesied some- new system has just been tried out successwhich I commented on the long
time that it would, the pentode has come fully from the well-known American shortand faithful service given by the,
into its own. It has shown that, given a wave station W2XAB. The wavelength
average valve before "passing out,"
chance, it can be a wonderful performer. used was 107 metres, and both sight and
I find that, as usual, there is another
The trouble in the past was that we did not sound were transmitted upon it. So sucside to the story. In fact, judging by recent
give the poor thing a chance, for too often cessful were the first tests that transmiscorrespondence it rather looks as if the
the loud-speaker was not properly matched sions are now being made daily, except on
mains-driven valve is more prone to give
to its impedance by means of the right kind Saturdays and Sundays. In case any shortup the ghost at an early stage than the
of output filter or transformer. Or, again, wave enthusiast wants to try for the transbattery-driven type. This, of course, is
no corrector circuit was used with the pen- missions, the programme begins at ia.m.
not as it should be, but I notice that the
tode,with the result that reproduction was British Summer Time and continues for
evidence as to length of service is not
apt to be thin and shrill. You won't find
two hours.
always very convincing.
Personally I
.-91
these faults in the well-designed pentode
10,
think it is a very sound plan, whenever
sets of to-day.
HOW IT IS DONE
one has to put in a new valve, to stick
--- HE method employed is exceedingly
4 1.9P
on it a small label plainly marked with
'clever. To begin with, the sound
REFORMED I
the date of purchase. One can then at
'waves occurring in the studio are
ROM another point of view, the penleast be certain exactly how long it has
6
«
,
- Iused to modulate a feeble carrier
tode is a reformed valve. It used to
been in operation, without having to
afrequency of 45 kilocycles. No actual
be horribly greedy in the matter of
strain one's memory and pos.sibly do the
transmission at 45 kilocycles is, however,
high-tension
current,
and
this
made
valve manufacturer something less than
its use in battery sets almost impossible made. The modulation due to television
full justice.
unless
super-capacity
H .T. B. 's
were consists of frequencies up to '40 kilocycles.
This and the afore-mentioned 45 kilocycles
WHAT'S IN A NAME
are impressed upon the main carrier and
HE first time I saw the term humHOOK-UP" CONDENSERS
radiated as a single transmission. At the
bucking coil in print I thought it
receiving end only one set is required. FreExperimental circuits may be tried out
was a rather amusing misprint.
quencies up to 40 kilocycles are pas.sed tu
on a baseboard without using any proper
But in point of fact it is used, quite
the neon tube, but a filter keeps out the
panel. The condensers should be mounted
aptly to describe a special coil used for
right at the edge, so that the knobs are
higher frequencies, which thus cause no
cutting-out "hum" from a moving-coil
interference with the reception of the picspeaker energised from the mains.
I
ture. The second detector, tuned to 45
think the term "bucking circuit" was
kilocycles, takes charge of the speech part
first used in America to describe a coupling
of the transmission.
which introduced reverse reaction, i.e.
The system appears tó be very promising
one tending to cut down any tendency
and it is working well on the short waves.
to self-oscillation.
Hence a humbucking
It could not, however, be used on the long
device is one which helps to eliminate
waves, for the simple reason that the chanhum.
Another interesting bit of radio
nel required by a broadcasting station for
slang is the word "wow," used by the
such a transmission is 45 plus 45, or 90
B.B.C. engineers as a snappy way of
kilocycles in width. This is equivalent te
referring to the otherwise indescribable
ten of the 9-kilocycle channels at present
effect produced, when transmitting from a
employed under the Prague Plan. This
gramophone record, by a momentary
means that ten single-wave television transalteration in the speed of the turntable
mitters operating in different parts of the
carrying the disc. One can, of course, get
Old World would completely cover the
the same effect by altering* the speed on
whole of the "broadcast" band. There ie
accessible and scales should be provided,
an ordinary gramophone, but I don't
heaps of room on the short waves. But the
so that you do not have to guess at the dial
think you could find a terser way of
readings.
broadcast band is already very much overdescribing it.
crowded.
THERMION.
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CHEAPER TO USE
Whatever

set

you

possess, an Ever Ready
Battery

will

power

it

most economically, most
satisfactorily and

for a

longer time; Ever Ready
Batteries
fit

and

are

made

IBETTER QUALITY
GREATER VOLUME
LONGER LIF

to

power exactly

every wireless set made.
And every Ever Ready
Battery

is

guaranteed

satisfactory

by

the

makers of batteries for
the past 30 years.

WIRELESS
DRY
BATTERIES

THE BATTERY YOU WILL ULTIMATELY USE
THE EVER READY CO. (Great
Britain) Ltd. HERCULES PLACE
HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.T.

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention

nuateur Wirekis
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YOUR

DEALER'S

WINDOW

Full - sized constructional
models (Battery or A.C. Mains)
of the "Sunday Express" S.G.2
Radiogram, specifying Mazda
Radio Valves, are obtainable
at W. H. Smith's bookstalls
and radio dealers, price I,-

FACTS YO
ABOUT TH

IIiA

ULD KNOW.,
APENTODES
The output stage in portable battery-driven receivers has
always presented a problem to the designer on account
of the limited H.T. supply available.
THE MAZDA PEN 220 has solved this problem as, owing to
its extreme sensitivity, ample volume can be obtained with only 4Mla
anode consumption. The Pen 220 has, in addition, rapidly gained
favour n the case of standard battery-operated receivers where
economical HI. consumption is an important consideration.
THE PEN 220A is a high-power output pentode suitable for
driving alarge moving-coil speaker. It should be used in conjunction
with an eliminator.
THE PEN 425 for receivers operating on anode voltages above 150.
THE AC/PEN, the finest all-mains power pentode, sensitive enough
to operate aloud speaker direct from aerial input.
Full details of these and other useful Mazda types will be
found in the Mazda catalogue, sent FREE on request.
Mazda valves are fitted by all the leading receiver
manufacturers.
AN good radio dealers stock them.

The amazing

Tilt

BRITISH

EDISWAN RADIO
VALVES
100% BRITISH—Designed by British Engineers
1.55 Charin g Cross Rd. London. W.C.2
111cedu iLa'ar Vahi,sarc mararfacturrd Jar Tht Nruarà

lhems n

Landon and Rueby.

Acleertisers Appreciete Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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itiLREYNER EXPLAINS

SOME D
EVELOPMENTS
IN LEAMPLIFICATION
A Forecast of Some

Interesting Possibilities

in Low-Frequency Amplification

I

T is a long time since there mas any
Marked change in the methods adopted
for amplifying the low-frequency signals
after .the detector stage. In fact, one can
say that the introduction of grid bias
was the last really important development in this field. There have been numer-

LIMITS OF
GRID SWING

point where the characteristic starts to
curve at one side and the point where grid
current begins to flow on the other.
This latter point usually occurs round
about zero grid bias (see Fig. r); so that
it has been the practice to apply negative
grid bias to the valve of a value approximately half that at which the characteristic
first begins to curve, and we operate over
the straight-line portion of the characteristic and so obtain distortionless amplification.
A Matter of Grid Swing

This leaves all the characteristic to the
right of the zero grid-bias line unused and
imposes a serious limitation on the power
output obtainable from a given valve.
In general, the principles just outlined
remain unaltered even in the case of the
power valve which supplies the loudspeaker, and the output .obtainable is very
GRID CURRENT
o
largely dependent on the grid swing which
STARTS HERE
is possible without overshooting the two
Fig. 1. Under normal operating conditions the limits already stated. If we could, in some
grid voltage swings over the straight portion of way, extend the characteristic so that
the curve
without altering anything else we could
ous changes in the form of the device put, say, 50 per cent. more grid swing
used to couple one valve to the next, but into the valve we should obtain over
all the systems hitherto employed operated twice the power output.
Attempts are now being made to do
on the common principle that the grid
swing permissible ranged between the this. It is not practicable to run over the

GETTING BUSY AT MADRID

curved portion of the characteristic, so
that the direction in which attention has
been turned is that of extending the
swing on the positive side of the characteristic.
This means that grid current
flows during all or part of the time. So
far we have regarded such a state of

H.Tt

DRIVER
VALVE

K.
PUSH PULL
OUTPUT VALVE
Fig. 2. Circuit of grid-current push-pull amplifier. The driver valve is designed to work as
apower amplifier
affairs as one to be avoided at any cost,
but it now appears likely that under
proper control it may not prove such a
bugbear as was anticipated.
N'arious methods are being tried out,
most of which, unfortunately, require
special valves, but Ihope in future articles
to give details of some experiments which
can be carried out with existing valves
under suitable operating conditions so
that those who are interested can try the
various effects for themselves. For the
present, reference will be made to two
systems either of which may be widely
used in the future.
New Systems

Some of the delegates in the Senate Palace at Madrid, where the big International Congress is
taking up the time of 600 members from the leading European countries, The B.B.C. is
represented by Sir Charles Carpeadale Mr. Noel Ashbridge, and Mr. Hayes

The first of these is the triple-twin
tube.
This is a two-valve arrangement
which is put on the market in the one
bulb and behaves, as far as external connections are concerned, as if it were a
single valve. The main part of this valve
is an ordinary power valve normally
operating with zero grid bias. A negative
voltage applied to the grid causes the
anode current to decrease in the normal
manner and operates over what we term
(Continued on page 644)
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PRACTICAL HINTS AND

TIPS

Useful advice for set-builders and users.
These hints and tips will enable you to get
better results, and make for simpler and safer set-operation
the ebonite ribs of the former to should be put in series with the
keep the turns in position. Brass existing wire going to the grid
N
a portable' set there .is clips known as -•• crocodile?! terminal and not placed from
sometimes a chance that the clips should be used to take the grid to negative low-tension.
lowstensienwiringeay be pulled tappings. to. the coils._ but a This win stop high-frequency
loose and a short circuit will rough test may be made by instability.
result, which may burn the twisting the coil connections
LABEL YOUR VALVES
wiring insulation.
The best around the bare wire turns
prevention is a fuse fitted close The reaction winding should
ALVES have a long length
up bathe accumulator terminals. consist of 5-8 turns of wire and
of life nowadays but it is
Many types of fuse for inter-lead if the right number of turns is worth while keeping a record
connection are now on the found for the local set conditions when each new valve is put into
market, but in emergencies a there is no need to have this the set. The B.B.C. always does
short length of thin fuse wire of winding tapped..
this: All the amplifiers in the
the electric-light type can be
control rooms have the valves
PARALLEL-FEED
ticketed with an indication of
IF you hove a small trans- the tested emission when new
former which is easily upset and of the date of insertion.
by the steady direct - current Stick apiece of stamp paper on
of the anode •circuit flowing your valves and make a note
through its win.dings, it can when each valve is bought.

FITTING A FUSE

I

V

How to fit afuze is a portable set

used and this shcrtild be connected quite close to one of the
terminals.
EARTHING

A

TRANS-

FORMER

SOME
transformen
are
shielded in a metal case but

-are not provided with an earthing terminal. To prevent spread
of the magnetic field it is sometimes necessary to earth the base
and core, and it is a good plan
to scrap o away a little of the
insulation underneath the base
of the transformer and to clamp
it down on a wire (making good
electrical contact), which can be
connected to negative
lowtension,
thus earthing and
stabilising the transformer. This
can safely be done with lowfrequency transformers, but is
not a wise precaution with
mains transformers as the casing
may not be well insulated from
the core.
A SHORT-WAVE COIL
yen wind a
IFaerial
coil with

short-wave
a reaction
winding on the saine former you
can in most cases easily convert
your set to short-wave working.
A piece of ribbed ebonite tubing
should be used as the former and
bare wire sheuld be wound on it
so that you can make the connections to the coil at suitable
points. On a former of about
3in. diameter wind on 15 or 20
turns of No. 24 bare copper wire
and space the turns about
in.
apart. Small nicks may be cut in

ggneelly be made to give better
results byrutting it in aparallelfeed circuit.. This is quite easily
arranged. Leaving the secondary winding in its original
position in the circuit, remove
the primary winding connections
and substitute a fixed resistance
of 3o,000 ohms.
Connect one
end of the primary winding to
a r-microfarad condenser connected on its other side to the
join point of this fixed resistance
and the high-frequency choke
in the anode circuit.
The
other end of the primary winding
is connected to earth through
the negative low-tension wiring.
When you scheme this out you
will see that it is on similar lines
to the arrangement of a choke
output circuit, the secondary
winding of the transformer being
connected as usual to grid and
grid bias.

condenser chassis at a number
of positions and which are
variable in height. The sets
of feet must match for otherwise
there will be a constant strain
on the chassis Which will upset
the ganging.
A WIRING HINT
SIMPLE tip, but one which
A makes
a great difference to

the neatness and trouble-free
nature of the wiring in á set;
when baring flex or battery

ADDING COIL TURNS
QOMETIMES it is necessary
to add a minding to a coil,
as for example when an aporiodic
winding is required to improve
the solectivity.
This is a tip
worth.noting. There is no need
to scrap the coil or to move the
main winding in order to get
winding space for the additional
turns. The winding can be put
over the main turns, using
covered wire kept away from
the body of the coil with small
strips of ebonite, .or even pieces
of matchwood if the wire is well
insulated.
In this way the
selectivity of a coil can often be
improved.
Put an additional
winding outside it of r5 or 20
turns of wire of not too thin a
gauge. Connect one end of this
additional winding to earth,
remove the aerial lead from the

How do you wire up ? The correct
and incorrect methods of making
a terminal connection are shown

connections, take care that only
the rubber is cut and that the
wire is not nicked; also when
the wire ends have been bared,
twist the strands tightly together
and make a loop in a clockwise
direction. If the loop is made
in the other direction the
strands will tend to unravel as
the terminal head is tightened.
NOISY PIGTAILS !
tuning in a shortNOISY
wave set can often be

traced to the pigtail connection
rubbing against some part of the
condenser frame. When working
down on 15 metres and thereabouts, the rubbing of the pigtail turns against themselves will
sometimes even cause a scraping
noise. Keep the pigtail connection as short as possible and
spaced away from the condenser
frame.
VARY THE H.T.
..“11

A good idea to prevent motorboating —
leak in the ionsfrequency grid .ir, oit

FITTING A LEAK

I

F your set motor-boats, and
gives rise to threshold howl,
even though the detector stage is
decoupled, try fitting a grid-leak
of about %-megohm in the
wiring to the grid of the valve
following the detector. The leak

I

You shcuid watch this pew when
fixing ganged condensers. The _foot
shown it adjustable for height

coil and take it to the other.end
of the added winding.
GANG CONDENSER
MOUNTING
QOME ganging condensers are
provided with L-section feet,
which can be clamped on to the

YOU SHOULD BUILD TIE "WIZARD"

T is important to vary the
I
high-tension in a short-wave

set to get smooth reaction.
Smooth descension into oscillation is much more important in a
short-wave set than it is on the
long waves. Try altering the
H.T. to the detector valve for
you will probably find that this
makes a great difference to
reaction control. A lower H.T.
value than normal for broadcastband working is frequently an
advantage as it enables smoother
oscillation to be obtained at the
risk of reducing the handling
power of the detector.

e
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£
1Ebonite panel, 14 in. by 7in.

...

1Baseboard. 14 in. by 9 in.
2 Ileadi-Rad .0005-mid. solid dielectric variable condensers,
calog "
•••
•••
•••
•
•
•
2 Readi-Rad S.M. dIsc drives
...
1 Liasen 2-gang shielded coil unit
and combined filament switch...

is

1Beadi-Rad .0005-mfd. variabb,
reaction condenser
3T.C.C. fixed condensers—(2) 1
mid, and (1) 2 mid.......

t7::e

1T.C.C. .9005-mid. fixed condenser,
2 T.C.C..0002-mfd.fixed condensers.
1 Dubiller 2•megolun grid leak with
wire ends ...
1 Lewcos 30,000-ohm spaghetti ...
1Wearite screened 11.F. choke,
11.FP
.
1 Readi-Rad standard 1LF. choke

4

resistance-fed

transformer,

2 Terminal blocks, Aerial, Earth,
L.S.
L.S.—
•
•
•
•
-•
1 Sovereign pre-set series aerial condenser, »003-.00025 mfd.
1 Drilled ebonite strip, 3in. by 2its.
2 Belling Lee terminals, Pick-np...
1 Iteadi-Rad radlogrant c/0 switch
6 Belling Lee wander plugs: H.T.—,
11.T.+1, H.T. + 2, 0.B. +
2 Belling

LT. +,

Ese

spade

Mains Units
At las A.(.44
H.T. only
... 2 11

7 0
0

Atlas A.K.260
11.T. and L.T. 4 10

17

II

Atlas D.C.15(25
H.T. only
... 1 11

6

2 6

Pick-up

8 6

Dow ver -Lowe
A.K.D.
Mark
Ill
... 1 10

0

Pick-up Volume
Control
Bowyer- Lowe
A.E.D. log law

e

1 3
26
1 0
1 6
3 6
1 G
1 6

3 4-pin valve holders
1 R.I.

4 0
1 0

8 6
1 0
1 3
6
5
2 9

terminals:

6Yards Lewcollex, Gillett.. shielded
flexible tubing, screws, etc.
3 Mallard valves:
PM1111..
Pid2A
... 1 12 3
1Special "159 " cabinet
1 0 0

Tit,: special "159" Cabinet, in haul polished walnut
(Less Valves%
‘and Cabinet)

No. 1

.17

a'. .

ir

.
•

e

S

Moving-can
Speakers
15. it A. "Bantam "
... 1 7 0
It. & A. "Challenger"
... 1 15

0

Kit
(With Valves% '""' .1
• 0.
•0
V ess Cabinet)
No. 2
or le- down and It
IOf
monthly payments of
Kit
(With Valves) £6
10
0
and Cabinet/
No. 3
or 12;- down and it
121.
monthly payments of
I

11. 4* A. "Victor" ......310

0

Gram° motor,
collar() spring
type B.30
... 1 12

0

ACCESSORIES

creme motor.
Collar° induction type
... 210

0

or 7/- down and sr
monthly payments of

1 Siemens 120-rolt H.T. battery
..
1Siemens 9-soit G.B. battery..
..
1 Oldham 050 2-rolt accumulator
..
1 Epoch Twentieth Century speaker
IAtlas H.T. mains unit. A.C.241

71

1/

5.
13 6
1 0
0
.. 1 15 0
2 196

All
Including
input
transformers. Our spial "Soundex " Speaker
l'abinet
in
polLshed
‘eneered Walnut can be
supplied at £11510 extra.

Oldham 11.7. accumulator, 120 volts 5.509
in/A. hour capacity,
8411/0, or 7/S down
and 11 monthly payments of 7/1.

CASH, C.O.D. AND EASY PAYMENT ORDER FORM
To: Direct Radio, Ltd., 159 Borough High Street, London, S.E.1.
Please dispatch to u:e al once the following go ods
for which (a)
(b)
(c)

1enclose
1will pay .on delivery
1enclose first deposit of

cross out line
I not applicable )

NA ME
A DDRESS

TO

OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS.

Export.

We

specialise in Radio for

Goods to your exact specification are very care,ully

packed and insured, all charges forward.

Terms: Cash with

order, or deposit one-third with order, balance C.O.D.

Please Mention " A.W. — When Corresponding with Advertisers

e.
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1

_11 IL-AIR-ITY. That is what their
1 called it in the programme, but
nothing was said about our being hilarious
as a result of it. Personally, Iwas almost
reduced to tears. Iwas intensely sorry for
those who took part in that show because
they must have been under the impression
that it was a good show. It was a very
EVELYN SCOTNEY,
who made such asuccess of Delibes Bell Song
bad show, but not altogether the fault of
those who played in it. The material was
not there: One line—I noticed many of the quavers and converted the song into a very
kind—was a statement that "an extra funereal affair.
•
•
•
large depression had arrived from Iceland
I hope you heard Val Cielgud's Exiles.
by parcel post."
It seems to me that unless the book and Unfortunately Icould not hear it, but Iam
lyrics of this type of show are really brilliant told it was a great play.
•
•
•
it is just as well to engage a number of
Evelyn Scotney scored a great success in
artistes and let them do what they like. The
result would be much more satisfactory, the "Bell Song" of Delibes in the Saturday
even if it only amounted to akind of vaude- night Prom. Her high C sharp was a
ville. I think the idea of varying vaude- wonderful note. I was surprised that the
ville is so good that I am doubly dis- audience was not more enthusiastic about
appointed when I hear a transmission of her.
•
•
•
this nature with no sense in it from beginIt would be interesting to know how
ning to end.
I noted that the music was by Billy many sets were switched off during "Nights
Mayen. Ionly hope his admirers enjoyed in the Gardens of Spain," played by Harriet
his part of the business. I thought his Cohen (piano) with the orchestra. A work
imitation of a cinema organ on the piano not worth playing, in my opinion. Ihave
very poor. It was nothing like a cinema rarely heard any of de Falla's works and
organ. But then—what is, except another liked them, but that was one Ifound very
cinema organ? Why try to imitate one? distastefid. I thought the piano sounded
rather silly, to be quite candid.
If those
The Bach Prom.
The Bach concert seems to have been a
record in attendance, hundreds being
turned away. There were two thousand
people standing in the Prom, that night.
Popular fellow, Bach!
In some respects it was an outstanding
concert, even unique. Ido not remember
seeing five pianists sit down to play at
one concert before. I wonder what Bach
himself would have thought had he been
suddenly transported into Queen's Hall
last Wednesday. I think he might well
have been proud of his audience and the
reception his music received. If he had
thought of the tiny clavichords for which
he wrote his concertos, and then looked at
the three enormous grands on the platform
he might have been forgiven had he
remarked that he wrote for three pianos,
not pantechnicons.
Those concertos made fine broadcasting.
Bach's lucid way of dealing with two or
three pianos just marks the difference
between music properly written for the
instruments and the rubbish for two pianos
often played in the vaudeville programmes.
The one blemish in the programme that
night was the slow speed at which Maria
Basilides sang the Agnus Dei from the Mass.
It is admittedly aslow aria, but the rhythm
is on the crotchets; she made it on the

PROGRAMME POINTERS
There have been too many "shows"
recently of which the actual matter has been
distinctly poor.
I have already pointed
to one this week. Surely something ought
to be done about the quality of libretti, of
what is evidently intended to amuse and to
entertain in a light manner?
The same
thing applies to the lyrics of light songs
often broadcast in vaudeville.
Light
songs have a proper place in broadcast
programmes. It would be hard on a good
many listeners were they excluded, but
there must be some sort of standard set with
regard' to the words. Ihave listened to far
too many songs recently whose words are
sheer rubbish, an insult to any intelligent
person. Can there not be a committee at
Broadcasting House specially for this sort
of thing? Somebody is allowing anything
to pass, no matter how insensate.
Unless
something definite is done before long the
lighter side of broadcasting will come into
disrepute. That would be serious because it
seems up be afact that the greater part of
the total revenue from licences accrues from
subscriptions from those who look to the
programmes as a light entertainment only.
The whole aspect of light broadcasting
needs tightening up. Whoever is responsible
for these songs and libretti going through as
they are is evidently not awake to facts

are the sort of nights they have in gardens
in Spain I think I shall stay in my own.
•
•
•
I listened to Strauss' Don Jug,: with
increasing pleasure—every bar. I remember that work when it was first played in
England many years ago. Ialso remember
Ithought myself very modern—and therefore superior—because I liked it on first
hearing, but the criticisms at the time were
very hot. Yet, as I listened to it last
Saturday, I wondered why Iever thought
it modern at all. That just shows how
we have become accustomed to dissonances.
At all events, Sir Henry brought the house
down with it.
•
•
•
Dr. Alcock gave an organ recital from
Queen's Hall on Sunday morning. 1 do
not think the Queen's Hall organ particularly good for solo purposes, but t
enjoyed his clear phrasing and refined way
of playing.
•
•
•
The sonata recital (violin and piano) by
Limo Amer and Philip Jarnach was a bit
dull. They chose the wrong works. They
finished with the dullest chamber work
Schubert ever wrote. No amount of
pleasing tone will ever make up for a dull
programme. It is exactly the same thing
as writing dull libretti and lyrics for a
light show. No comedian will ever pull a
show together if the lines he has to deliver
are weak. These chamber music recitals
should be acceptable to many listeners if
only on the grounds that they transmit
so well. Chamber music is going to be
served abad turn every time artistes choose
dull works. Cut off from seeing the
players—which is really a large percentage
of the enjoyment—we are left very high and
dry when what we hear seems bereft of
inspiration.
•
•
•
The 5.30 recital on Sunday afternoon by
Arthur Cranmer proved the point I have
just tried to make. He chose the right
material, but Istill quarrel with singers who
persist in singing Schubert in German.
Why not make good translations for broadcasting purposes ? At arecital in Wigmore
Hall (where one has only to study a few
enthusiasts), to sing in German is all very
well; but broadcasting is too general. Iam
sure that English is best for romantic
songs of the classical period.
Incidentally, I never heard any section
of the B.B.C. Orchestra play more out of
tune than they (lid through the whole of
this particular concert. The intonation
during the Rameau suite was a disgrace to
the B.B.C. The sooner it is realised that
some of us have ears, the better.
WHITAKER-WILSON.
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HE "'
A.W.' Wizard," the set which
forms the subject of the free fullsize wiring plan on pages 624 and
629, can be built in a couple of hours.
It is one of the easiest sets to build
which has ever been described in a
wireless journal.
There is no metal
in the construction, no complicated
screening, nor any under-baseboard
wiring.
A few parts are mounted on the panel
and some screwed to the baseboard. The
minimum number of wires are connected in
place, and the "Wizard" is ready to conjure in the stations.
There is no soldering in the whole
set.
Why is the construction so simple ? Well,
the photographs show you that there are
separate tuning condensers, and so no
special ganged component has to be
positioned in the set. The separate condensers used are of a very easy-to-mount
type.
The two coils in this set are bought
ready mounted on a metal sub-chassi% and
are ganged together with acombined wavechange and on-off switch. This coil assembly forms the central component of the set
and is a rough-and-ready guide to the
positions of the other parts.
Even if you have never built a wireless set before, you will have no difficulty in making up the "Wizard "
and getting it to work properly.
The full-size wiring plan in this issue is
an exact guide to the positions of the parts
and it shows you just where to connect up
the few wires needed in the construction.
If you are an experienced set builder you
will be better able to appreciate how
simplification has been effected in the
"Wizard" and how, on the score of simple

4111111111111111111111111111111111•11.1MMIIIIIIIIIIIIIMMIII/

construction
and
easy
working,
"Wizard "is an outstanding set.

9~6%

BUILDING
YOUR

the

THE FIVE STAGES
There are five stages in the construction
of the "Wizard."
These are as follows.
The selection of the parts from the accompanying components list, which gives all
the components you .will need, and a list of
recommended accessories; the arrangement
of these parts on the panel and baseboard,
preparatory to mounting, in order to ascertain from the wiring plan the exact mount-

BUILD
THIS
SET
IN
TWO
HOURS

lug centres of each component; the mounting of the parts on the baseboard, the
drilling of the panel, and the fixing together
of panel and baseboard; wiring up and,
last of all, checking.
THE KIT OF PARTS

A composite picture which will help you to unierstand the circuit diagram. The positions
of the actual components are clearly indicated and you can find the corresponding positions
on the layout plan on pages 624 and E29
1

The first stage is easy, for the components list saves you the bother of selecting
parts. The components are grouped in this
list under the various headings, such as
"ebonite," "coils," "low-frequency transformer," and so on. In practically every
case alternatives are given, so that if the
first-mentioned parts are not available you
will know which other makes to order from
your dealer.
Owners of existing sets may find that
some of their parts can be transferred to the
"Wizard." Take care; don't experiment
with parts of different values from those
specified. The components list should be
your safe guide.
The next stage is to check your kit of
parts with the components list, making sure
that you have everything at hand.
The full-size wiring plan on pages 624
and 629 should be detached complete from
the issue, without tearing. This is of great
assistance in the first job you will bave to

malcur Wireleb
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point of the drill a *start, so that it does
not slip on the panel surface.
DRILLING THE PANEL

Here is afull constructional
description of the fine new
"A.W." set which is the
subject of the free full-size
wiring plan in this issue.
The "Wizard " is a threevalver with an amazing
performance and can be
built in a couple of hours.

Holes need to be marked for the two
condenser shafts, for the reaction condenser, for the wave-change switch, and for
the three wood screws along the bottom
edge of the panel. In addition there are
the two windows to be cut for the tuning
condenser scales.
Drill the condenser wave-change switch
and screw holes with an ordinary brace and
bit, drilling through from the reverse side
of the panel to the front. Put the panel on
some sheets of newspaper so that it does not
get scratched.
There are two good ways of cutting the
condenser-scale windows. The most professional way, of course, is with a fretsaw.
An easier way for the man who is not adept
with tools is to drill a number of small
holes around the outline of each window
and then lightly to tap out the centre piece
of ebonite. The edges of the holes thus
formed can be smoothed down with a file.
Don't forget the two small holes on each
window for the small bolts which hold the
escutcheon plates in position.
When the holes are drilled, screw the
panel firmly to the baseboard, making sure
that they are at right angles.
HOW TO MOUNT THE PARTS
Everything is now in order for mounting
all the components.
The panel parts
should be mounted first, and then, of the
SEE

THE TEST REPORT
ON PAGE 611
and be convinced of the real
worth of the "Wizard"

undertake in the actual construction, the
plotting out of the mounting centres on the
baseboard and the marking for the holes in
the panel.
If you prefer to work from one of the professional-type full-size actual blueprints, as
produced in connection with every "A.W."
receiver, then write for a blueprint of the
"Wizard" set, enclosing a postal order for
one shilling, to the Blueprint Department,
AMATEUR W IRELESS, 58-61 Fetter Lane,
London, E.C.4.
HOW TO USE THE FREE WIRING
PLAN
The wiring plan should be put flat down
on the plywood baseboard.
Take some
sharp tool, such as a bradawl, and prick
through on to the wood the screw holes of
each of the components shown. If one of
the parts used is not of a make first specified in the components list, then the
mounting centres may be different from
those shown on the print.

baseboard components, the ganged coil
assembly. Do not screw all the parts down
firmly at this stage, for you must check up
to see that you have components such as
the valve holders and the low-frequency
transformer the right way round. When
you are satisfied that this is O.K., the parts
Do not move the print while the holes
should be screwed down, leaving only the
are being marked through or you will find
one special wood screw of the screened
that some of the screw holes are out of true.
high-frequency
Now for a slightly more difficult job, the
marking of the panel. The wiring plan or
choke, for this
screw clamps an
blueprint is again used to show the centres
earthing wire to
and the panel is marked on its reverse side,
the screen and
so that the marking lines do not show.
cannot, therefore,
Put the print flat down on the back of
the panel and for safety's sake temporarily
be tightened down
until the wiring is
attach it at each of the four corners with
started.
spots of adhesive. This will prevent it
The small ebonmoving while you mark the centres.
A
ite strip carrying
small punch is best used for marking centres on the ebonite or the sharp point of a the gramo-radio
switch and pickbradawl can be pushed through the paper
up terminals is
against the ebonite. In either case take care
easily drilled and
lint to crack the panel. Only light taps
the switch and
should be given on the punch to make asmall
two terminals
indentation in the ebonite. On the baseboard
should be mountit is sufficient to mark the centres with the
point of the bradawl, but on the panel a ed on it. Do not
screw the strip to
more definite mark is needed not only to
show the drilling centre, but to give the
the back of the
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THE SIMPLE -TO -BUILD
baseboard, though, until some of the wiring
to the switch has been done, otherwise you
will find it awkward to manipulate the pliers.
The coil unit it will be noted, is mounted
oil a strip of plywood, so that it is raised
higher from the baseboard and leaves more
room for the operation of the wave-change
knob.
WIRING UP
Many listeners may have previously
fought shy of making a wireless set
because they have believed that the
wiring is difficult. This is true of some
complicated sets, but the
Wizard"
is as simple as A B C.
As there is no soldering, the whole job of
wiring can be done with a pair of pliers.
The leads are best made with bare copper
wire enclosed in insulated sleeving. This
is a trifle easier to carry out than wiring
with insulated wire, the ends of the insulation having to be removed in order to make
terminal connections.
Use the blueprint as your guide and cut
each length of the bare copper wire to run
conveniently from point to point. About
half an.inch should be allowed at each end
to make the looped connection underneath
the terminal head. Cut each length of the
insulated sleeving to the exact length
required to run from terminal to terminal.
When putting each lead in place, loop
one end under the terminal and clamp it
down. •Slip on the insulated covering and
then make the second looped connection.
One or. two wires in the "Wizard" are so
short that no insulated covering is needed.
Terminal 2 of the coil nearer the panel is
taken to one, of the fixing screws, thus
carthiag it. The grid leak (one end of whIch

MODERN THREE
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(Continued from preceding page)

COMPONENTS FOR THE " WIZARD"
EBONITE
1—Ebonite panel, 14 by 7 in. (Liasen, Becol, Goltone,
Peto-Scott).
2—Terminal blocks, marked Aerial, Earth, L.S.+,
LS.— (Liasen)
I—Ebonite strip, 3 by 2 in. (Reed, Collate, Peto.
Scott. Liasen).
CONDENSERS, VARIABLE
2-0003-mid. solid dielectric (Ready Radio" Micalog,"
Lissen. Telsen, Peto-Scott, Polar, Utility).
1—.0005-mfd. variable reaction (Liasen, Ready Radio,
Telsep, Peto-Scott, Polar, Utility).
1—Pre-tet series aerial condenser, .00005 infd. to
.00025 mfd. (Sovereign, Lissec, Telsen, Formo,
Goltone). COIL
I—Two-gang shielded coil unit and combined filament
switch (Liasen).
CONDENSERS, FIXED
2-1-mfd. (Telsen, Liasen, Dubilier, Igranic, T.C.C.,
Formo).
1-2-mfd. (Telsen, Liasen, Dubilier, Igranic, T.C.C.,
Formo).
1—.00003-mfd. (Dubilier, type 870; T.C.C., Ormond,
Formo).
2---.0002-mfd. (fiasco. Telsen,
Dubilier, Gol tone, Focino. Sovereign).
CHOKES, HIGH-FREQUENCY
I—Screened high-frequency choke (Wearite, Bulgin).
I—Standard high-frequency choke (Slektutt. Liasen,
Tunewell, Telsen, 1Vearite, Goltone, Igranir, Varley, Climax. Sovereign, Watmel, Ready Radio).
RESISTANCES, FIXED
1--2-rnexohm grid leak with wind ends (Dubilier, Liasen, Igranic).
1-30,000-ohm spaghetti resistance (Tunewell, Lewcos,
Ready Radio, Lissen, Varley, Coltone, Bulgin.
Sovereign, Telsen, Igranic).
HOLDERS, VALVE
3—Four-pin valve holders (V.B., Liasen, Lotus, Telsen,
Junit, Benjamin, Clix. Wcarite).

you will see is connected to the switch on
the end of the coil chassis) is also supported
in the set by the two short wires, which are
ready soldered to the caps of the leak.
The major part of the set wiring is done
tvith the bare wire in the insulated sleeving,
but the battery flexes for higl; tension, low
tension, and grid bias also form part of the

ALL THE GOOD POINTS A SIMPLE SET SHOULD HAVE

TRANSFORMER, LOW-FREQUENCY
1—Resistance-fed transformer (Bulgin
R.I., Igranic "Parvo," Varley).

"Senator -

SWITCH
1—Radiogram change-oyer switch (Ready Radio, laidgin, Tunewell).
SUNDRIES
1—Baseboard. 11 by 9 in. (Pato-ScOtt, Cameo).
2—Slow-motion disc drives (Ready Radio, 11:i:en
Utility, lotus. Telsen, J.B.).
8—Wander plugs, marked
H.T.+1, H.T.+2
G.11.4-, G.13.—I, GB.-2 (Belling-Lee, Clix, Eelex)
2—Spade terminals, marked L.T.+,
— (BellingLee, Clix, Eelex).
2—Terminals, marked Pick-up (2) (Belling-Lee,Clix,
Eelex).
Six yards thin flex (Lewcoflex).
Connecting wire and sleeving (Lewcos).
Length of shielded flexible tubing (Goltone, Lewcos).

ACCESSORIES
BATTERIES
1-120-volt high-tension (Lisen, Pericia,
Oldham, Ever Ready).
I-9-volt grid-bias (Liasen, Ferina).
I-2-volt accumulator (Lime», Exide, C.A.V.
ham).
CABINET
1—Special cabinet (Peto-Scott).
LOUD-SPEAKER
1—Motor "York," Blue Spot, R. & A., Lane
Epoch.
MAINS H.T. UNIT
1—Atlas. A.C. 214; Mien; Tunewell
Regentease. Lissen,

H.R. I

set wiring and are taken direct from the
various terminals.
These battery flexes
are clearly seen from the wiring plan. They
can be of any convenient length to join up
the set with the batteries or mains eliminator and should not be twisted together
until the connections have been properly
made and until wander plugs and spade
tags have been attached.
There is one spaghetti resistance in the
"Wizard," and this is connected directly
between the terminals shown on the wiring
plan.
The spaghetti resistance is fitted
with spade tags, so that it clamps easily
underneath the terminals.
Take particular note of the lead going to
the top terminal of the screen-grid valve.
It is of metal-sheathed wire, and a thin
wire is twisted round this sheathing and
connected to the coil base.
When the wires have been connected to
the gramo-radio switch and the two pick-up
terminals, the small ebonite strip carrying
these parts can be screwed at right angles
to the baseboard.
Under some of the terminals more than
one wire is clamped. Be sure to see that all
of them make good contact and that the
wire does not loop out from underneath the
terminal as the head is tightened down.
The last stage in getting your
" Wizard " ready to work is checking
It is impossible to over-emphasise the
importance of making sure that each
lead is in its right place. A wrongly
connected wire may mean burnt-out
wires and quickly run-down batteries.
A few minutes spent in comparing your
set with the wiring plan may save you
a great deal of expense and worry.

A test report of the "Wizard" appears on page 611. If your set will not put up a
performance equally as good, then you should build this

In next week's issue a special illustrated
article will describe the operation of the
"Wizard" and will give you many practical
hints and tips on bringing in the stations.
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Although with a really good receiver, tuning on short waves need be by no means difficult, to some extent
short-wave tuning is an art to be acquired only by sufficient practice, helped along by plenty of patience.
Helpful hints are given here by MANDER BARNETT

A

FTER having acquired a short-wave
receiving outfit, whether this may
consist of a complete receiver or merely a
short-wave adaptor ur convertor, the first
thing that the newcomer to the short
waves will learn is that the actual tuning
of a short-wave receiver differs in many
respects from that of a normal broadcast
receiver.
The greatest mistake which many
beginners appear to make is that they
believe that all they have to do is to turn
the receiver or adaptor dial in a similar
manner to that of the broadcast receiver,
then manipulate the volume control and
in comes Pittsburgh, or something like
that.
Many beginners have probably found
that after even several hours
trial
of a short-wave receiver they have heard
nothing probably more than a few ear-

splitting code telegraph stations, which
naturally enough convey no meaning at
all to them, and ihuà they , gain their first
—and perhaps last—impression -of shortwave work in general. Not a very helpful
one, certainly, but one which is probably
fifty per cent, their own fault. Let us state
then, that tuning a short-wave receiver
is a' vastly
different
procedure
to
that of tuning a medium- or long-wave
receiver.
First Impressions

The first impression which the beginner
will probably gain is the fact that tuning
on the short waves appears to be abnormally sharp and this sharpness of tuning is
often mistaken for that factor' which is
known as "selectivity" in a normal broadcast receiver. This is quite wrong, for the
average short-wave receiver of to-day is a
notoriously unseleetive
affair,
although
at
first glance this might
certainly seem otherwise.
Where there 'are a
number of stations
working comparatively
closely together on the
short
waveband, we
may find a number of
these stations coming in
within a few degrees on
the dial. For instance.
take the
cluster of
stations
operating
between 30 and 32
metres, or taken more
practically, between
Madrid EAQ on 30.4
metres and Rabat on
32.26 metres.
These
tveó stations will come
in on the dial within
only a few degrees and
the tuning of each single
•
carrier will appear te be
excee d'ingIy sharp.
Between these two
stations, however, we
111111...111W
have a fregyenry separRadio Budapest is trying anew way of broadcasting orchestral
ation of 569 kilo-cycles!
concerts, in which the conductor is in asoundproof asbestosSupposing we were to
lined cabinet.
He hears the orchestra's playing through a
operate a number of
pilot loud-speaker. Signal lights are used so that the conductor
new stations here and
can give orders. It is claimed that in this way the conductor
separate them by our
can judge the playing in the same way as wireless listeners
minimum frequency

separation of okilocycles, which we use today in our normal tuning bands, there would
be room for no less than sixty-three stations
between 30.4 and 32.26 metres! And if
you» have had any experience at all of a
short-wave receiver you may be well sure
that you could not, with our present-day
standard of selectivity, tune in all these
stations without mutual interference!
When referring to selectivity, then, we
have to think more in terms of frequency,
or kilocycles, thazi in metres, or wavelength,
as the respective characteristics vary in
each separate set of wavebands which we
have in use to-day.
A Large Frequency Separation
In view of these considerations, therefore, the short-wave listeners of to-day
should be thankful that the short-wave
stations now in existence are still able to
keep to such a large frequency separation.
What will happen when further short-wave
stations arrive, remains to be seen, but we
shall certainly have to devote more thought
to short-wave selectivity.
Now for some practical considerations of
what"the above remarks hold for us in our
short-wave receiver. .
Tuning undoubtedly
is sharp and we keep our condenser
capacity as low as is practicable—generally
using a capacity of .00025 microfarad—
exactly half of that used for the average
broadcast receiver. This isn't really anything like low enough for sensible tuning.
but we have to use this figure in order to
avoid further coil complications.
Tune Slowly
See, therefore, that your receiver is
equipped with a really good vernir dial,
the higher the ratio the better, and acquire
the habit right at (nice of tuning this dial,
extremely slowly.
It is quite possible
entirely to miss a whole station by turning
the dial too quickly.
Another bugbear with which we have to
contend to-day is that in many short-wave
receivers the reaction control itself has
a very large effect on tuning. You tune a
carrier in on the main dial, then adjust the
reaction condenser to bring it nearer the
edge of oscillation and phwit! the carrier
has gone. Therefore, it is now necessary to
again adjust the main dial until the carrier
is once more in tune and to keep up this
process until the edge of oscillation is
(Continued on page 652)
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SOUNDS ARE
PRODUCE

The wind
is rustling
.the tree-tops!
What wonderfully xpressive things are
trees---their swaying branches, their rustling leaves make Nature's music in
accompaniment of Nature's moods .
and yet the Effects Studio produces all
the characteristic sounds of gale force
wind or gentle zephyr breeze by merely
rustling torn pieces of paper in abowler
hat. The rcsult is realism itself....
Realism too that you can retain in your
reproduction by using the pure power of
the Lissen High Tension Battery in your
set. There is a process used exclusively
in this Lissen Battery which produces
power of remarkable purity; power so
sustained that over prolonged periods of
time it remains steady, noisele3s and
abundant always. Every radio dealer
sells the Lissen High Tension Battery;
ask for it firmly by name,

ILISSEN
HT •BATTERY
lasts longest and provides a pure
that will give stage

high

tension current

realism to your radio drama!

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning " A.W." to Advertisers
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ATLAS A.C.2.
SETS OF THE SEASON

W

HAT more do you want for localstation reception than a two-valver?
Even if you. want an occasional tour round
the chief Continental stations the welldesigned "two" of to-day will still serve
quite well, especially if you are prepared to
make critical adjustments with the reaction
knob.
Here, then, is just the set for local
reception—the "Atlas Two-valver," with a
built-in moving-coil giving pleasing quality.
Ihave just tried out the A.C. model and can
recommend it as being a bright little set at
areasonable price.
THE ATLAS A.C.2 IN BRIEF
Makers.—H. Clarke & Co. (Manchester),
Ltd.
Circuit.—Power-grid detector (C,ossor
4124H), coupled by the parallel-feed
transformer system to a power output
valve (Cossor 41MP), which is connected to the energised moving-coil
through an output transformer. Metal
rectification for the mains.
Controls.—Four :Tuning, operating condenser and pointer over large fixed
scale; wave-change switch for medium
and long; reaction control; and, at the
back, a mains on-off switch.
Type.—Table set in attractive walnut
cabinet, containing set, power pack,
and moving-coil speaker.
External Connections.—E xtra loudspeaker sockets, pick-up sockets, mainsaerial connection, and mains plug for
wall or lamp fitting.

supply into D.C. for the anodes of the
detector and power valves. I can assure
you that there is no mains hum with this
set, as the smoothing after the metal rectifier is more than adequate.
A Straight/orward Circuit
The two-valve circuit is quite straightforward. The low-loss tuning circuit precedes a power-grid detector, with a .000rmicrofarad grid condenser and a .25megohm grid leak. The detector is parallelfed to the power valve. Which means that
the anode current passes through aresistance
and not through the primary of the transformer.
The filaments of both valves are heated
by 4-volt A.C. obtained from the mains
transformer, an artificial centre tap on a
small secondary winding being obtained
with a resistance. Bias is obtained for the
power valve as part of the high-tension output from the metal rectifier and not with a
cathode resistance as is normally employed.
,The moving coil is also fed from the metal
rectifier, and is both sensitive and excellent
in frequency response.
It has an incorporated output transformer, which tests
prove matches up extremely well with the
power valve.
On test my impressions were immediately favourable, especially in regard to the
amount of undistorted output that could be
obtained. Iwas frankly amazed to find that
in so small a cabinet there was absolutely
no "boom." The tone is a pleasant change

Simple Operation
Operation is just as simple as you would
expect.
I will say that reaction is as
smooth as I should make it myself! And
don't forget this: smooth reaction means
sensitivity on foreign stations; which I
certainly got.
London National at 25 degrees on the
wide and easy-to-read tuning scale and
London Regional at 45 degrees were
absolutely clear of interference. On long
waves Radio Paris came in at quite good
strength, as did Hilversum.
Naturally,
Daventry was very strong. The two aerial
terminals provide a choice of coupling to
suit most aerial lengths.
On the mains-aerial connection, at twenty
miles from Brookmans Park, I got both
London stations at good strength. There
was no appreciable increase in mains hum,
but Ifound the earth essential.
There is enough power in reserve, thanks
to the good tuning coil and the efficient
reaction, to justify the use of an indoor
aerial with this set. High praise indeed I
SET TESTER.

Those Four Chaps—Bobbie Comber,
Paul England, Claude Hulbert, and Arthur
Clay—will be heard in a National vaudeville programme on September 27.

Remarks.—A bright little two-valver for
pleasing reproduction of the local
s tations.
There are many little points about this
set that will please the amateur who
"knows his stuff." The tuning coil, for
example, comprises a large solenoid for the
medium waves, and it is wound with
stranded wire. A real low-loss looking coil
—which on test shows just how much we
are losing with the modern screened coil as
used in the big sets.
I ought to add, in fairness to other
designers; that only in the two-valver, with
its single tuning circuit, can we make use
of réally low-loss coils, •
because the large
field produced by a massive winding, while
of no great consequence in a small, set,
would cause. untold trouble in a set having
several tuning circuits.
Next IWiS struck with the metal rectifier used for ,converting the A C. mains

from the "woofy" quality that we hear so
often, even in quite expensive sets these
days.
There appears to be more high-note
reproduction than usual, giving an exceptional clarity to speech and a brilliant
incisiveness .
;:o the music that more than
compensates for the inevitable heterodynes
heard on some of the foreign stations. You
cannot have it all ways I

A repetition of "Great Grandfather's
Song Book," a collection of popular songs
of 1770, will be heard by Midland Regional
listeners on October 3.
A play, "Full Tide," will be broadcast
from Birmingham studios on October 5
with Gladys Joiner and Herbert Lees
among the artistes.
The first performance in Birmingham of
Vaughan Williams' Ballet Music "Job," will
be a feature of the first Symphony Concert
of the season ,to be given by the City of
Birmingham Orchestra on •October 6.
Muriel Richardson will give a pianoforte
recital in the Leeds studio on September 26.

An interior view of the Atlas
A.C. 2from the back: note the
rectifier unit on the left and the ample
spacing of the components and speaker

The two young musicians, who spent
the summer wandering about the South
with a piano, a barrow and a donkey, will
be the artistes at the second Manchester
Tuesday Mid-day Society's concert on
September 27.
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The i Gang

,Coil for the

AK WIZARD
INCORPORATING
WAVECHANGE
AND FILAMENT
SWITCHES

_

You are going to use aLissen 2-gang Shielded
Coil Unit in your" A.W." "Wizard '!It is a
simple set to build—because of these Lissen
Coils. It is an easy set to handle—because of
the perfect matching of these Lissen Coils.
Its advanced yet simplified circuit design is
made possible 9nly by the Lissen Coils. Its
high selectivity depends upon them, its attractive appearance even is enhanced by the combined wave-change and filament switch incorporated in this Lissen 2-gang Coil Unit.

LISSE N
SHIELDED
COILS

SINGLE
obAcH
COILS

Break-through on the long .vave-band is almost entirely
eliminated.
Damping losses are exceptionally low
Shielding is particularly complete. All
Lissen Shielded Coils are matched in in- lqf
ductance to within 1 per cent. Price of
2-gang Coil Unit complete with inbuilt
save-change and filament switches

Iro
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at Our ReadersThink
The Editor does not necessarily agree with the views expressed
by readers and does not accept responsibility for the letters
published. Letters cannot be published which do not bear
the sender's full name and address.

An " Amateur Wireless" Lead
IR,—To my mind, the most outstanding
feature of the Radio Show was the
number of super-hets shown, proving that
AMATEUR W IRELESS was on the right track
when it startled British listeners with the
achievement of Mr. James' "Century" and
other super-hets. The next most important
feature is the wholesale adoption of the
multi-mu valve and here, I presume, we
must give the Americans their due,
because it is their invention.
"Thermion" is tilting a broken lance at
them when he keeps on about the inclusion
of the rectifying valve in the number of a
set's- valves, because most of the British
manufacturers have copied that reprehensible habit too. But for "Thermion's"
agitation in your columns, Iam afraid the
British valve makers would have been
still slower in adopting the multi-mu. Now,
he might use his powerful pen in inducing
them to make amulti-mu pentode, so as to
save Mr. James one valve in the I.F. stage
of the next super-het—which Ifor one am
ready for—otherwise, in spite of "Thermion's" warning, I shall have to buy a
British-built four- (or shall we say five-)
valve super-het with American multi-mu
pentode in the first stage.
My experience with British components
is very much like "Thermion's" with that
American set. Out of one kit I recently
had to return faulty :
r. Tuning condenser' and S.M. dial,
2. L.F. transformer,
3. Valve socket,
4. Fixed condenser,

which did not leave much of the kit on my
bench to get on with, and that in spite of
the multiple tests the firm in question
claim to pass their components to in the
various stages of manufacture. True, the
parts were all in rotation replaced, with
profound apologies, but it only goes to
show that radio manufacturers in this
country are in as great a hurry to make
money as their colleagues across the pond.
T. M. B. (London, W.1).
The Editor invites letters from readers on
all interesting radio subjects.
For the
most interesting letter published each
week a general-purpose valve or other
component to the same value will be given

S

The Loud-speaker Nuisance
IR,—In a recent issue of AMA TEUR
W IRELESS reference was made to the
action of the St. Pancras Borough Council
in making it an offence against the housing
estate regulations to operate aloud-speaker
after ix p.m., and the writer of the paragraph holds the opinion that the Council is
making an attempt to interfere with the
rights of listeners.
May Ibe allowed to raise a point which
appears to have been overlooked?
The
housing estate is presumably for the benefit
of working-class tenants, and there are
numbers who are compelled by force of
circumstance to rise in the early hours, no
doubt, and the Council, by its action, is
merely safeguarding the resting hours of
such tenants. Consequently, instead of the
Council's action being depreciated, it
should be applauded.
Anyone who has had experience of a
loud-speaker disseminating distorted dance
music until the early hours of the morning
can appreciate the point. Sleep under such

A WIRELESS

PIANO
NEW USE
FOR OSCILLATING
VALVES
One of the interesthig
features of the recent
German Wireless Exhibition was a wireless
piano with which a
wide range of tones
was obtained by means
of oscillating valves
controlled from the
keyboard seen here

circumstances is well nigh impossible for
adults and out of the question for children;
I have had sufficient experience of neighbours' receivers to speak with authority.
Furthermore, I venture to offer a suggestion which may well be adopted with
advantage by the loud-speaker fiendt It
is this: If you must listen after xi or 12
at night, cut out the speaker and put
'phones into circuit, they cost very little
and by so doing the neighbours are considered and no one can, therefore, raise any
objection. I might add that this practice
is invariably adopted by myself. E. C. (Hounslow).

S

Super-het Design
IR,—Of late Ihave been experimenting
with a super-het circuit which has not
such refinements as the factory-matched
oscillator and LP:Us which figure in the.
excellent designs based on this circuit. A
few points, practical and theoretical, which
arose, may be of interest to you.
Iam using a detector-oscillator arrangement based on the Autodyne system. (This
is, apparently, against your principles, by
the way, as the only "super" you have
ever published without aseparate oscillator
valve was the "\KM." "Home Super.")
The oscillator unit is one-wave, consisting
of two plug-in coils, one being connected
in the anode circuit of the "mixer." This
reaction coil was wound generously, and
the coupling between it and the grid coil
varied by rotating the former on one screw
until most satisfactory reaction was obtained. The I.F.T. coils arc actually 300
turns of 36 d.s.c. on a rI-in. former—this,
with a .00r semi-variable, tuning to about
2,000 metres. I considered that 150 kilocycles was a satisfactory intermediate
frequency, although 126 kilocycles was
more usual; and this for the following
reason, one which I have never seen
exploited in favour of a longer I.F.
With a very low I.F. of, say, 50 kilocycles, consider the settings of the aerial
and oscillator condensers for any stations
—take Midland Regional on 398.9. This is
afrequency of 752 kilocycles. The oscillator
reading will, therefore, be 752+50 kilo.
cycles. Taking it as 752+5o, this is equal
to 802 kilocycles. Interpreted in metres,
this is approximately 375 metres. Now,
unless the aerial circuit is exceptionally
selective, the local oscillations will" bridge"
that small frequency gap and cause the
aerial to radiate, causing interference. But
with an I.F. of nearly three times that, the
oscillations are proportionately prevented
from radiating, so that, although less
amplification is obtainable on the lower
frequency, the higher permits of the use of
an open aerial with a much larger input,
C. G. B. (Bedford).
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New Tone for Old Sets
Better Tone for New Sets
INTER -VALVE
aitAtIfifÉ

/S"

FIXED
CONDENSER
The

cnly

TONE CONTROL

Here is acomponent which opens up new possibilities of quality reproduction—the Lissen Inter-valve Tone Control. Hitherto the best you could do
in the control of tone was to attempt to correct in the output stage those
faults of quality inherent in the receiver itself. Now the Lissen Inter-valve
Tone Control gives you SCIENTIFIC CONTROL OF TONE IN THE HEART
OF THE RECEIVER. By rotation of the special potentiometer (which is
fitted to the front panel of the receiver) you get real variable control, so that
for any particular item you can bring out deep bass or obtain brilliant highnote response just as your ear demands.
The illustration shows the
Lissen Inter-valve Tone Control used in conjunction with a
Lissen Hypernik Transformer.
It can be used successfully with
any transformer, and gives
real control of tone. But, if
possible, use aLissen Hypernik
Transformer, which will give
you magnificent amplification
over the whole band of audibre
frequencies and in conjunction
with this new Lissen Intervalve
Tone Control will make every
item natural and true.
PRICE COMPLETE WITH
SPECIAL lor
POTENTIOMETER - -

full-size

Condenser selling at

HYPERNIK
TRANSFORMER

FIXED
GRID LEAK
D

Exactly the same
Grid Leaks for which
you were previous!y
paying 1:-.

If yen went absolute truth of tone,
use the Linen Hypernik Transformer,
as all the foremost set designers ere
doing. Yor cannot get si-ch a vccid
response curve such fine cloudy
reproducticn from any other transformer at anything like this price.
With a primary inductance of fully
100 henries, the Listen Hypernik
Transformer yet operates perfectly
when passing currents up to 5 m A
or more. Its step
ratio is 4to 1and I
a stage amplificat 03 of more
than 100 is obtained.
PRICE

LISSEN LTD., WORPLE ROAD, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX
Please Mention " A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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A weekly review of new components and tests of apparatus conducted by J. H. Reyner, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.

A

EDISWAN H.T. BATTERY
NEW battery of considerable merit
has recently been placed on the
market by the Edison Swan Electric Co.
These new batteries utilise the modified
process of manufacture which not only
I I
j,I
F
furitna ievivroiee
>
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RESISTANCE 0001
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These voltage and internal resistance curves for
the Ediswan battery tested show its useful life

period. Indeed,at the end of the useful life
the resistance is only in the neighbourhood
of 500 ohms.
The actual capacity is
1,760 milliampere-hours, which is over
40 per cent, better than the value which we
usually consider standard for the singlecapacity cell.
These new batteries are really good and
can be confidently recommended.
A NEW LEWCOS " POT "
IGH-RESISTANCE
potentiometers
are used to a very large extent in
modern radio construction. For example,
volume control these days is usually
arranged by a high-resistance potentiometer connected in the grid circuit of a
variable-mu valve, the screen circuit of an
H.F. valve, or even across the aerial itself.
In these circumstances it is not surprising
that there has been considerable development in these components quite recently.

enables them to be made considerably more
cheaply but also results in a performance
which is decidedly above the average.
Two types are made, one of standard
capacity intended to give a maximum
output of to milliamperes and a supércapacity type for which the maximtim
current rating is '
20" milliamperes.
The
prices for a 6o-volf unit are 6s. 9d. in .the
standard size and 12s. 61. in the super size,
and correspondingly more for higher voltages up to 120 volts.
A new Lewcoa wire-wound potentiometer

One of the range of Ediswan batteries—a
120-volt job
We tested one of the single-capacity
types for voltage and internal resistance by
discharging it through a constant load for
eight hours and allowing it to recuperate
for the remaining sixteen. The discharge
curves are reproduced herewith and it will
be seen that 250 hours' life are obtained
before the cells have droppèd under half
the voltage. What is even better is that
the internal resistance remains very low
during the greater part of this discharge

The Lewcos people have just put on the
market a very ingenious and inexpensive
arrangement. A wire-wound resistance is
used, the winding being carried on flat
strips of fibre in the usual way and housed
inside a bakelite moulding.
Instead of
making contact with this resistance wire by
means of arotating or sliding contact, however, aflat disc is used which is mounted at
a slight angle to the spindle. This disc
rests on the element at one point, and if
the spindle is rotated the disc rolls round
the element so that its point of contact is
continually changing.
This produces smooth and even variation
of the resistance without any rubbing contact at all, as the disc only exerts a light
pressure on the resistance wire and there is
no friction between the two at any point.
With ordinary uniform variation of
resistance the component sells at the
remarkably low price of 3s. Graded types
are available at 4s. 6d. and 5s. respectively,
depending upon the type of grading required. •All the usual values are obtainable

and, indeed, it is possible to obtain the
component in values up to 250,000 ohms.
Altogether the device is amost effective one
and should appeal to the constructor.
TUNEWELL MATCHED COILS
set of tuning coils which
rl we have tested recently are those
marketed by Messrs. Tunewell Radio, Ltd.

A N interesting

The Tunewell triple coil set described in the
accompanying paragraph
There are three coils in this set, two being
designated respectively A.t and A.2 and
forming a dual-capacity-coupled band-pass
filter, and the third, G.t, the intervalvc
coil.
Thé coils are wound on ribbed
ebonite former, the overall diameter being
1,4 in.
They are mounted on moulded
bakelite bases, which house the switching
mechanism and carry the necessary connecting terminals. Each coil is provided
with a copper screening can and a copper
base plate.
The coupling condenser recommended
for use at the low-potential end of the coils
is .05 microfarad, but there is also a small
capacity coupling between the high potential ends of the coils, this being included in
the base of the coil A.2. As the capacity
required here is exceedingly small, this
condenser consists merely of two small
copper plates spaced about. 1/4 in. apart.
Tested with a three-valve receiver, the
coils gave excellent results, the signal
strength being very good, while the
selectivity was adequate for all normal
purposes.
The high-frequency resistance of the
coils was measured and at 400 metres was
found to be 6.5 ohms, while at 1,60o metres
the figure obtained was 41 ohms.
Bcith
these figures are good, as one would expect
from the signal strength obtained.
• The coils are turned out accurately
matched to within one half per cent., and
no difficulty should be experienced with
ganging, assuming that a good three-gang
condenser is employed.
The overall
dimensions of the coils are 3in. diameter
and 6% in. in height.
They can be recommended.
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YOU CANT
GO WRONG
YOU ARE
TOLD WHAT
TO DO WITH
EVERY SINGLE
NUT e
SCREW!
INCLUDING METALLISED S.G
VALVE HIGH MU DETECTOR E
ECONOMY POWER PENTODE

This is the only kit qou can build gourself
employing such HIGH POWER VALVES
INCLUDING VALVES
CABINET-AND
LOUDSPEAKER

There never has been the equal of this set within the range of the home constructor—this
new Lissen Skyscraper is the only one on the market that you can build yourself, employing
Metallised Screened Grid, High Mu Detector and Economy Power Pentode Valves. No
factory—however well-equipped—can build a better receiver. No manufacturer, however
large, can produce a receiver whose results will surpass those you will get from the Lissen
Skyscraper you build yourself. It is the only battery set that can deliver such power--yet
the H.T. current consumption is far less than that of the average commercially designed
3-valve set.
Yet the Liasen Skyscraper is made simple for you
to build. Elaborate care has been takm to ensure
your success by giving in the Skyscraper Canstructional Chart -such detailed instructions ani
such profuse illustrations that everybody, with :la
technical knowledge or skill at all can build it
q uickly and with complete certainty of success.
You buy the Listen Skyscraper Kit complete with
valves—a Liasen Metallised S.G., a High-mu
Detector, and a Liasen Economy Power Pentode
Valve —and the price is only 89 6. Or you can buy
the Liasen Walnut Consolette Skyscraper Cabinet
and Loud-speaker combined as illustrated. It
holds all batteries, and accumulator and loudspeaker as well. It makes everything self-contamed. A special Pentode Matched Balanced.
armature Loud-epeaker of great power is supplied
with the cabinet and the price of the Skyscraper
Kit complete with valves and this cabinet and
loud-speaker is only £6 5e.

IISSEN COMPUTE CONSTRUCTIONAL

CHART
- FREE

TO AMATEUR WIFIELESS READERS
Photographs and 11.5$ risa hiatus 'nuke every
easy and clear—NO SKILl. tel.:Q( 11a n ! Scud Coupon below fur your
copy of FR
IRT !

,
letail

To LISSEN, LTD.,
Dept. A.W.3, Wcrple Road, Isle/forth, Magic
Please send me FREE copy of your I,- Skyscraper Chart.
Name
Address

talleiRAPER wit3
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A description of the new Marconi system by means of which
television tests are made between a beam station at
Chelmsford and the Sydney wireless station
in Australia

LEyeisioN
AUSTRALIA
MELEVISION to Australia!
The
1 Marconi people, by using the beam
system, have set a long-distance record for
television transmissions.
They have, however, done much more
than set up a mileage record.
They
have perfected a new television system
which transihits news and verbal messages
from characters printed on a moving tape.
The receiver used in these tests is of the
broadcast type and uses amirror drum.
The beam station G2BS at Chelmsford
was used, the receiving point on the
Australiah side being at Sydney. Our
ordinary 25-metre short-waver 5SW also
played a part in the tests.
A "Tape Scan" Set

similar sodium tube is used as on the
z5-line receiver, the light is projected on to
the screen by means of a mirror wheel
driven by a synchronous motor and giving
a horizontal scan. The speed of the
mirror wheel is 000 r.p.m., and gives 15
pictures per second. Synchronism
is
effected by the sanie amplifier used for the
15-line receiver.
The 50-line "Projection " receiver gives
a picture on a white screen 4 ft. by 4 ft.
The light source is an arc modulated from
a Kerr Cell, and is projected on to the
screen by a' mirror wheel driven by a
synchronous.motor giving ahorizontal scan.
The speed of the mirror wheel is goo r.p.m.,
and gives 15 pictures per second. Synchronism for this motor is effected by
another synchronising amplifier similar to
that used for the sodium receiver, and is
connected to follow the second stage in the
amplifier modulating the Kerr Cell.
The 15-line transmitter, which was irs .
operation at Chelmsford, is designed to
modulate any high-class transmitter in
such a way that images of characters
printed on a semi-transparent tape can be
received. The tape on which the characters
are printed may be set in motion at the
transmitter and the resultant image at the
receiver will then consist of a series of
letters moving from right to left at the
receiver screen.

The television signals were received by
means of asimple type of receiver designed
to have a very broad. frequency response
curve. This set consists of one stage of
high-frequency magnification, anode-bend
detection, and one stage of low-frequency
amplification.
The output from this
receiver was taken to a power amplifier
for use in the 15-line tape scan receiver.
The r5-line receiver gives a picture on
a ground glass screen 25 in. by 3 in. A
sodium tube of the dumbbelltype ismounted
close to an aperture, the modulated light
being projected on to the screen by means
of amirror wheel, driven by a synchronous
motor and giving a horizontal scan. The
speed of the mirror wheel is 1,200 r.p.m., A Narrow Frequency Band
and gives 20 pictures per second. SynThe frequency band occupied by transchronism is effected by a synchronising missions of this nature can be made
amplifier, A.C. mains operated, and con- narrower than that needed for transmission
sisting of two valves with large power of "head-and-shoulders " pictures, and in
output. This amplifier is connected to the present case is, in fact, very little wider
follow the second stage in the television than is necessary for good telephone
signal amplifier.
transmission.
The 5o-line receiver gives a picture on
The characters on the tape are printed in
a ground glass screen 8 in. by 8 in. A a single line and the tape is fed forward

DO

YOU

through the transmitter in a continuous
manner at speeds which may correspond
to from 60 to 120 five-letter words per
minute.
The minimum number of scan lines
needed for good detail is fixed by the
(Continued on page 640)

The scanner of the
broadcast type
transmitter. The photo shows the disc, arc,
lens arrangement and synchro motor

KNOW—

THAT if crackling noises are caused
when a dual or triple condenser is
rotated, all sections should be disconnected and the two or three wires put
back one at a time ? This will make it
obvious which section is short-circuiting,
very possibly owing to dust between the
vanes or abent vane.

THAT when adding a pick-up, the
return lead on the negative side should
not he taken to L.T.—, but to 11, or
3volts on the C.B. battery ? In amains
set a dropping resistance shunted by a
condenser should be put in circuit to
provide about the same value of negative
bias.

THAT difficult tuning will 'result if
there is any end play or loose movement
in the bearings of a solid dielectric
reaction condenser ?
The slightest
movement of the knob up or down will
affect the capacity before one has a
chance to turn the knob.

e
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"MICALOG"

Tuning

Chosen for the "WIZARD"
"Micalog "tuning opens anew era
in radio!

"Micalog " condensers

cmploy an entirely new type of
di-electric and combine all the advantages of a solid di-electric condenser with the efficiency of the
air-spaced type.
Invented by Mr. G. P. Kendall, the
famous radio scientist, who incorporates Micalog " tuning in all his
well-known set designs. Its adoption
44

by

"Amateur

Wireless"

for the

"Wizard "is sure proof that "Micalog " tuning is the tuning system of
the future.
Capacities

.0003

and

.0005

mfd.

3'6
READY RADIO
SLOW MOTION DISC DRIVE

91421

b

Mr. G. P. Kendall, B.Sc., the
designer of many famous sets, and
his assistant Mr. H. D. Price, the
famous short-wave experimenter, have written
a book containing complete instructions,
photographs and diagrams of ten modern
circuits, both battery and mains operated. It
shows you how, at a cost of a few shillings,
you can bring your present set right up to date.
At its published price of is. it represents
remarkable value for money.

Specified for the
"Wizard "
A Robust Slow Motion
Disc Drive having aRatio
of 25-1.

Ideally suited

for

with

use

Full-sized dimensioned Blueprints of these ten
wonder circuits are also available at the
exceptionally low price of is. for the set of
ten. Send Is. in stamps with coupon below
and we will also send you aFREE copy of the
"Kendall-Price" Book. Post coupon now 1

Micalog

Condensers.

4z

To: READY RADIO, LTD. (Book Department), Eastnor Hons., Blackheath, S.E.3.
1enclose 1:- for the ten full-sized blueprints. Will you also send inc—FUEB—a
copy of the Kendall-Price Book of Ten Circuits.
Name
Address

Add. of READY RADIO, LTD., Eastnor House, Blackheath. S.E.3

Mention of " Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention

e
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"TELEVISION TO AUSTRALIA"
(Continued from page:638)
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with reflector behind it. A spherical condensing lens system is mounted in the lamp-

character of the type. If capitals are employed, consisting mainly of arrangements
of horizontal and vertical lines, each letter
requires to be cut up
into at least seven horizontal strips to ensure
reasonable reproduction
at the receiver.
In the present case,
the number of scan
lines covering the complete picture width has
been chosen as 15, and
while this enables sufficient detail to be
transmitted,
only
a
comparatively narrow
band of frequencies is
utilised.
Scanning is
accomplished by means
of arotating lens drum,
and the 15 lenses are
arranged round a spiral
on the periphery of the
drum.
The lamp house is
of the standard type
and is mounted
at
right angles to the main
chassis of the transmitter. The light source
is a standard i,000watt gas-filled metal filaThe new Marconi broadcast-type television transmitter connected
ment projection lamp
to the first stage amplifier. The arc controls can just be seen,
mounted vertically
while aregulating resistance is below

‘,1

house and a carrier in front of the lamphouse contains an aperture, a cylindrical
lens and reflecting prism so arranged that
the emergent light just covers the area of
the lens system on the lens drum. The
lenses in the drum focus sharp-images of the
apertures on to the tape. The tape is
carried vertically between two rollers, the
bottom one of which,is driven by the same
motor that drives the lens drum through
suitable gearing.
Calsium Cells
Behind the tape 4 mounted the photo
cell and photo-cell amplifier, both of which
are contained in a. single shielded unit
slung by springs on an *angle iron framework. The photo-cell receives its light
from the transmission of the aperture
image through the tape.
One large-sized
photo-cell is employed, with an aperture
size of 8 in. by z1
/2.in. The light-sensitive
material used is Caesium and the cell is
gas-filled. The photo-cell amplifier consists
of two stages of screen-grid valvés which
are
resistance-capacity
coupled.
A
screened lead is taken from this amplifier
to the' line amplifier.
The motor driving the disc is kept running
at constant speed by means of an electrically driven fork, the output of which is
fed into the A.C. windings of the motor.
An important talk will be heard at 7.35
p.m. on September 27, when the North
Regional Director will tell listeners all
about "Northern Programmes for the
Autumn."

TD COIL

AN UP-TO-DATE
UP-TO-DATE

COIL WITH
FEATURES

TYPE T.D., an entirely new COLVERN COIL, designed to give super selectivity on both long and broadcast wave-bands.
The coil is completely screened, giving a very neat appearance, and incorporates tapped aerial coupling and reaction, while the four alternative aerial
tappings are arranged as sockets with a wander plug.
The first two tappings give aerial couplings similar to those normally
employed, but with greatly increased selectivity.
.
Nos. 4 and 5 give a high degree of selectivity with weak aerial coupling —
suitable for use in a " swamp " area.
A most important feature of this coil is that there is no break through on the
long wave-band from B.B.C. stations.
This coil is specified for the " MULTI-MAC 3" described in "Wireles3
Magasine," and many other modern receivers.
Our 1933 Booklet Radio List No. 10 is now available and free on

TYPE

PRICE

8/6

request.

COLVERN LIMITED

MAWNEYS ROAD,

T.D.

ROMFORD, ESSEX

O
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DISTINCTIVE IMPROVEMENTS
KEEP HARLIE PICK-UPS
ALWAYS
IN THE
LEAD
Other manufacturers have taken the Harlie as the model of perfection
and have tried to make their quality and output the same as the Harlie,
but Harlie Pick-ups are always "a Season ahead " because the improvements are our own and not released until the Olympia Exhibition. Therefore, by our specialising we offer the finest Pick-up obtainable.

EXCLUSIVE

HARLIE

I. The original Harlie knife-edge
bearing has been improved.
2. Free and highly sensitive stylus
movements.
3. 35 per cent. of cobalt magnet.
4. Pole pieces of special high
permeability alloy.
5. Spring counter-balance — ensures correct weight on record.
6. Ball-bearing base allows free
swing over record.

FEATURES

7. Remarkable frequency
response range giving uniform
tone quality.
8. Unusual tone volume for
reproduction from screengrid Receivers.
9. Is triple tested for frequency
output by the finest precision
instruments.
10. Individually tested for tone
accuracy.

The New Harlie Pick-up Booklet
TELLS

The new Harlie Electric Pick-ups will successfully deliver all the quality
that the Engineer and Manufacturer built in the Radio Receiver, Amplifier
r.nd Speaker Unit.

2/6 DOWN

TO

RECORDS

TO

BRING
LIFE

Tells you how to play records with
superb realism and brilliant distinction
through your Radio Set, with only a
few minutes' alteration; how to eliminate
needle-scratch; how to double the
playing life of your records; how to
obtain volume control ... It tells you
all about how aPick-up works, and much
more besides. It is written in the simplest way so that you don't get aheadache
over technicalities and is bang up-to-date.

Further 26 in 7 days and
5 monthly payments of 5'-.

(Cash Price, 27,6.)
Complete with Fixing and
necting Instructions.

HOW

YOUR

C. ,
:-.-

Post coupon

below for your

FREE copy now.
HARLIE LTD.,

TONE

SELECTOR
and
SCRATCH
FILTER

Cambridge Arterial Rd.,
Enfield, Middlesex.

Definitely improves reproduction of radio or gramophone records—gives different tones—normal, brilliant, bright, mellow, deep.
When used in conjunction with agramophone pick-up it eliminates all needle
scratch. Obtainable for If- and further
I-in 7 days, and 2 monthly payments of
I, 6. (Cash Price, 4;6).

•••••

Please forward :—
Free Booklet
De Luxe Pick-up } Cross out items not wanted.
Tone Selector
for which Ienclose P.O. value

(No stamps.)

All

Name
Address
A.W.6.
Oer

Harlie Products are obtain-

able on our Hire Purchase scheme

••••••••

through our registered Dealers.
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"BRINGING IN STATIONS WITH
THE •WIZARD"
(Continued from page (ez1.2)

THE NORTHERN NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION
City Hall, Deansgate, Manchester: September, 28 to October 8
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

N

EXT Wednesday. September 28. the
Ninth Northern National Radio
Exhibition opens at the City Hall, Deansgate, Manchester.
Everything points to it being a better
Show than ever before, and Midland and
Northern readers who were not able to
see the new developments at Olympia
last month will welcome this fine opportunity to see, at Manchester, the latest in
radio.
The Northern National Exhibition runs
from Wednesday, September 28, to Saturday, October 8—ten days packed with
interest for all radio enthusiasts.
While, of course, not so vast as the
National Radio Exhibition at Olympia,
the Northern Show is nevertheless similarly
planned, and the Exhibition is organised
by the Radio Manufatturers' A,sàociation
in conjunction with Provincial Exhibitions,
Ltd. The stall arrangements are similar
to those at Olympia, and during the ten
days of the Radio Show the main hall of
the City Hall (with a bridge over the
central aisle), the Tonman Hall, New
Hall and galleries will be a brilliantly
illuminated display of new sets and
components. The Stands are varied, but
a uniform scheme of stand-fitting is
adopted for the bridge over the main
hall.
There are eight Stands on the
bridge, and, .of course, many others in the
rest of the gallery.

PIONFER c

In next week's issue a full account of the
Exhibition will be given, together with
floor plans, a full list of the exhibitors and
a detailed description of the new developments on show.
"A.W." is, of course, represented, and
all visitors to the Northern Radio Exhibition should take this opportunity of
seeing the new AMATEUR W IRELESS and
Wireless Magazine sets, including the
"Wizard" described this week.
The
"A.W." Stand is No. 34 in the Tonman
Hall, in a very convenient position in the
Exhibition.
COIL

MOUNTING
Tuning coils
having the axis
parallel with the
baseboard should
not be mounted
flat down against
the wood, but
should be supported at least I-in.
away. The best
way of doing this
is to slip I-in.
lengths of ebonite
tubing over the
mounting screws
to form small
supports.

e.

eight stations were received at full loudspeaker strength without any trouble, and
no doubt if I had been more used to the
receiver, I could have increased this
number considerably. Barcelona was badly
swamped by London Regional together
with Muhlacker, but the Scottish Regional
came in well.
Above this an unknown
station was received at enormous strength,
but Icould not identify it; it was probably
Lvov relaying Warsaw.
The Midland
Regional, at 76.5 and 75, is a little too
close to Siittens to be pleasant, but between
this reading and the North Regional at
least eight stations were received at full
loud-speaker strength. Here again many
more would have been received if sufficient
time had been taken to log them.
Prague is always a reliable station and
in this instance it was no exception, giving
à recital of Maurice Chevalier's records, to
which -I listened for -over half an hour.
Brussels came in louder- than the North
Regional and, if .anything, at better
quality.
Between ot and loo,degrees six or seven
stations were received, but only Vienna,
Munich and Budapest were definitely
identified.
Readers will probably wonder why this
receiver should be so sensitive.
I think
the most important reason is that independent tuning obviates the necessity for
careful ganging, and the use of closely
matched coils, so the utmost efficiency is
obtained from the receiver.

LEADERS ALWAYS
Get

airing
It

The

new

PERNA ENT

AGNET

Moving -Coil Speakers
"Mansfield" Senior
Improved PM.4.

WHITELEY

ELECTRICAL

"Mansfield"
Senior' PM.4.

RADIO

CO.

-complete

" Mansfield

Junior

An"PM 5.

LTD.,

Irtelt Free State distreutors: Kelly& Shiel Ltd.

Radio Works,

Z //b comeete

Mansfield,

47 Fleet Street. Dutlin.

Notts.
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MATCHED PERFECTION
REVOLUTIONISING SET CONSTRUCTION

AND BALANCE
IN EASY
MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

Price
£3 Complete

•

The British Radiophone Radiopak unit has
been specially produced to bring perfect Bandpass tuning within reach of all constructors.
The unit consists of the necessary coils; the
gang condenser with illuminated slow-motion
escutcheon and disc drive calibrated in wavelengths; a wave-change switch; and a wirewound volume control complete with on-off
Q.M.B. power switch. The switching arrangement is the best yet devised for any radio component, and the combined volume control and
switch is one of the famous Radiophone
standard types needing no further recommendation. Owing to the high degree of accuracy in
the matching of the coils and condensers, this
unit will REVOLUTIONISE modern set construction. Write for full descriptive particulars
to Dept. A.W.

MODEL A.C.244.
596 Cash.
1Tapping 60 80v.
(Max. & Min.)
1Tapping 50/90v.
(Max.. Med.. &Min.)
1Tapping 120'150v.
Output 20 m'A at 120v.
MODEL A-K.260.
With L.T. Trickle Chsrger
lot 2, 4-, and 6.volt
Accumulators.
90,. Cash.
Westinghouse
Ret tifiers
Guaranteed
12 months.

•

The "ATLAS" A.C.244
SPECIFIED AGAIN
...Yet again "ATLAS" is the
designer's choice and definitely specified
to ensure the finest possible reception
from the "Wizard Receiver described
in this number.
Make sure of getting the best in value
and performance by insisting on
"ATLAS," winners of the Olympia
Ballots in 1930 and 1931.
Ask your dealer for ademonstration
and post the coupon to-day for your
FREE Folder.

MAINS

UNITS

H. CLARKE & CO. (M CR.), LTD.
Patricroft, Manchester

EP

LONDON OFFICES: Bush House, If.C.2
SCOTTISII DISTRIBUTORS:
G.E.S. Co. Ltd., 38 Oswald St., Glasgow

POST THIS COUPON TO-DAY:

THE BRITISH

RADIOPHONE LTD.

ALDWYCH HOUSE, ALDWYCH, W.C. 2

H. CLARKE & CO. (M CR.) LTD., George St., Patricroft, Mer.
Please send FREE copy cf Folder No. 68.
NAME

Telephone: HOLBORN 6744
ADDRESS
29/24/9

r.
Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order

Q
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" DEVELOPMENTS IN L.F.
AMPLIFICATION"

valve winch must be allowed for even
when it is included within the same btilb.
The second system is a form of push-pull
(Continued from page 621.)
arrangement shown in Fig. 2.. The two
the straight part of the characteristic. A push-pull valves are .of the screen-grid or
positive voltage causes the anode current pentode type so designed that the anode
to increase and operates over the positive current is practically zero with no grid
portion of the characteristic.
bias.
Each half wave, therefore, one of
In doing so, grid current flows so long the valves swings over its characteristic,
as the grid is positive, which means that which is all on the positive side, while the
the grid-filament path of the valve has other valve is idle. During the whole time
quite a low resistance.
Under normal each valve is operative, grid current is
conditions this would short-circuit the flowing so that there is a permanent load
preceding transformer or resistance and across the transformer feeding the valves.
cause the amplification to drop off con- This is an easier condition to contend
siderably, so that there would be ait with than the last, for provided the load
unequal amplification of the two halves is reasonably constant, we can design the
of the wave with very serious dislxirtion preceding stage to give undistorted ampliin consequence.
To overcome this, the fication.
valve is fed from a driver which is another
valve designed to operate normally when
the grid of the power valve is negative.
ANODE CURR
but to give an increased amplification
when the power-valve grid is positive.
This effect is obtained by a special design
ANODE CURRENT
GRID
of the characteristics of the driver valve.
VALVE 'A
and the net result is an undistorted ampli"CURRENT
fication, the short-circuiting effect of the
grid current in the output valve being
compensated for by the iiireased amplifiVOLTS
cation from the driver valve.
It will be clear that this arrangement
allows twice the normal grid swing on the
output valve and therefore four times Ike
ANODE CURRENT
power output, while the anodè current has
VALVE
only been increased to about twice the
normal value so that the arrangement is
Fig. 3.— The valves are designed so that the
considerable more efficient.
As against
anode current is practically zero with no
this there is the necessity for the driver
grid bias

"NEW
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RADIOS

RitDIAL%DDI
EXCHANGE SERVICE
THE SUCCESS OF OLYMPIA
(All r,r•krs placed at the Radio Exhibition are bcing dealt with in strict rotation.)

II

11
II
Iff
:

In purchasing by mall order. it la essential that the supplier's dealings.
methods and bona fides should be subject to the strictest scrutiny, and
it is therefore with pleasure that we have compiled a pamphlet Biasresting numerous satisfactory experiences of those who have dealt with
us- and also the Press. It will pay you to write for particuLars of our amazing
exchange offer, enclosing 14d. stamp, naming your old set which we-buy, and
the new set you fancy. A free quotation will follow. Balance payable in cash
or hire-purchase.

a FREE
•
U

WHAT

YOU REQUIRE FORBritish Made

SHORT WAVES

THE
RELIABLE
BECOL
EBONITE
FORMER
which has stood the TEST OF TIME and tested
before despatch.
Prices LOW.
EFFICIENCY COUNTS !!!
LOOK FOR TRADE-MARK.

SOLE MAKERS

THE BRITISH EBONITE CO., LTD.
HANWELL. W.7

Ishould add that these figures are taken
on trust. Ihave not yet had an opportunity
of verifying them, but they do indicate
the considerably greater power output
which can be obtained.
Some valve
designers claim that they can get just
as good- results with straight methods of
amplification if they are given sufficient
rein.
Time will show, but there is no
doubt that these new methods are going
to cause considerable thought in the
immediate future.

OLD

Please forward this INQUIRY FORM (without obilgitlax
Please quote me free your allowance for ths new set:

II
a
II
•

Make
My Present Set is: Make
Date of Purchase

II
al
U
III

Model and list price
Batteries or Mains
Ori
gi
nal Cos to f Set

Balance of purchase price would be payable by in. as ECIUDWà:
Plan A. Whole of balance in cash.
.
Plan B. Whole of balance over six, nine, twelve • 'tenths.
*Delete unwanted words.

ji
•
U
U

NAME (in full)
(Block letters)

3
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THE LARGEST RADIO EXCHANGE IN

.11

•

AIDIALAI/DIN. Limited a
.:u
THE

UNITED KINGDOM.

(Dept. A.W.), 47-48 Deniers Street, London, W.I.

Museum 1821.
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HERE IT IS
EXACTLY

A typical valve just marketed in America
delivers 3% watts output with r8o volts
}LT. This is for two such valves in pushpull as just described, the total anode
current for both valves with no signal
being only 4 milliamperes. One valve by
itself used as a normal amplifier only
gives an output of 200 milliwatts.

ADDRISS

N
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Due to the fact that there is no grid
current limitation the grid swing of these
valves can again be extended and considerably increased power output is obtainable, at the expense of the driver
valve, as before (Fig. 3). On the other
hand, the two push-pull valves take
practically no anode current when they
are not working, which means considerable
economy in H.T. consumption.

e
r

Wireless Set to introduce the Radialaddin Club.
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FOR

The case, indeed, is very similar to the
design of the output circuit at present,
where the powtr valve has to feed into the
load imposed by the loud-speaker.
The
first valve therefore is arranged to operate'
as a power amplifier and delivers undistorted voltage to the grids of the push-pull
valves.

FOR THIS SPLENDID NEW 1933
2,
6"BLUE
SPOT" SPEAKER
oN tor

NEW 1133 PERMANENT MACNET SPEAKER No. 99PM.
The new "Blue Spot" Speaker
100U is ideal for the amateur
constructor. Mounted to chsseduced
sit and
Price
needs no
32 8
matching
t
ransformer. Send
2.6 for 7
days . trial.
If »third.
furrier *It
then
6
monthly
payment s

The chnsis à an outstanding
example of brat-dass workmanship and the unit, with its hears
permanent magnet containing a
high percentage of cobalt, à
wonderfully sensitive. From any
set diis new Blue Spot Speak ,
er will reproduce every detail of
s
or muai: to perfection.
only 218 deposit for? days'
trial. If ratiafied. Pay furtitn-3,1
at once, then 8monthly payments
of 7/11. (Cash in 7 days. WO.
Leaflet discusaring this and
other "Blue Spot" Sneakers
post free on request.

Zch

E. J. HERAUD LTD., DEPT. A.W.II, NUMBER ONE, EDMONTON LONDON. N.li
and at Tauelhant Woithaiuian.,era Enfield Walla. &tab .13 uevs.
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"THE A.B.C. OF MAINS WORKING"
(Continued from page 614)
networks, either potentiometers, as for
screen-grid stages, or as series résistances,
as for the detector anode.
To work out the required resistance in
series between the maximum output and
the anode of the valve is quite easy when
you know the anode current of the valve.
It involves a simple application of Ohm's
Law. You subtract the voltage required
from the voltage you have This gives the
voltage to be dropped. Then you divide
this voltage by the valve's anode current
in milliamperes and the answer, when
multiplied by i,000, will be the resistance
in ohms required.
LOW-TENSION SUPPLY
s already indicated, the problem of the
low-tension supply for heating the
filaments from the A.C. mains is simply
solved by means of a 4-volt secondary on
the high-tension transformer. The 4 volts
delivered by this small secondary is, of
course, A.C., which even in its "raw" state
can be applied directly to the cathodes of
the valves.
The variations in the heating effect of
the alternating current passing through
the heater elements never reaches the
actual filament—never affects the real
electron emitter, called the cathode, and
corresponding in circuit connection to
low-tension negative of a battery set.

A

throw away
?North of 1111
-when your HT.
Battery runs down?

W

GRID BIAS
HEN the high tension is obtained
from the mains the grid bias is automatically derived by means of resistances
in the cathode leads. The anode currents
flow through these resistances, and thus
cause voltage drops across them determined by the value of the currents and the
value of the resistances.
What we do is to find out how many
volts grid bias is needed for each stage,
measure the anode current of each stage
and then apply Ohm's Law to find what
the resistance value should be to cause the
wanted voltage drop.
,Example: We might want to bias the
detector valve, say, Z volts negative for
using it as a gramophone amplifier, and
the anode current of the valve might be
4 milliamperes. The value of the resistance
needed to give 4 volts drop across it when
the current flowing through it was 4 milliaMperes would be found by dividing tl.e
voltage drop, that is 2 volts, by the current
in milliamperes, that is 4, and multiplying
the answer by i,000; which, in this example,
works out to 500.
A 50o-ohm cathode
resistance -would therefore give the required grid bias .of 2 volts.
It is important to note that this voltage
gained for the grid bias is voltage lost for
the ancxle of the valve.
Potentials are
measured with respect to the cathode.
The point is that when we get negative
bias by making the cathode more positive
we obyiously make this cathode less
negative with respect to the anode, or in
other words we make the anode less
positive with respect to the cathode.
In modern mains 'sets •cathode-bias
resistances are used for each valve, so that
different bias voltages can be obtained
quite easily, especially as a wide variety of
resistance sizes is now available.

W

HEN you throw away an
there is still power left in
not use—its voltage is too low
You are compelled to waste this
which you have already paid.

TWO TYPES:
Standard 10 volt unit
capacity 2,750
E lz
milliamps.
Ji
Extra large capacity
5.500 milliamps z /0
(10 volt unit).
z

old H.T. Battery
it—power you canto work your set.
energy—energy for

The Lively 'O 'H.T. Accumulator eliminates waste.
It is full of life and vitality right up to the time
when it is ready for recharging (3 or 4 times ayear).
Its "air-spaced " cells are proof against electrical
leakage. Its voltage is constant. Get the best out
of your set with the smooth, unvarying H.T. supply
ensured by the Lively
'. Your Dealer stocks it.

Oldham & Soi L:d ,
Denton, Mancheztee.
Est. z865, and at
London,
Glasgow,
B:Ifast and

rubl.n.

H.T.
ACCUM U LATOR

litIger Wirele.0
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HOW M.C.'S DIFFER

TF

you tested a number of moving-coil
speakers of the same make you ,might
be surprised at the slight differences in the
results.
This may be traced to various small
faults. Sometimes the ,cones are not quite
right. The centre holding pieces do not
always have the same flexibility and the
distance between the front of the magnet
and the beginning of the winding of the
speech coil is not always equal.
You might find slight scratching sounds.
Some overload and give bad quality or
rattle before others. Naturally, if you have
one speaker, as most of us have, it is
difficult to detect slight faults in the reproduction, but scratchy noises and overloading will be noted. It is possible that
the fixing might be loose and this should
be seen to.
To clear filings or other material, lay
the speaker unit upon its face and pass a
strong signal through it; at the same time
gently bump the face of the unit against
the table. This treatment will usually clear
away the particles of foreign matter lodged
in the gap.
If the coil is rubbing against the poles,

A

VOLTMETER

OF

W.J A m Es

slightly loose the fixing screw holding the
centreing piece and adjust very carefully.
I have noted that a fault may be produced by fastening the unit carelessly. The
screws used to hold the unit to the cabinet
or board may not be tightened evenly, and
this might twist the frame slightly.
See to this, therefore, when fitting the
unit.
A moving-coil speaker should be
dealt with carefully and reasonably and if
it is exposed it is agood idea to fit a bag of
cotton or silk over the back of the unit, the
silk covering the fret protecting the front.
LOSING

VOLUME BY CHANGING

TONE

A

FORM of tone correction is usually
employed by all of us. We usually
do our best in the low-frequency side to
make the sounds from our loud-speaker as
natural as possible.
If top is lacking we try a transformer
having a rising characteristic, and when
there is too much top we cut it down by
using a resistance-condenser filter.
It is
difficult to make a set having very sharp
tuning circuits which cut the top notes and
low-frequency circuits which correct faithfully for this.

FIRST

GRADE

The detector plays a part and must be
carefully arranged. A satisfactory detector
would have a straight-line [characteristic,
and this generally means that the input
must be adjusted within limits to work
only on the straight part. A detector of
this class, such as aproperly set up "power
grid" type, distorts very little itself.
It is interesting to note that acorrecting
circuit usually works by taking away rather
than by adding to the signal. This is why
two low-frequency stages are sometimes
needed instead of one stage.
WHAT'S THE RATIO ?

T

HE ratio of a transformer is reckoned
as the number of turns of wire in the
secondary divided by the number in the
primary.
Thus, if, for example, the turns are
/6,000 and 4,000, the ratio is said to be
4: r. Now it is possible that if you connect
a 7:stransformer to your set the magnification may be no greater than when a
3 :ris used.

The frequency characteristics will probably be quite different and the most
uniform results may be obtained with the
3: r.
Much depends upon the valve to
which the primary is connected. The valve
may have an impedance of 20,000 ohms,
when the normal 3 :/ transformer would
be satisfactory. A transformer of higher
ratio would only spoil the results. There
would probably be a reduction in the bass
notes and perhaps the higher notes would
be weakened in comparison with the valve
and 3 :/ratio combination.

ACCURACY

is essential to all radio builders

FERRANTI METERS
are of accuracy guaranteed within
the limits of the British Standard
Specification No. 89, for firstgrade Moving Coil Instruments.
A wide open scale (I lCP-2i
inches) ensures accurate readings
in all ranges. Particularly useful
instruments for normal purposes
are the Types I6P and I7P. For
measurements in very high resistance circuits, the following are
recommended.
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TYPE I6P - - £2 12 :6
Range 7-3o—i5o volts.

TYPE 25P
- - - £3: 8 :6
Ranges 71/2-30-150 volts.

TYPE 17P - - £3: 0:
Range 10-50-250 volts.

TYPE 26P
- - - £3 : 14 :6
Ranges 10-50-250 volts.

Resistance, 200 ohms per volt.

Resistance, r,000 .ohms per volt.
NO BETTER INSTRUMENTS ARE AVAILABLE AT ANY PRICE
Ferranti have been famous for instruments since 1882
FERRANTI LTD.. Head Office and Works, HOLLINWOOD, LANCASHIRE.
LONDON: Bush House, Aldwych, W.C.2
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The point here is that the valve and
transformer work together and cannot be
considered separately. If the valve were
replaced with another of io,000 ohms the
results would probably be quite different.
With a good 7: rtransformer the result',
might be much better than with the 3 :1.
Then again, the output valve plays a
part.
This valve has capacity which is
across the transformer, and being across the
secondary, has much more effect than an
equal capacity joined across the primary.
A 7:i transformer may, therefore, not
be as good as a component having a lower
ratio, but if the impedance of the valve
joined to the primary is low the highratio transformer may be worth while.
IS IT EARTHED ?

A

POWER
transformer
or
choke
mounted upon a metal chassis is
automatically earthed in many cases. The
fixing feet or perhaps the metal core make
contact with the chassis.
To avoid this
when the practice results in hum it is
necessary to insulate the parts.
A piece of cardboard may be used
beneath the component affected. The effect
is to introduce a short gap between the
cone and the chassis,which is often of steel,
plated to preserve it.
The earthing may not be important by
itself, but hum is sometimes introduced by
the core resting against the surface of the
chassis.
Earthing is sornetimes more important
than is usually thought, and it may be
much more satisfactory to earth the parts
by taking wires to the earthing terminal
instead of relying upon contacts with the

New eimee Sales Co NEW 1933

'WARE HIGH TENSION!
_....
PROTECTING terminal ought to be
used for the top of a metallised
screen-grid valve.
If an ordinary wire
connection is used there is always the
chance that it might touch the metal
covering of the bulb and cause damage.
The metal coating is earthed through the
low tension or cathode, and if the hightension wire going to the anode should by
chance touch it there will be practically a
short circuit.
The metal covering will be damaged,
but the valve is usually not harmed apart
from this. With a proper terminal fitted
to the stein at the top of the bulb this
cannot happen.

LISSEN " SKYSCRAPER Z" Chassis
I model with Lissen S.G., Detector
and Pentode valves.
Cash price
Ed 9 6 Carriage Paid.
Balance in 11 monthly payments oi
8 3.

EASY

10;.
order
With

81
r

ACCESSORIES
GARRARD
INDUCTION
GRAMOPHONE MOTOR.
Fur A.C. luaiiis.
Model 202.
Mounted on 12-inch
nickel motor plate with fully automatld
electric starting and stopping switch.
Cash price 12110 ;0. Carriage Paid.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of it7.
&TM. SENIOR PICK-UP with arm
and base. Cash price 12/2!-..
Balance in 11 monthly payments of
310. Carriage l'ait.

TE RMS

UICKEST DELIVERY

With

SLEKTUN SCOUT 8.51.3.—s.c..
Detector and Power.
Pilot Anil, 1Kit *•A" (less valves and cati,, t.
Cash tr C.O.D., Mtil 8.tarring" Paid.
Balance in 11 monthly payments id
5/1.

With

4/7
order
With

3/10

COLLARO INDUCTION MOTOR WITH
PICK-UP. For A.C. mains. 12 inch
turntable, moulded pick-up, voltune
control ami automatic stop,
Cash price £4 0 0. Carriage Paid.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of
7¡11.

.,'rd, r
With

7/4
end, r

EASY TERMS
in1924 and

Still lead ¡n

R. & A.
"VICTOR " PERMANENT
MAGNET MOVING-COIL SPEAKER
DE LUXE with 6-ratio input transforiner and protecting grill.'.
or
C.O.D., £3,10'-. Carriage Pahl.
Balance iii 11 monthly payments of
R. & A.
"BANTAM" PERMANENT -MAGNET
MOVING -COIL
SPEAKER with 3-ratio input transformer. Cash price 11/7;6. Carr. Pad.
Balance in 5 monthly payments of 5iW.B. PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING-COIL SPEAKER.
Typa P.M.&
With transformer. Cash price Me,
lialanee in 7 monthly payments of 5/1
BLUE SPOT SPEAKER UNIT AND
CHASSIS, TYPE 100U.
n.h price 51156. t'arringe Paid,
Balance in 7 monthly payments of 11/3
ATLAS ELIMINATOR, Type A.C.244.
Three tappings, S.G., detector and
power. Out nt, 120 volts at 20
Cash price, 13161. Carriage Pahl.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 53
EPOCH "SUPER JUNIOR" Type MM.
Permanent Magnet MoviniKoR Speaker
with 5-ratio transformer.
Cash or C.O.D. 11/7/8. Carriage Paid.
Balance in 5 monthly payments id 5/-.
EPOCH
"20 C"
PERMANENT
MAGNET MOVING-COIL SPEAKER.
With 3-ratio input transformer. This
speaker will handle up to 5 watts.
Cash price. 111/15/i, Carriage Paid.
Balance in 5 monthly payments of 6 8.
EKCO H.T. UNIT. Typa A.C.25. For
multi-rave sets. requiring np to 23
mia. 3 tappings, S.G., detector and
120/150 volts. For A.C. mains.
Cash price, t3/17,11. Carriage Paid.
Balmier, in 11 monthly payments of 7/1.
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With

5/-
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Miscellaneous Components, Accessories. etc.. etc., supplied CASH, C.0.0. or H.P. on our own
Private System of Easy Payments.

nohe

WIZARD

OUR
BLUEPRINT
SERVICE
Constructors of re-

scaV ERE/DA,
• •COI - •0002 • •
C ONDENSES,

ceivers described in

SOVEREIGN COMPRESSION TYPE
CONDENSER TYPE J IS SPECIFIED

1/3

hr arc 1.4,14rd te I1101 0 Virg Plahlieedie. di» Third (Inn Erl;gto
r
f
Constar* teeCa me be ford
esnie (free ,
meter with ow lava
for brattittg the Meeeretitt Ambeeeta ,
Ind Ifaro, Rem/eerie uport receipt ors podeard In Die. .4. Iv.
Sovereign Components may be obtained tram all good Dealers.
Use them as much as you can in building the Wizard.
,

ON EASIEST OF

%Snit

8/3

COSSOR MELODY MAKER MODEL
335. Complete with valves, speaker
and cabinet. Employs Cossor variablemu S.G., MX. stage, detector and
power valves.
Cash price, 87 17 6.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of
14/10. Carriage Paid.
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SOVEREIGN PRODUCTS, LTD. SOVEREIGN HOUSE, ROSEBERT AV. E.C.1
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Genuine

"Competa", Green
Top Fuses.
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our Blueprint Service and avoid all
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THE WORL.Ce SELECTED
Advt.« A. F. BULGIN & Co. Ltd., Abbey Rd., Barking
RADIO SUPPLIES
Send your lid
Radio 119141X Inr our quotation. Rite. Part»,
tietY, tre. EYerything lia Radio marked. Prompt dell,ery;
ye,en *13
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OUR QUERY )
DEPARTMENT
The attention of readers is directed to the rules printed
below. Replies are sent by post, only a selection of
queries of general interest are printed here.

Using an Absorption Wavemeter
IR, —I have been presented with what
Ihave been told is an absorption wavemeter. It contains a variable tuning condenser connected to a coil-holder and
mounted on a simple panel and baseboard
arrangement. There are several plug-in
coils for use with the gadget. Can you
explain to me how I may use this instrument?
F. W. (London).
The wavemeter is not of much use unless it
is calibrated. You do not say whether you
have any calibration curves with the instrument, but we will assume you have these.
The meter should be arranged near to the
receiver so that its tuning coil is close to, and
parallel with, the plane of the aerial tuning
coil in your set. If you tune in a station and
want to find out its wavelength, you adjust
the tuning condenser of the wavemeter until
you find a position on its condenser scale
where signals from your actual receiver fade
away. This is the absorption spot and a
reference to the condenser setting on your
meter calibration curve will indicate the wavelength of the station. It is best not to place
the meter near to the tuning coil of the
receiver until after astation has been tuned in,
as absorption effects in the meter may affect
the tuning of the receiver.

P.P.M. eitINDENc CHASSIS.
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ateesreaTsriest :p‘e:ateen;?
You will be untaxed that
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• diaphragm. Price includ' Ins universal tapped transformer, 2713.
P.P.M. SS (CABINET)
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outstanding
achievement of the year.
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lot, Victoria Street, S.W.
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THE BRIGHTON RADIO
EXHIBITION

N event in which South Coast listeners
will be interested is now in course
of preparation and will be officially opened
by the Mayor of Brighton at 3 p.m. On
Monday, October 3, at the Georgian Room
of the Regent Cinema, North Street,
Brighton.
The Brighton Radio Exhibition is a
Advantages of H.F. Stage in Shortunited effort by most of the radio manuwave Sets
facturers and the leading radio traders of
CIR,—I have often heard it remark( d Brighton, Hove, and Portslade, and upon
Li that a high-frequency stage in a sho t- thirty-one stands practically all of the
wave set is virtually a passenger, but this new designs shown at Olympia will 132
does not explain much to me.
Is it a fact displayed and demonstrated.
The Exhithat there are no advantages g
.
ained when bition will be open daily from 3 to so p.m.,
incorporating a high-frequency amplifying October 3 to 8 inclusive, admission 6d.
valve before the detector in a short-wave
set, and, if so, why do so many designers
Captain C. B. Graves, who described
put in such a stage of amplification?
his journey from England to New Zealand
R. D. s(Belfast).
It is not quite true to say that an H.F. stage in a Liverpool Barque in a talk last June,
in a short-wave set is a passenger. It is not will on September 27 give an account of
possible to gain much pre-detector amplifica- the return journey.
tion from such astage when working on waveEl
lengths below about 30 metres, but there is a
great advantage in using an H.F. stage on
WHEN SUBMITTING QUERIES
these low wavelengths and this is, it stabilises
Pleasa write concisely, giving essential parthe whole receiver, makes detector-circuit
ticulars, A Fee of One Shilling (postal order).
a stamped addressed envelope, and the coupon on
reaction extremely smooth, and permits
ne last page must accompany all letters. The
elimination of mucli of the mush usually
fellowing points should be noted.
experienced when aplain detector with reaction
Not more than two questions should be sent
with any one letter.
on to the aerial is used. Above about 30 metres
The designing of apparatus or receivers cannot
it is common to expect a good H.F. amplifica-.
te undertaken.
tion stage gain, and it often makes all the
blodifications of astraightforward nature can b3
made
to blueprints, but we reserve to ourselv3;
difference between just hearing a station and
the right to determine the extent of an alteration
receiving it at full speaker strength.
to come within the scope of a query. Modifications
Obtaining a Transmitting Permit

eLINkMeeStliaS—IM WIN10

•

what other steps I should take to qualify
for it.
W. R. (Middlesbrough).
It is necessary, first, that you be able to
transmit and receive morse code signals at
twelve words a minute. Next, you must be
able to satisfy the authorities regarding your
ability to operate a transmitting station in a
proper manner. You must also be prepared to
sit for an examination with regard to these two
subjects, if called upon.
A letter to the
Secretary of the P.M.G. will bring to you the
necassary application forms and these should
be filled in to the best of your ability. A circuit of the transmitter you will be using,
together with brief details of the type of
experiments you intend to conduct, should be
included with the licence application forms
when returned to the authorities. You would
gain much practical assistance in the matter
by joining a well-informed radio society.

IR,—I am very interested in sh or t- wave
work and wish to take up transmission
ekperiments.
Other short-wave enthusiasts with whom I have spoken on the subject have stated-their willingness to report
upon my work.
I should therefore be
pleased to learn how I should go about
applying for a licence for a transmitter and

to proprietary receivers and design; published by
contemporary journals cannot be undertaken.
Readers' sets and components cannot be tested
at this office. Readers desiring specific informs.
lion upon any problem should not ask for it to b3
rublished in a forthcoming issue, as only queries
of general interest are published and these only at
our discretion. Queries cannot be answered by
telephone or personally.
Readers ordering blueprints and requiring
technical information in addition, should address
• separate letter to Sit Query Department and
conform with the rules.
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Here is your Opportunity --- Make Wireless
Batteries—It is a Paying Proposition!

W

HETHER you are a Wireless Enthusiast or not, you
know what an enormous demand there is for Wireless
Batteries—a demand which is ever increasing by leaps
and bounds. If you are a Wireless Enthusiast you know also
that you and millions of others are constantly on the look
out for BETTER Batteries.

Go over your set with an
" All-in-One " Radiometer
and quickly trace the true
source of any trouble. You
can't go wrong in radio
with this wonderful little instrument to
guide you.
Its never-failing aid enables you to track
down a fault instantly. Wherever it
may be—valves, batteries, transformer,
circuit, or other component—an " Allin-One " Radiometer gets to the root of
the matter and registers it at once.
There is no other instrument like it.
Ask to see it demonstrated at your radio
dealer's or electrician's. If in any
difficulty, write direct to

Here is away in.which you can meet the demand for BETTER Batteries
and Profit Financially—make them yourself in your Spare lime by means
of our PaIrnted Method and Formula. By making your own Batteries
you can SAVE money—by supplying your friends and others you can
MAKE MONEY—and you may make ùp to ;(300 a year per licence !
ANYBODY CAN DO IT!

YOU Can
Do this :

It
has
probably
never
crossed
your
mind before. You have
thought of batteries as
"Technical"
things—
them
as
something

always
regarded
"mysteritne,."
The exact opposite is the case. Study
the pictures on the left and you will see
how really simple
it is.
You will need no
expensive "plant"
or machinery—only
a few simple tools
and hand presses.
You need hare, no
special accommodation—a start can be
made upon your
present Kitchen
Table. The Children
can help you.

WE WII.f. TETI

PIFCO, Ltd., High Street, Manchester.

1
.
01.: HOW

Standard
Model
"All-in-Ott e"
Radiometer
for
Battery Sets only,
as shown here.

p.12/6

.

Y. ,n way know
nothingaboutWiteless or Electricity —
il does not waiter in
the slightest.
We
will tell you how to
do it—FREE. After
receiving our instructions you can
start right away to
Manufacture! And
thc work isin tensely
interesting as well
as easy—more
fascinating than
making your own
Wireless Set! The
saying is huge—an
average worker can
complete a fill
roil H.T. Battery in
'2 hours at a cost of
'2'3 approximately.
(ompare this with
shop Prices !

Make your Friends' Wireless
Batteries and MAKE MONEY.
Consider what this means to you. Not
only can you SAVE Money on your own
Batteries—and get BETTER Results—but
directly your friends know of them they
will want some, too! Thus you cart begin
to build up a profitable Spare-time Business
and reap a Golden Harvest front the Wireless and Electrical Market. Many men are
already.
making •ccunficirtable .EXTRA
incomes in this Pleasant, Easy Way.
There's MONEY in it—big money if you
are energetic and anxious to get out of the
rut! What could you do with £300 a year?

PROFITS GUARANTEED.
Your market is unrestricted-- it ,
:an
never be overcrowded—you sell where you
like and when you like.
lf necessary, we
wiR purchase sufficient of your output to
guarantee you a weekly Profit, providing
it reaches
the
required
standard of
efficiency, which is easily attainable: We
will continue your training FREE until you
.reach that standard—that's fair, isn't it?
Don't hesitate—if you have never seen a
Battery before you can MAKE money this
way. *Let us explain this GILT-EDGED,
HONE.ST PROPOSITION fully.
Write
at ONCE! Make your SPARE Hours—
GOLDEN Hours.
SEND
THIS
FORM
FOR
FREE
INSTRUCTIONS HOW TO START

COUPON

•

ToMr.V.ENCLAND-RICHARDS,
The ENCLAND-RICHARDS Co..
Ltd., 1,222 King's Lynn, Norfolk.
Sir,—Please send me at on,e, and
FREE, full details as to how 1 can
Make Wireless Batteries and Make
Money at Home in my spare tinte.
Ienclose 2d. stamps for postage.
Print your name and address
boldly In capital letters on a plain
sheet of paper and pin this

coupon to It.

"Amateur Wireless," Sept. 24, 1932

Ds Luxe Model,
for Battery Sets.
Electric Receivers
and Mains Units.
Brier

F

£2/2/0

Rig•)APEI
Mention of " Amateur Wireless " to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention

•

e
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ROADCASTING STATIONS

wAA

Broadcasting Stations classified in order of wavelengths.
For the purpose of bettes comparison, the power
indicated is that of the camer wave.

Test this against
all others-we are
confident you Will
choose 'CLIX'
The technical press congratulates
•Clix ' on the design and efficiency
of the 'Chic "Master" Plug.
POPULAR WIRELESS
Bays:
'Radio enthusiasts
who
have experienced trouble
from soft pronged or too
rigid plugs and tapered
H.T. Battery sockets will
welcome
the
"Master" Plug.

1-2
1D
.Supplied
log or
Mori
Short Xx nod
insulatoft.

METAL TO METAL CONTACT. FIRM GRIP. FULL
SURFACE CONTACT
WITH ANY R.T. or 13.13.
BATTERY SOCKETS.
Full range of markings.
Send for Illustrated
Folder •A ' of all
•Clis' products.

Cheapest

PERFECT Contact

Lectro Lime Ltd.. 254, Vauxhall Bridge Road, S.It' I

A well-made super-efficient
LEAD-IN that incorporates
aperfect lightning arrester
and
a tubular variable

condenser, so providing volume
and selectivity control, a static
eliminator, and an ideal aerial
cut-out. The Cop cannot fail to
improve vastly the performance of
any set with as outdoor aerial.
And- it carries a 4100 FREE Insurance Policy.
From your local
radio dealer, or seed P.O. for 2,4
direct to the manufacturers :
CLIFFORD A. PRESSLAND
(SALES), LTD.,
84 Eden Street,
K:n gslon-on-Thamra.

KiloStation and
Power
Metres cycles
Call Sign
(Kw.)
19.737 15,200 Zeesen (DJB) ... 8.0
25.4 /48ro Rome (2R0)
15.0
25.53 11,751 Chelmsford
(G5SV11) 16.0
31.25 9,598
Lisbon (CTIAA)
2.0
31.51 9,52o
Skamleback
0.5
31.38 9,560 Zeesen (DJA)
8.0
32.28 9,300
Rabat
0.5
33.0 9,090 L.L. Paris
0.5
43.75 6,865
Vitus/Paris
50.0 6,000
Moscow
20.0
68
5,172
Prague
0.5
198.5 j,50 Riga (test)
16.0
206 1,460
Antwerp
0.3
207.3 1,447 Franchimont
0.2
208.5 4438.5 Budapest (2)
3.0
210 1.430 blagyarovar
1.5
211.3 1,430 Newcastle
1.0
214.3 1,400 Aberdeen
1.0
214.3 1,400 Warsaw (2)
1.9
215.4 4392.5 Bruxelles
Conference 0.2
217.1 1383
Klinigsberg
0.9
218 1,373 Salzburg
0.5
220 3,363.2 Iii-ziers
0.5
222.94344. 6 Cork (6C K)
1.2
Pl6.11,327.5 Fécamp
10.0
227.4 1,319
Flensburg
0.5
230.6 1,301 MalmiS
1..
233.4 7,293
Kiel
0.25
235 1,283 Lodz
2.2
235.5 2,274
Nristianssand
0.5
237.21,265 BordeauxSud-Ouest 2.0
238 2,26o Nimes
D.:
238.9 1,256
Nürnberg
2.0
239.5 1,258 Binche
0.3
240.6 4247 Stavanger
0.5
242 1,238 Belfast
1.0
244.1 1,229 Basle
0.65
245.9 1,220 Berne
0.5
245.9 2,220 Cassel
0.25
245.9 7,220 Linz
0.5
247.7 1,311 Trieste
10.0
249 1,205 Prague (Strasuice) 5.0
250 1,200 Radio Schaerbeek 0.3
251.1 1,195 Juan-les-Pins
0.5
252.8 4,86
Barcelona (E A.) 15) 5.0
253.4 2484 Gleiwitz
5.0
255 1,174 Toulouse (PTT) 1.0
257
1,166 licirby
10.0
259.1 1,157 Frankfurt-a-M
17.0
281.6 1.147 London National 50.0
203.8 1,137 MorayskaOstrava 11.0
205.4 2,130 Lille (PIT)
1.3
266.8 4/34.s Valencia..
8.0
267.6 4120.9 Bremen
0.2
269.4 4 I13 Bari
20.0
271.4 1,105 Rennes
1.3
273.7 1,096 Turin (Torino)
7.0
276.5 1.085 Heilsberg
60.0
279.5 1,073.5 Bratislava
14.0
281
2,067 Copenhagen
0.75
282.2 1,063
Lisbon (CT1AA) 2.0
283 1,053 Innsbruck
0.5
283.6 4058 Berlin (E)
0.5
283.6 4058 Magdeburg
0.5
283.6 4051 Stettin
0.5
286 z,0,9 blontpellier
0.8
287.1 1,045 Radio Lyons
10.0
288.5 1,040 Bournemouth
1.0
228.5 1,040
Plymouth
0.12

Get your
Copy
of the

WIRELESS
MAGAZINE
Now
on Sale
Price - 1/-

HiloStation and
Power
Metres cycles
Call Sign
(Kw.)
288.5 1,040 Scottish National 50.0
288.5 2,040 Swansea
0.12
291
1,031 Tampere
1.0
291
1,031 Viipuri
13.0
293 1,022
Kosice
2.5
293.7 1,021.5 Limoges (PIT)
0.5
296.1 1,0r3 Hutzen
8.5
298.8 4004 'Tallinn
11.0
301.5 995 North National 50.0
304.9 984 Bordeaux (prr) 13.0
306.5 957,3 Radio Vitus
1.0
307
077 Zagreb (Agram)
0.75
307.1
976.6 Falun
0.5
309.9 968 Cardiff
1.0
312.8 959 Cracow
1.5
312.8 959 Genoa (Genova) 10.0
315
950 Marseilles
1.6
318.8 941 Naples (Napoli)
1.5
318.8 94r Sofia
¡Rodno Radio) 1.0
319.7
9i6 Dresden
0.25
321.9
932 GO teborg
10.0
325
923 Breslau
eo.o
328.2 914 Poste Parisien
00.0
332.2 902.8 Milan
7.0
335
896
Poznan
1.9
338.2 888
Brussels (No. 2) 15.0
311.7 878 Bruno (Brno)
35.0
345.2 869 Strasbourg (PTT) 11.5
348.8 86e Barcelona (EAJ1) 8.0
351
855.5 Leningrad(RV71.1) 20.0
352.1 85: Graz
7.0
355.8 843 London Regional 50.0
358
838 Moscow (Exp.)
15.0
380.5 832 Miihlacker
60.0
363.3
825.3 Algiers (Pr!)
10.0
364
8:4 Bergen
1.0
367.6 8/6
Fredriksstad
0.7
368.1 8/5 ltolzano
1.0
368.1
815
Helsinki
13.2
368.1 815 Seville (EAJ5).,
1.5
369.3 812.r Radio I.L (Paris)
1.0
also on 33 m. (9090 Res.)
372.2 806
Hamburg
1.5
378.4 797 Scottish Regional 50.0
380.7 788 Lvov
16.0
385
779
Radio Toulouse 60.0
385
779 Stalino (I4V26)
15.0
389.6
770 Archangel
10.0
389.6 770 Leipzig
120.0
394
761 Bucharest
12.0
398.9 752 Midland Regional 25.0
403
743 Sat tens
25.0
408
734
Katowice
12.0
411.4
729.r Madrid (EAJ7)
2.0
413
725 Athlone (tests)
eo.o
413
725 Dublin
1.2
416.4
720.5 Radio Marne
(Rabat) 6.0
419
716 Berlin
1.5
424.3 7o7 Madrid (Espana) 2.0
430.4 697 Belgrade
2.5
435.4 689 Stockholm
55.0
441
68o
Rome (Roma)
60.0
447.1
671
Paris (vim
6.0
453. 663 Danzig
0.5
453.2 663
Klagenfurt
0.5
455
659 Radio Agen
0.5
456.6 557 San Sebastian
(EAJ8) 0.8
459.4 653 Berotnuenster
00.0
465.8 644
Lyons (FIT)
1.5
465.8 6/ / Taz tu
0.5

KiloStation and
Power
Metres cycles
Call Sign
(Kw.)
472.4 635 Langenberg
60.0
478
630.2 Sebastopol
10.0
480
625 North
Regional 50.0
488.6 614 l'rague
120.0
493.4 698 Trondheim
1.2
500.8 599 Florence (Firenze) 20.0
502.4
579 Nijni Novgorod 10.0
509
590 Brussels (No. 1) 15.0
518.8
578.9 Vienna
15.0
also testing on 1,254 m.froin 70p.m.
(Mon., Wed., Sat.).
525
572
Riga
15.0
527
si9.8 Palermo
3.0
532.9 563 Munich
1.5
542
554 Sundsvall
10.0
550
545 Budapest (1)
18.4
559.7
536
Kaiserslautern
1.5
559.7
536 Augsburg
0.3
503
533 Wilno
10.0
566
530 Hanover
0.3
MI
527.r Grenoble (PM)
2.0
569.3
527 Freiburg
0.25
574.7
5:3 Ljubljana ...
5.2
644
465.8 Kazan (RV17)
10.0
720
416.6 Moscow (PTT)
20.0
748
401 Ostersund
0.6
760
395 Geneva
1.25
825
363.6 Sverdlovsk (RV5) 50.0
848.7
353.5 Rostov (Don)
20.0
882
3io Saratov
20.0
937.5
7zo
Kharkov (RV4) 25.0
967.7 ,à10
Alma Ata
10.0
1,000
300 Leningrad
100.0
1,035
290
Kiev
100.0
1,071.2 280 Tiflis (RV7)
100.0
1,071.1
280 ScheveningenHaven 10.0
1,083
277 Oslo
60.0
1,108
271.2 Minsk (RVIO)
35.0
1,116
268.5 Moscow Popoff
75.0
1,153.8 26o
Kalundborg
7.5
1,171.5 256 Taschkent
25.0
1,200
250 Istanbul
5.0
1,200
250 Reykjavik
21.0
1,229.5
2« Boden
0.6
1,260
232
Novosibirsk
4.0
1,275
1,f5.3 Luxemburg
•
(tests) 200.0
1,304
1,318
1,380
1,411.8
1,445.7
1,481.5
1,538
1.554.4
1,600
1,620
1,634.9
1,725
1,796
1,875
1,935
2,525
2,900

4,000

s3o

Moscow (Trades
Unions) 105.0
Motala
30.0
217.4 Bakou
100.0
213.5 Warsaw
120.0
207.5 Eiffel Tower
13.5
102.5 Moscow 10/1
100.0
195 Ankara
7.0
293 Daventry (Nat ) 30.0
297.5 Irkutsk
(RV14) 10.0
2115 Norddeich KVA 10.0
183.5 Zeesen
60.0
174 Radio Paris
78.0
167 Lahti
64.0
/6o Hilversum
8.5
155
}saunas
7.0
222.5

719.3 KeinigSWIISter-

•

Hausen (press) 15.0
103.5 Kiinigswusternausea (press) 1.5.0
75 KOnigswuster.
oiress! 15.0

The New "LANGMORE "No. GI
RADIO-GRAMOPHONE CABINETS in FIGURED OAK
Size overall, 3ft. 6in. high by 21 in. wide by 15 in. deep.
THE TOP SECTION. Size, 4) in. high by 18 in. wide by
14 in. deep.
THE CENTRE SECTION. Size 10 in. high by 18 in. wide
by 14 in. deep, to take a panel either 18 in. by 7in. or 18 in.
by 8in.
11E BOTTOM SECTION. Size. 16 in. high by 18 in. wide
by 13) in. deep. With **GALLEON." as illustrated. or
-CATHEDRAL- Fret Fronts.
Wooden panels to fit, with oval aperture, 12 in. by 51 in.,
extra.
The whale of th, back is enclosed by double doors, so aid all
asno are easily accessible.
ALL are fitted with hinged top.
hm. yplat forrn to take a I2-in, turntable for the Gramophone,
and asubstantial basebcard for tin Wirelcas Sri.

Beautifully Finished Jacobean Oak
NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE
THE 1111SCELLANEDE'S TRADING CO. LTD.
13 & 17, NEW OXFORD ST., London, W.C.1,
Phone: Holborn 4894.
Trade Inquiries Invited

PP ICE

49/6 each

Pack--d FREE and sent
Carriage Paid to any address
in Great Britain.

The Ideal Set FOR BEGINNERS AND EXPERTS-THE "A.W." "WIZARD."

SEPTEMBER 24,

e
ntateur Wirdesi
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PREVIe

CALCULATION R
ESISTANCE
CHART!

This is without doubt one of the most valuable charts yet published, as it can quickly
give you the four following factors,:
1, Current; 2, Watts; 3, Volts; 4, Ohms.
Drop us a line and we will send you a copy.
If you are thinking of constructing a set at
the present time, consider using WATMEL
Components—" They get the best out of
any set," and we have three specialities at
the present moment—Potentiometers, Res:stances and Coils.

‘0,1nninduclive

El
"ONE
I
—..

r—

MOW,
CONTAC'

GET THESE CATALOGUES FREE
Here"Obserrer" reviews the latest booklets an

t

bidets issued by well-known tnetnuttettrers. j
!tau want copies of any or all of them FREE 01?

CHA RGE, just send a postcard giving the hider
numbers of the catalogues required (Mown at
the end of each paragraph) to" Postcard Radia
Literature," "AMATEUR WIRELESS," 58/61.
letter Lane. E.C.4. "Observer" will see tiett
you get on the literature you desire. Pl«aid
write your name and address in black letters.

T

K.B.'s Latest

AKE my tip and get the new pocket
folder of Kolster Brandes' sets and
radio-grams. There are some "stars" such
as a six-valve mains-driven super-het. and
the new inexpensive Cobra three-valver.
Copies of this pocket folder can be obtained
free on request.
842
Automatic Tuning
Automatic tuning has been introduced
on the Zetavox eight-valve super-het.
Automatic volume control in combination
with automatic tuning means that once
the control is set, any one of the stations on
the automatic dial can be brought in at the
same strength, and with practical elimination of fading. The Zeta.vox chassis is
described in anew booklet, acepy of which
I have just received.
843
The Telornor

ADVANTAGES:
1. NON-INDUCTIVE.

This is because the
resistance element is not wire.
2. Furthermore, th
wire contacts shown
make contact with the resistance element
so that the moving contact does not wear
ont the element.
This guarantees even
and true contact always.
3.
he extremely firm and even contact with
,element.
[his is obtained by a new
"tented clamping cone which directly
it is screwed down forces the sprung
external ring against the wire band. The
pressure is so great that perfect all-round
contact is made with the clement which
will not vary under any circumstances.
4. Self-cleaning wiping contacts—this ensures perfectly clean contact always.

L Silent

4/6

in operation.

6. Prim

We recommend this resistance (Type 3)
only for values above 50.000 ohms where
wire-wound potentiometers are not required. Patents for this new resistance
have been applied for.
If you have any difficulty in obtaining
Watrnel Components, WRITE DIRECT
TO CS.

TRADE

ENQUIRIES

INVITED

When building your new set, why not
try the new Telsen Telornor, which will
•
enable you to get a very neat panel layout
with all the controls grouped together on
one escutcheon plate ? The Telornor is one
of the new components described in the
latest Telsen catalogue.
844
Becker Switches
Some very well made moulded switches
are in the new Becker range. These are
suitable for mains switching and for many
wireless jobs, such as radiogram changeover. Some of them are of the one-hole
fixing type suitable for panel mounting.
Get the new Becker folder and see thé range
for yourself.
OBSERVER.
845

ELECTRADIX
BARGAINS
SEE
SEPT. OCT.
SALE LIST

Widow' Wireless Co., Ltd.. Imperial ‘Vorks,
High Street. Edgware.
Telephone: Edgware 0323.

ELECTRADIX
RADIOS,
218, Upper Thames St., E.C.4
Phont : Cito 01 11 1.

We supply all good quality Radio Recei‘e-s,
ad Accessories en deferred terms. Larga stocka
are carried and orders are executed promptly.
Send list of requirements and aquotation will be
cent by return of post. Price List free on requ:st.

MANUFACTURERS' KITS
NEW COSSOR MELODY MAKF-R.
with
Model 335 (just released). Complete Kit
of Parts. Valvcs, and Loud-speaker and 11,1/..
Cabinet,
Cash Price. £7 17,6.
or ,
k,
And II monthly nnyrnent.‘ of 14 10.
ENEW TUSEN JUPITER S.G.3. KIT.
i Complete set of Components less Valves.
Cash Price, £3,17,-.
And 11 mnnthly payments of 7'..

7/-

I NEW LISSEN "SKY SCRAPER"
KIT, including Valves.
Cash price £4/9/6.
And 11 monthly pnvments of 11/3.

8/3

NEW TUSEN AJAX 3. Complete Sa
of parts for Dei.; 2 LF. Receiver, less
Cash Price, £3,16.
And II monthly payments of 5,8.

'
With
IX/8
go/
order

Wm.

With
order
With I

1

order I

READY RADIO "METEOR" S.G.3
KIT, including cabinet, valves. and moving
coil unit.
Cash Price, £8117,8.
And 11 monthly payments of 168.
This Receiver tunes to Ultra-short Waves.
READY RADIO 303 KIT. Cabinet Model,
including moving-coil unit and valves.
Cash Price, £8,,17, 6.
And 11 monthly payments of 129.

With

II/—
order
With

101—
order

ACCESSORIES
NEW
ORMOND
PERM.
MOVING-COIL L.S. UNIT.

MAGNET
Gnat released)

Cash Price £118/6.
And 7monthly payments of 5,4.

With

5/4
cider

ATLAS ELIMINATOR, A.C.244. 3H.T.
Tappings. 20 ."V., A output.
Cash Price, £2,19, 6.
And 11 monthly payments of 5,6. -

5/"'

With

NEW R. & A. "CHALLENGER" PERM.
MAGNET MOVING-COIL UNIT.
Cash Price, £1,15,..
And 6 ronothlY payments of 5,8.

5/"

NEW
EPOCH
20e
PERMANENT
MAGNET MOVING-COIL UNIT.
.
Cash Price, £1,15,',
And 6monthly payments of 5,7.

5/7

order
With

order

With

order

NEW BLUE SPOT 99 P.M.
With
MOVING-COIL UNIT. The
finest of the new Permanent
5'Magnet Units. Cash Price,
£2 19 6.
,rder
And 11 monthly payments of 56.
NEW R. St A. "VICTOR" PERM. MAC.
MOVING -COIL REPRODUCER DE .
LURE. With 6 Ratio Transformer and Cadmium dated Grill.
Cash Pike, £3/10¡-.
And 11 monthly payments of 6;5.
BLUE SPOT 100U. INDUCTOR UNIT.
Cash Price. £1/12,11.
And

6monthly

payments of 02.

\yid,
5,5
Ore«

With

5/—

order

To avoid delay, will customers kindly send 6rst
payment with order.
AR above carriage pail.
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Mains 113wer
for your 'Radio
Here is a Mains Unit that will run a 3- or 4-valve
Receiver from A.C. Mains. High Tension and raw
A.C. supply for A.C. Valves solves your H.T. and
1..T. problems. Scrap your batteries and accumulators now and increase the range and selectivity of
your Radio set.
HEAYBEFtD MAINS UNIT. MODEL M.W.1.
Alternative Outputs: 50 m/A. at 200 volts, or
30 m/A. at 150 volts. L.T., 4 volts 5amps for
A.C. valves.
Tappings: 60/120 volts var. S.G., 180 volts and
200 volts fixed.
Incorporating Heayberd sterling components
and Westinghouse Rectifier. Complete in neat
metal case—ready to switch on. Fully Guaranteed.
Price, £6 7s. 6d.
Models at all prices to suit all types of receivers,
tor A.C. or D.C., are dealt with fully in the New
Ilandbook.

for Heayberd
handbook on
Mains Working

(

Ienclose 3d. stampsTor
NEW Handbook of Mains
Eouipment. Packed with
Technical Tips, Service.
Hints and diagrams

kt
.,.

"TUNING A SHORT-WAVE
RECEIVER"
(Continued front page 630)
reached with the carrier satisfactorily in
tune.
If your short-wave receiver or adaptor is
equipped with a variable aerial coupling
device, make this coupling about 50 per
cent. "in," whether it be by means of a
variable condenser or a movable coil.
Making the coupling too tight will, no
doubt, increase signal strength to some
extent, but it will also introduce many
further troubles and the receiver will
probably become "live"; that is to say,
the tuning will alter when your hand comes
near to any metal part of the set. If your
receiver uses a high-frequency valve in
front of the detector, however, this effect
will probably not be noticed at all. The
above remarks apply in general to all
receivers or adaptors of the straight type
which do not work on the super-heterodyne
principle.
Therefore, we now step to the superheterodyne type of outfit, which may, of
course, consist of either a complete superheterodyne receiver or an ordinary receiver
used in conjunction with a convertor. This
type of outfit is undoubtedly the easiest to
tune, and this, perhaps, adds largely to its
general effectiveness, as the results obtained
do not rely to such a great extent on the
skill of the operator.
Assume we are using a convertor in conjunction with an average type of screengrid three-valve receiver.
The most
important thing to remember is that
volume is not controlled by the reaction
condenser on the convertor.
Volume is,

FUSE

Address

10

SEPTEMBER 24, 1932

HOLDERS AND
e
FUSES

F.C.HEAYBERD &co.,

FINSBURY STREET, LONDON, E.C.2

One minute from Moorgate Stn
-

instead, controlled entirely by the normal
reaction condenser on the receiver itself
and the convert& must be in a state of
continuous oscillation all the time. Only
when both the convertor and the receiver
or second detector ,are oscillating will you
be able to hear any carrier waves. Once a
carrier wave is found, slacken off the
receiver reaction control and generally,
without further adjustment, you will now
hear the required station.
Thus with an outfit of this type, it is
possible to set the receiver just under the
oscillation point and the whole outfit will
now remain just under this point, while you
can tune in all the stations on the adaptor
itself without hearing a single whistle. So
it is not necessary to be continually
"following up" the short-wave dial every
time the reaction condenser is adjusted—.
at least this might happen to some exceedingly slight degree, but the effect will be
hardly noticeable.
The general procedure for tuning a complete super-heterodyne receiver is generally the same as that outlined above, but
controls may vary slightly in type on
individual receivers. Remember that you
probably won't have absolute success the
first time "out" with your short-wave
receiver and a few nights' practice will
certainly be well spent. You will probably
gather the impression that the short-wave
world is full of code and telegraph stations,
but a few hours spent in careful searching
will (provided atmospheric conditions are
reasonably good) prove that this is not
correct and that there are quite a number
of really interesting stations to be tuned in
below too metres.

I SINGLE SAFETY
BASEBOARD
FUSE-HOLDER.
Fuse carried on
making shocks
impossible. Complete
with samp. fuse 1,6

111110,

fhe ACNIL of
CRAFTSMANSHIP
High Grade RADIO
GRAMOPHONE
CABINET

0)

TWIN SAFETY
awBASEBOARD
FUSE-HOLDER.
Fuses carried on lid,
rendering shocks
impossible. Complete
with two tamp. fuses.

of exrlualre modern design,
with record vent handmade
and yohal.ed, on teirea Anna
legs.
Figured Oak. .. £7 13 8
Figured Walnut or
Yobocany .. £9 9 0
lenrriage raid.)
Illeourated Cataloffl Pres.
Cabinets made to onler a
speciality.

2/4

SINGLE
OPEN
U FUSE-HOLDER.
With t amp. fuse N.

et

GILBERT

A PANEL, FUSE ,L2 HOLDER. For panel
mounting.
With t
amp. fuse
.. 116

Cabinet Maker, SWINDO4

Ealpnater Free.

Fstcl 1958.

eFLEX

MATERIALS SUPPLIED FREE

eHOLDER.
amp. fuse

in Profitable Spare Time Employment
making Leather Matting at Home
Finished Work Bought at Fixed Rates.

WANDERFUSE.
41; With 150 m'a. fusel/-

rite for particulars, Dept. D420.

ARNOLDS (Wellingborough) Ltd., Wdlingtorough.

LET "A.W." SOLVE
YOUR
WIRELESS
PROBLEMS

FUSEWith t
..

SPARE FUSES,
LONG FUSE. 6o, 150. aso, 900. 790 m'a..
or 3amp. SHORT FUSE for wanderfuse only, fo and 15o ni a.
Each rating a different colour, avoiding nonililiig of error.

5,

2,

BELLING-LEE
Added.

of

&In,

&

Lee,

Ltd.,

Condridgc Arterial fl..tad, Enfield.

lticdidsex

Pi " SCRUFUSE," Not
I bulb, not cartridge,
yet both!
..
5 &Arent colour-coded
ratings 60 to 750 cola.

Dealers will fit other
ratings in any of these
holders at the time of
purchase.
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Fit Dario Valves in your receiver and its sensitivity, range, and volume will increase
enormously. Do not tolerate valve deterioration. Why let those worn-out valves
spoil your reception when, at such a little cost, you can restore the original sensitivity
and purity of your set with Dario Valves. You will be amazed at the improvement.

FR EE—Write

to us now and we will send you free the Dario Booklet, which
illustrates the full Dario range of valves, together with slopes and all
technical information. If you are in doubt as to the valves you should be using in your
receiver, write to us for a Free Valve Inquiry Coupon and we shall be pleased to
tell you the correct valves for your set.
DARIO 2-VOLT VALVES
I I
DARIO A.C. MAINS VALVES (I H.)
I DARIO Screenodion Bivolt
12,6
13,6
DARDO A.C. Screenodion
1
I DARIO Screenodion Variable Mu
..
13 6
DARIO A.C. Super Screenodion (Steep
DARIO Universal Bivolt, reduced to
..
Sslope)
••
••
••
••
•• 136
DARIO Super Hif Bivolt, reduced to
..5,DARIO A.C. Variable Mu Screenodion
1
1
7_
I DARIO Detector Bivolt (non microphonic) to
5,DARIO A.C. Super Detector reduced to..
9i6
1 DARIO Super Detector Bivolt reduced
from 66 to
DARIO A.C. Super H.F. reduced to
..
96
g DARIO Super Power Bivolt reduced to..
66 I
DARIO A.C. Super Power ..
g DARIO Hyper Power Bivolt reduced to ..
7DARIO A.C. Polyodion (Multi-grid)
..
13 6 I
LEARIO Polyodion (Multi-grid)
..
12,6_1
: DARIO D.C. MAINS VALVE 20-VOLT(I.H.)
8

g DARIO D.C. Screenodion

IS:-

I DARIO D.C. Super Detector
: DARIO D.C. Super Power

..

..

r,

11, 16 !
..

I DARIO D.C. Polyodion (Multi-grid)

g

1246

:

156 :
' -I

IMPEX ELECTRICAL LTD., 538 High

FULL

WAVE
RECTIFYING
(4 VOLT A.C.)

DARIO F.W.I (2x250
DARIO F.W.2 (2x350
DARIO F.W.3 (2v5C0
1
Also the usual

_
Road,

TUBES

I

9•- '
v-60 ma)
IIv-I20 ma.)
v-I20 ma.)
..
14 4-volt Battery range.

Leytonstone,

London, E.11

DARIO VALVES FOR-PROCRESS, EFFICIENCY, ECONOMY

SSTEN IBAC
RADIO

ai

CABINETS

«. First in Their Class"

MODEL V26.
Beautiful It.i.110ema
111, l'abinet a it. 2 in. high. 1 ft. hi in.
.ide, I ft. elin..leep. Accommodate, env
type of Grameibehe Motor and met with
Baeetioard,
IS in. by 11 In. or gm -01u.

Rand

te ,04b4,1 -

PRICE&

Oar
- --93150
ILABOGANY
0 0
WALABT
- -t4 5 0

!
Write for
Catelogue

Letea

STAND 90
(fiallery
Non hertiNatinnll
Radio Exhibition]
cito Hall.
I
Illaneheotor
6elt.28--tht.

of

-Violate

Poe Fite.

STEM BAC Ltd.

1.111
Modetà
cerriem,
Forward)

"Pr.
A.W.
ISLINGTON.

"ex
LONDON,

Tazewell
Toitato
Control;
Irrreeem pur, of reception.
much le, time with
ordinary
typee.
Legaritbmlellly wound with double
silk-covered wire. l'aperfaià
batereeo elndInge.
Type V.
All oltee up to 30,000 Mum,
6,1. Pew a0.000 to 100,UMI
ohm«. 776. Type P. Variable
Rt. inânee
Potentiometer.
Equal
reol-tatme
leteNtell
end.. Mae. Dissipation
matte. 513.

,

BY FITTING
THE "BUSCO"
FUSE SWtTCH

FILL IN AND POST TIIIS.—NOW/

All "BUSCO"
Switches hare

Scleguarded through the
Vice-like Grip at
Contact Point ,.

BUSBY & Co. Ltd. Price St., BIRMINGHAM

SET EXPERTS
IditUviC

FREE!

This interesting Guide has already shown many thousands the
way to Super Radio—at lower
cost. It incorporates 8 Blueprints
olo
(Bandpass All Mains 3, S.G.3,
S.W.3, Kit Eliminator, etc.) and
details of the New Tunewell
Super-Radio Components.
Whatever the set, Tunev,-ell Components will give
you better results.
Get this Guide now—FREE.

FROM ACCI DENTAL SHORT-CIRCUITING

Post Free
Complete
With Fuse
Bulb

with

e

PROTECT YOUR VALVES

3/- EACH

SUPER RADIO"

8BLUE PRINTS

"AD
5.1, '

Self-cleaning Contacts
znd "Set Crackling" is

"Guide to

Tazewell All-Parpose B.F. Choke..
W111:1111 u, bollraruiored nowildIpe. celerity
teetered to atuulthe minima..
Remit»
unemeillel by any oche,
21 12,0w3
metre*, 3,6.

ro
Post in

rune., ell R.adio It
Send met

unsealed I Same
rneelope.
halfJere*
pe.nny I
stamprd.
to- TUNEWELL I
RADIO,
LTD.
My nenret-t deldcr
M Station Road,
London,
N.It .

- Uunie

Mallon

Rd., London,

N.11.

lu Super-Itadie tu :

Lo

TUN EWE LL

4W 7

milieu- Wirdec
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PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS

RADIO AT LESS THAN COST! Kits and Components.
Send list of requirements. Twenty to 80 per cent, saving on
any circuit guaranteed now. "This week's special." comprising lindted stock, quality components below cost
(Dubiller. Burndeet. etc.):
L.F. Transformers, 1/3;
Binocular H.P. Chokes, 8d.; Speaker Units, 1111; v.-condensers (.0005, .0003), 11d.; f.-condens-rs, v.-holders, 3d.;
g.-leaks, 4d.; Valves, guaranteed, 2/ lI. Kits (with diagrams), 3-v. S.G., 1816; 3-v., 1016; 2-w.. S 6. Over to'.
sent C.O.D.-City Radio Surplus Supell 5, 14 Cureit( r
Streit, E.('.4.

Advertisements under this head are charged
THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum charge
THREE SHILLINGS. DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
As the publishers cannot accept responsibility for the bona
fides of advertisers in this publication, they have introduced
a system of deposit which it is recommended should be
adopted by readers when dealing with persons with whom
they are unacquainted.
The amount ol the Deposit and Fee must be remitted by
Postal Order or Registered Letter (Cheques cannot be
accepted), addressed to
"AMATEUR W IRELESS" ADVERTISENIFST DEPARTNIENT,
58/61 Ferree LANE, LONDON, E.
C.4

"Amateur Wireless and Radiovision." Price
1hreepence. Published on Thursdays and bearing the date of Saturday immediately following.
Post free to any part of the world: 3 months.
4s. 6c1.•'6months, 8s. 911.; 12 months, 17s. 6d.
Postal Orders, Post Office Orders. or Cheques
should be made, payable to ** Bernard Jones
Publications, Ltd:
General Correspondence is to be brief and
written on one side of the paper •only. •All
sketches and drawings to be on separate sheets.
Contributions are always welcome, will be
promptly considered, and if used will be paid for.
Communications should be addressed, according to their nature, to The Editor, The Advertisement Manager. or The Publisher. **Amateur
Wireless," 58-61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.

ENIMNEERS.-Sit down and think this over. We believe
that our 200-page handbook, "ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES " will show you the way to well-paid,
permanent, and progressive employment.
In any case,
the handbook costs nothing, and It will at least show you
various surprising possibilities about which at present
s:ou know nothing. Can you, can any man, who cares a
hoot about his future, afford to allow this opportunity
for a worth-while job to pass unheeded? •Think it over.
C'en you?
We want you to read •• ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES." Among other things It gives details
of all recognised Examinations (A.M.Inst.C.E., -A.M.I.Mech.E., 1.E.E., G.P.O., etc.). outlines modern home-study
comes in all branches of Civil, Mech., Elec., Motor,
Radio, Aeon and Talkie Engineering, mid explains the
unique advantages of our Employment Department. The
book is quite free. Send a post-Card for your copy NOW.
We promise that it will be a montent of your time well
spent.-The British Institute of Engineering Technology,
109 Shakespeare House, 29-31 Oxford Street. 'London, WI.
STALL'S RADIO, 33 Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2.
New, surplus, and tested used radio components at very
reasonable prices. Write for free list or inspect our display
personally. We purchase approved goods fur cash, or
accept same input payment for new only.

THE

REVELATION t By fitting a " Vita " Wizard Tuning Coil
in any two- or three-valve (straight) receiver. Marvellous
results. Fitted in ten minutes. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Only four connections to make. Full Instructions with
each coil. Costs only 10/8.
Obtahusble from all radio
shops or sole manufacturers
" Vita " Radio, 230a High
Street, Erdington.
EXPERIMENTERS' SURPLUS.
Transformers,
Coils,
Headphones, etc., 8/- parcels. Postage paid.-Hodgson
Radio, Merchant-le-Fen, Boston, Lincs.
RADIO
CABINET
SPECIALISTS-Redrup
it Son
(A.W. Dept.), 178 Albert Road, Southsea, Send 28.
stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.
VALVES.-YMILF, Tunxeram LG210, ed. each; PM2,
PM°, 9d. each; PM2DX, Six Sixty 2170, 1/- each. Emission
passable, filament continuity guaranteed.-Below.
LOUD-SPEAKERS.-Amplion Wall Cones, 10/-; Senior
Horn type, 4/-; Junior ditto, 3/8.-Below.
LE. TRANSFORMERS-5-1 ratio, shrouded, 1/9. Fourpin Anti-micro. Valve Holders, 3d. each. Above subject
unsold, per C.O.D.-Tonge, 10 West Crescent, St. Aimee.
POUNDS SAVED on kits, components, batteriee. Quotations given. Write Childs, 29 Moray Road, London, N.4.
MODERN
RADIO
GRAMOPHONE
CABINETS-The
mast wonderful bargains ever offered. Made by skilled
craftsmen and hand polished. Finished figured walnut,
nuthogaay, and oak, 70/-. Satisfaction guaranteed. Trade
Inquiries invited.-Barraelough, Cabinet Maker, Nelson
Street, Southend-on-Sea.

ON

THE

i

POPULAR

CABINET

MARKET

SFICIRT-WAVE BARGAIN!
SHORT-WAVE PLUGIN COILS, Nos, 2-1 TIMIS
AIR DIELECTRIC
STANDARD SIZE
4 for 2/4, 8 for 4/6,
all Post Paid. The set
of eight covers whole
S. W. range.
Babboard Coil Holders 44,

AW308

ONE-VALVE SETS (le. each)

Easy to Build One
Short-wave One valver
B.B.C. One valver
Portable Short-wave One

AW304
AW327
AW344
AW354

..

AW315
AW330
AW336
AW346

.•

•.:

AW1 48
A
53
AW357

••

W
W M
M 2
26
6°
5
Wfv1278
WM289
WM286
WM295

1932 Ether Searcher (SG, D, Pen)
..
AW325
Wide World Short-wave Three (D, RC, Trans) AW332
New Favourite Three (D, RC, Trans)
AW334
Home-Lover's All-electric 3 (SG, D, Trans) .. AW335
The P.W.H. (" Mascot" D, RC, Trans)
.. AW337
Home-Lover's Battery 3 (SG, D, Tram)
.. AW341
DI Radiogram (SG, D, Trans)
AW343
New Regional Three (D, RC, Trans)
AW349
World-Ranger Short-wave Three (D, RC, Trans) AW355
The Wizard (SG. D. Trans)
..
AW360
Ether Marshal (SG, D, Trans)
WM247
Five-advantage Three (D, RC, Trans)
WM257
Everybody's A.C. Radiogram (SG, D, Trans) .. WM258
Double Band-pass Three (SG, D, Trans)
. WM259
Everybody'sA.C. Radiogram(with automatic G.B.)WM262
New Economy Three (SG, D, Trans) ..
WM263
New Plug-in Coil Three (D, 2 Trans)
.. WM270
Transportable Three (SG. D, Trans)
WM271
Multi-Mag Three (D, 2 Trans) ..
.. WM288
Percy Harris A.C. Radiogram (D, RC. Trans).. WM294
The Prosperity Three for Batteries (SG, D, Trans) W31296
The Prosperity Three for A.C. Mains..
WM297
The Prosperity Three for D.C. Mains ..
WM298

FOUR-VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)

Four Star 4 (SG, D, RC, Trans)
50/- Four (SG, D, RC, Trans) ..
Advance Four (2 SG, Trans)
Your Home Radiogram, (SG, D, RC, Trans)..
Btookman's Three-plus-one (SG, D, RC, Trans)
Ether Rover (SG, L), RC, Tram)
..
Quadradyne (2 SG, D, Pen)
..
Double Band-pass Four (SG, D, RC, Trans)
Everybody's Radiogram. (SG, D, RC, Trans)
A.C. Quadradyne (2 SG, D, Pen)
Ideal A.C. Home Super (Super-het)
Gold Coaster (A.C. Short-waver)
..
Triple-tune Four (2 SG, D, Trans)
..

AW3I8
AW33I
AW356
AW358
WM233
WM266
WNI273
WM274
WM276
WM279
WM290
WM292
WM293

FIVE-VALVE SETS (1s.
James Short-was-e Super (Super-het)
Simple Super (Super-het)
Ideal Home Super (Super-het)
Easytune 60 (Super-het) ..

AW328
AW340
WM280
WM284

6d. each)
.

SIX-VALVE SETS (le. 6d. each)

SCIENTIFIC SUPPLY STORES, DEPT. A.W.
1/11. NEWINGTON CAUSEWAY. SOUTHWARK. Loup«. s.z.
• Phone • Hoe 4177.
DESIGNS
FOR
APPARATUS
FOR
ANY
RADIO
PURPOSE, INCLUDING TRANSMISSION.
OVERSEAS
ENQUIRIES INVITED
ANY APPARATUS SUPPLIED,
CONSTRUCTIONAL WORK UNDERTAKEN.
tuilertike to solve your Problem% Including obtaining
Amateur Transmitting Licence. Whatever your difficulty, write tu.
Charges: 3:- per query, tour or more, Sa each, with diagrams.
Radio Technical Agency, (Dept. A.W.),
2, Westgate Chambers, Newport, Mon.
10,000 Gramo-motors from Stoat.

Big Cash DisCountAllowed!

walw aGramophone or Radloarain. Order
iouee kits nod assemble them at borne.
(let fur 9d. noir new 64-pa;, catalogue
with ecale drawings and lortructions
Low to make cabinets, gramophone, or
radiograma, and what parts to choose. We
eel I
motors froto 7/6, tone.arine, eoundboree,
1,6, pica.ups, big volume horn., loud.
rieskere, radio kits, complete melting
acts. gramophones, radiograms and partu.
atabbehed 1903.-The Regent Fittings
tn.. S.W., 120 011 atmet. London E.C.

REPAIRS

CRYSTAL SET (6d.)

1931 Crystal Set

THREE-VALVE SETS (le. each)

.

EACH
Usual
Price
1121

When ordering, p:oue geld Postal Oder, NOT STAN23.

Two Star 2 (D, Pen)
The 25/- Two (D, Trans)
Ten-Station Two (D, Trans)
Inexpensive A.C.2 (D, Trans) ..
Midget Two (D, RC.)
Mascot Two (D, Trans)
Ideal Regional 2 (D. Trans)
..
Music Lover's Two (D, Trans) ..
New Economy Two (D, Trans)
Family Two D, Frans)
Screen-grid Two (SG, Trans)
Economy A.C. Two (D, Trans)
A Two for 7 Metres (D, 'rrans)

f:arriage
Paid!!!
Quality Guaranteed Improved
Soundly constructed in selects:I
oak, etc.,
and h
andpolished.
SPECIFICATION.-3'
high.
1'10 wide. 1'6" deep. To take panels pp to18' x T Pandopening
to suit set. These
.cabinets allow
ample room for the following:Pick-um Motor, Speaker, Batteries, etc., all for tbe reduced
price of 39/6.
Catalan's Post Pres. Prose cm fthe
Largest Ned Order W ork
s banirlandr
W. S. WILKIE, Cabinet manufacturer
,seed
12-26
Nelson Mews, jimnise7 Divot: Neesm.Leale
sout i
_
ee-ses, Essex.
Ltd., 7, Bondage, Guernsey.

8°

FULL-SIZE BLUEPRINTS

TWO-VALVE SETS (le. each)

Reiluc cl Pzû

OAK CABINETS-Beautifully finished, hinged lid'
14 in. by 71n. by 101n., 7/8; 181n. by 7in. or 8in., and
181n. by 7In. by 101n., 8/-; 21 in. by 7in. by 10 in., 9/8;
Baseboards, 6d. Refunded unsatisfied. 18 in. by 71n. by
10 In. cabinet, Permcol panel and baseboard, 14/6 C.P.
Other sizes stocked. Quick dispatch. Fret fronts. Baffles.
Speaker cabinets from 8/8. Trade supplied. All kinds of
Radio apparatus. Send for "Guide to Wireless," 1/-.F. S. Gibson, 09 Burnley Road, Ainsdale, Lancs,
BANKRUPT BARGAINS-Dat free with 3-valve diagram.
Three-valve Kit, 22/8; S.T. 300, 42/-; Century Super Kit,
75/-. Meteor 3, 40/-. Any kit supplied. Part exchange.
Let me know what you have for disposal and what you
edfulre. Transferners from 2/9. Dual Coils, 3/8. Panele,
idled, 2/3. Fixed Condensers, 58. Valve Hold er
s and
Switches,
Teleen Ace, 4/9; Radiogrand, 13/-. Speaker
Units from 2/8. D.C. 3f.C., 18/8. P.M: M.C., 22/
8. Eliminators, D.C. and A.C.. cheap. 8.M. type air-spaced .0005,
with dials, 3/8.
Mica .0005, 10d.
Differentials, good
quality, 1/9. H.P. Chokes from 1/-. Tungsrams from 4/8.
Polar 3-gang, 7/-. Complete Speakers from 7/8. Accumulators from 219. Headphones, 3/9. Cabinets, oak, from
61-. All goods of decent quality. Advice free.-Butfin,
143b Preston Road, Bright.

MOST

RADIO-GRAM

BRYCE PRODUCTS-Grade " N " quality Mains Transformers and L.F. " Constant Inductance" Smoothing and
Output Chokes. Recommended and tested by "Amateur
Wireless."
Bryce Products.-A.B.23A, for "A.W."
Home Lover's A.C.3, terminai type, 26/-; striled
19/11. Model £11.250, for " W.M." High-tension Unit, •
26/9 and 10/11. Post free. Bryce de Co. carry stocks of
" Peak" Condensers, guaranteed 12 months, 1,500-volt
D.C. test, 750-volt working, 4 mfd., 6/9; 2 mid., 3/0;
1mfd., 2/8. Bryce Products.-Delivery of all models or to
specification within 48 hours. Guaranteed 5years. Write
for our lista.-W. Andrew Bryce ct Co., Woodfield Works,
Bury, Lancs. 'Phone 1251.
MAINS TRANSFORMER REPAIRS.-If yOu have a
•
faulty or burnt-out mains transformer, we can rewind to
your requirements at very moderate charges.
Write for
quotation.-The Sturdy Electric Co., Derwent View,
Lipton, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

SEPTEMBER 24, 1932
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Loudspeakers 4/-, Blue Spots 5/-,
Transformers 4/.. Moving Coils, etc.
(1,1,it •
•I
inirt Service. 12 nionths guarantee.
Trade Invited. Streatham 6618,
Loudspeaker Repair Co., 2SHIPKA ROAD, Balham, London
TAYLEX WET H.T. BATTERIES
Give long semis*, improved volume mil tons.
Very «renounce.,
Deplacernents for rayl err Statalard batterlev at low pri-ei
detail. post Zr,., alta,llargain List; Radio Rita sud p..rts at
loweet pekes.
A. TAYLOR, 57 STUDLEY ROAD. STOGMWELL, LOZ 07 s

e

nuittur
FEE 1 -

Century Super (Super-het)
.
A.C. " Century Super" (Super-het)
„
Mains Unit (1/-)
Super 60 (Super-het)
Super 60 (with Wearite base)
..
Super 60 (with Lewcos base)
..
1932 Super 60 (Super-het)
1932 A.C. Super 60 (A.C. Super-het)

AW287
AW295
AW295A
WM229
WM249
WM251
WM269
WM272

SEVEN-VALVE SETS (le. 6d. each)

Super Senior (Super-het)
WN1256
Super Senior (Wearite base and .
1:esvcos coils).. WM261,

PORTABLES (le. ed. each)

Hiker's Two (D, Trans) (1/-)
.
•
AW34fl
General-purpose Portable (SG, D, RC, Trans)
AW351
Town and Country Four (SG, D, RC, Trans) .. WM282
Everybody's Poi table (5-valve super-het)
.. WM291

AMPLIFIERS (le. each)

Universal Push-pull Amplifier "A.W." Record Player (LF, Push-pull)
Quality Amplifier (DC), 1/6
A-P-A (Power, Amplifier for AC: Mains)
..
A-P-A Radio Unit (SG, D.).
Economy Gramophone Amplifier

..

AW300
AlN319
WM264
W
wm
M2
27
85
1
WNI277

MISCELLANEOUS (le. each)

Short-wave Plug-in Adaptor (6d.)
Short-wave Super-het Adaptor (6d.)
.
Ether Searcher Radio-gramophone Motor Board
" A.W." Short-wave Adaptor
" Mascot " Mains Unit
" A.W." Trickle Charger
An Add-on Band-pass Uni t
•
_
..
"W.M." Linen Diaphragm Loud-speaker
..
Super 60 AC. Unit
..
..
••
..
A Simple Mains Unit
..
Short-wave Director (6d.) (wavemeter)
Voltage Regulator

AW326
AW329
AW333
A
A w3
W 35
30
9

AW352
AW359
WM235
WM248
WM283
WM285

copies of the "Wirelese Magazine" and et "Amateur Whelan" ma.
talc= &lonelier, ot most of them sets ma b. obtained It 11. $5, nal
4d. resPectireir. Port Itev lades letters aA.W." Ma to "Amend
Wireless" sets and "W.M." tu "Wirelass Magazine."
Address >Derr,

Amateur Wireless Blueprints Dept l'ban,
41 ""ein
ILI

dss

Wir

INFORMATION BUREAU
COUPON
Availab!u

until

saturiay

OCTOBER 1, 1932

EFTEMBER 21

Vtrelsz_j

la:I2

'
WI

at a dtfference!

100D
All Blue

NOW

52/6

Proil at is may bc pun; 1111SCli

kr

Instalments.

Send for Catalogue .4.11 ..5.7.S.

E

VERYBODY

who hears Blue Spot 100D
makes this remark.
Old speakers, other
speakers, seem muffled
and indistinct.
You wonder how you could possibly
have enjoyed, yes actually enjoyed, listenin ;
to their wheezy mumbling or raucous roaring.
Afterwards, when you've got over your first
surprise, you can appreciate the quality of the
reproduction 100D gives you. You can sit and
listen for those half-hidden notes (those that were
really hidden on other speakers), and you will
actually hear them, just as they should be. You
will listen to lerturers and find them friends.
Singers become human beings instead of disembodied voices. Dance bands seem to regain
the " pep " you thought they'd lost.

to very small inputs and needs no matching trans.
former for Pentode valves. You will find it hard
indeed to discover a better speaker, especially for
the smaller sets—whether mains or battery driver,.

Make your Gramophone into a Radio-Gram
Fit a Blue Spot Pick-Up on your gramophone and
link it up with your set. You will hear your
records in a new way, with all the hidden beauty of
the original developed and reproduced to perfection. Prise with seli-contained volume control. 63/-

51E ALSO

100D has, of course, 100U unit inside its handsome
oak cabinet, and 100U give; as good aperformance
as a really good MON
speaker. It is sensiti

ADVERTISEMENT
MUSH

MADE

ON PAGE 644

11-111 EIR11111/1H FLUE 114D11- CtAlFAISY 11111

BLUE SPOT HOUSE 94 96 ROSOMAN STREET- ROSEBERY AVENUE •LONDON •EC1
J. kphone:
3570.
Telegrams:
Rluospot, /sling, London."
Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and Wales: H. C. RAWSON ISheffield and London), Ltd., too, London Road, Sheffield;
22, St. Mary's Parsonage, Manchester; 44-46, High Bridge, Newcastle; 37, 38i 39, Clyde Place, Glasgow.

e
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PRICE

10 DOMINATING FEATURES OF

I
7

THE

GUINEAS

EKCO CONSOLETTE

M.23

I. Very latest type of three-valve circuit (Screen

or 12 monthly payments of

Grid, Detector and Pentode).

32/9

2. Wide choice of stations from home
abroad at full loud -speaker strength.

and

3. Can be used without an aerial or earth if
desired.
4. Simplicity itself—single knob tuning with
illuminated dial calibrated in wavelengths.
5. Latest type of moving-coil speaker.
6. Selectivity and volume control.
TiiF.V
tn

I OF

7. Connections for gramophone
additional speaker.

l'.11
()

1ln' a, heal ni(H) 1,cr

Jerc -rivi.v(;

.1.(. ;n,41,1, eii
n•.1
ll'ith one etceptr ,m,
1.:1,aa)
tic., (ant,'
.31cial leech
j a .1

9. Westinghouse Metal Rectifier in A.C. Model.
10. All -electric—just plug in to your
supply and switch on —that's all.

Pe'n111(11C111 1/1.1e .1, I: e

your dealer or post coupon

and

8. Figured walnut bakelite cabinet.

Ata 4
,
,
,
,, in

Consult

pick-up

electric

now

To :E. K. Cole, Ltd., Dept. K.20,
EKCO Works, Southend-on-Sea.
Please send me full details of EKCO Consolettes, Radiograms,
Consoles and Power Units.
Name
Address

Pt inred by The Sun Engraving Co., Ltd., Lewd en and Watt°, J.
Publedied by Bern erd Jeene ,
etione, I.td., 5S-eel Fetter Le,ne. London. F0 4.
hole Agents for South Africtt: CENTRAL NI. )1S Aul..›.1..T, LIMIIEU. Sel e.\L'one tut
GURDUN & G
it, 1.eAtituj. Satu:Ja), September 24, P1.32
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CONTENTS

FOR THIS

PERCY HARRIS'S "BUILD
AS YOU LEARN."
A unique constructional feature
that will appeal alike to the
seasoned amateur and the newcomer to wireless.
Simple practical experiments
that will
teach you theory
without tears.
['Ages 2, 3 and

THE WAVE•CHANGE
SWITCH
N practically every set
there is a little knob called
the wave-change switch. Do you
know - why this is needed?'
Because in Europe broadcasting
is done on two distinct wavelength bands, known as the
medium waveband and
the
long waveband.
The medium
waveband extends from about
2d° metres to 550 metres.
The
long waveband from 1,000 to
2,1:500 metres.
It is impossible, with one
coil and one tuning condenser
to vary the wavelength continuously from *zoo to 2,000
metres. What we do is to provide two distinct yotalidns of
the condenser.
At one setting of the wavechange switch the variation of
the tuning condenser takes us
from 200 to 550 metres, and
at the other setting of the
switch this same condenser
takes us from 1,000 to 2,000
metres.
Beween the two rotations,
though, we have to move the
wave-change
switch.
This
switch brings the tuning condenser into contact with either
the medium-wave coil windings
or the long-wave coil windings.

AND

NINE

OTHER

EASY

SUPPLEMENT

ELEMENTARY WIRELESS
COURSE
FOR
BEGINNERS.
Prepared by J. IL Reyner and

the staff of "Amateur Wireless,"
this brilliant series of articles
explains the theory of wireless
in a vivid and interesting way.
Pages 4, 5 and 7

SIMPLE

ARTICLES

DO YOU SPEAK OF
I WAVELENGTHS OR
FREQUENCIES?

TN

The magnesium, in burning,
used up all the remaining gases
and air in the bulb, thus making
the vacuum almost perfect.
The silver coating you noted on
the inside of the bulb was
magnesium oxide.
Now look at the metal structure. It is supported in a glass
"pinch" by several stout wires.
These supports, or some of

the filament, and a grid formation coming between the shell
and the filament, which is
called the grid.
Note that the grid is nearer to
the filament than to the plate
or anode. There is a very good
reason for this.
The filament, when heated by
a current sent through its two
ends, shoots off tiny particles

most of the published lists
of stations the wavelength is
given beside a somewhat mysterious figure called the frequency.
Note that there is a simple
connection between the wavelength of a station and its frequency. The connecting link is
the velocity or speed with which
the waves travel through space.
All wireless waves, no matter
what their wavelength may be,
travel through the ether of space
with a speed of 186,000 miles
per
second,
or
roughly
300,000,000 metres per second.
If the wavelength of the signal
were 300,000,000 metres the
frequency with which it would
pass a given point in a second
would obviously be one. If the
wavelength were 300 metres the
frequency would be t000,o0o.
How did you arrive at these
figures? Simply by dividing the
velocity or speed of the waves
per second by the wavelength,
which gave the frequency or
number of waves per second.

WHAT'S INSIDE TH1E
VALVE?
A SK a friend for one of his
rt old valves and take it to
bits—you will be amazed at
the construction.
Wrap the
bulb inside a handkerchief and
gently. tap with a hammer. The
glass will break away.
Hold the bakelite base of the
valve. What is that little circle
of metal tacked on to the main
structure?
It was only used
when the valve was being made.
On it was placed a small piece
of magnesium. After the bulb
had been sealed as much air
as possible was pumped out.
The magnesium was "fired."

MADE

77ds valve has been taken to bits in a way that shows you the main
co erection. There is a central filament, surrounded by a wire grid
that comes between the filament and the outer metal shell or anode

them, are joined to the pins of
the valve base by wires embedded in the pinch.
In a battery valve there are
four such wires. One is for the
metal shell of the valve structure.
Another is for the grid
wire. The two other wires are
both for the thin thread of wire
at the centre.
Continue your destruction of
the valve and you will find that
inside the metal shell, which we
call the anode or plate, is a
very thin wire, which we call

of electricity, called electrons.
These pass right through the
meshes of the surrounding grid
wire on their way to the anode.
Why should they go to the
anode?
Because we apply a
very powerful inducement The
anode or plate is charged up
with a high voltage, and this is
the attraction for the electrons.
Why the grid in between?
Well, to this grid we apply the
wireless signal, and it interrupts
the flow of the electrons going
from the filament to the anode.

That is all there is in frequency—the number of waves
passing agiven point in asecond.
With the speed constant for all
waves you can find the frequency by dividing the speed by
the wavelength.
On looking up any list you
will always find that the longwave stations have much lower
frequency figures than the shortwave stations. The wavelength
of 300 metres, corresponds to
a frequency
of
1,000,000
cycles
per second,
whereas
a wavelength of 3,000 metres
corresponds to a frequency of
only ioo,000 cycles.
You can easily find the %%ave.
length if you know the frequeticy of the waves, since you
also know the speed of the
waves. Simply divide the speed
by the frequency and the
answer will be the wavelength.

ANOTHER FINE SUPPLEMENT NEXT WEEK
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TN last week's lesson

2.

we assembled on
our
baseboard
a
complete, although
simple,
two-valve
receiver, and I hope
that by this time
it will be working
satisfactorily. Before
we go any further
I want you to ask
yourself the following questions which
doubtless by now
you will be able to
answer.
1. What is the
effect on
(a)
selectivity, (b)
strength, of
varying the
clip position on
the tappings?
What is the effect of varying the
compression condenser with the
clip connected to the top of the

coil?
3. Does the position of a station on
the tuning dial vary with (a) different positions of the clip on the
coil, (b) different positions of the
compression condenser knob ?

fundamental
points regarding
reaction circuits.
For this and
the next lesson
we want one or
two more parts.
We
want,
for
example, a piece
of cardboard,
another bracket,
and a small condenser known as
a.0003 microfarad
differential reaction
condenser.
We do not need
any more wire as
we have plcnty
over
poundonreel.
our
reel.

This week Mr. Harris adds a reaction coil and condenser to the simple two-valver he introduced to
beginners in last week's supplement. For the benefit
of those who built the original version we give the
wiring alterations needed to bring the set up to the
present stage :—
Remove wire No. 11 from terminal "P" of lowfrequency transformer and connect to one end of the
reaction coil.
Remove wire No. 12 from the set entirely.
Connect a new wire, marked No. 27 in this week's
layout, between terminal "P "on low-frequency transformer and right-hand terminal of .0003-micro farad
differential reaction condenser (looking from the back).
Connect remaining wire from reaction coil to the
same terminal of the above reaction condenser—wire
No. 26.
Connect a new wire (No. 12) between the centre
terminal of the reaction condenser and the terminal of
the .0003-micro farad condenser to which wires No. 5
and No. 6are already connected.

plate of valve
holder
and
trant ornter
is removed

How to interrupt the detector anode circuit
with
a
reaction coil is
shown here.
Note that the
lead
between

4. Which clip position on the coil
gives you the best results on your
local station when the compression.
condenser is out of circuit—that is
to say, when the lead from the
aerial terminal goes straight to the
clip?
The first thing to do is to take the
5. With the clip on the top of the piece of cardboard and draw on it a
coil (the lead which goes to the circle of the same diameter as the coil
fixed plates on the variable condenser) what kind of setting on the
compression condenser gives you
best results (screwed right down,
screwed right up, or an intermedidiate position) ?
Do as much experimenting as you can
in this direction until you "get the
hang" of the set. Ido not want to give
you the answers to these questions in
the present issue, as we can discuss the
results later.
When you lfave tried these various
experiments and have become clear in
your mind as to what happens with the
different settings. I want to take you
one step further and teach you the
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former, leaving a piece of projecting
cardboard to act as a handle, so that it
looks like a frying pan or a ping-pong
bat. Now cut out seven slots about a
quarter of an inch wide as shown in
the drawing and pierce two holes near
the handle.
Leaving about a foot of wire to start,
wind a coil of wire in and out as indicated by the diagram, the wire going
down through the first slot, up through
the next, down through the next and
so on till we have made a complete
circle.
Owing to the odd number .of
slots the coil will appear wound in
basket fashion, and Iwant you to wind
on twenty-five turns until you come to

REACTION
REACTION
COIL
Apptylng reaction to the set by bringing the
tuning coil, as shown by this picture and

the

BUILD AS YOU LEARN!

CONDENSER

reaction coil acre to
explained ln the text

WIRELESS MADE EASY
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SIMPLE REACTION EXPERIMENTS
the end, when, leaving another foot
of wire for connection, you thread it
through the second hole.
As the set stood last week the signal
currents set up in the coil are applied
directly to the valve through the
detector condenser and on being rectified are magnified in the low-frequency
end. I want to show you how we can
bring back some of the signal current
from the plate side of the valve and
re-magnify it, thus adding considerably to our signal strength.
Altering the Leads

the latter is the case, turn the coil
over and repeat the experiment,
when you will get the rushing
noise.
As the set is oscillating when
the rushing sound occurs, and is
liable to cause interference with
your neighbours, try this part of
the experiment some time out of
broadcasting hours, such as on a
Sunday morning. You will find
after a little practice that as the
reaction coil
approaches
the
tuning coil so will the set oscillate.
You can stop it oscillating either
by holding it a little distance
away from the coil or else by
laying it on top of the coil and
sliding it sideways so that, so
to speak, it overhangs.
Practise a good deal and find
a position where the set will
just not oscillate at any position
of the tuning condenser when
the reaction coil is laid on top
of the coil. This will probably be
when it is about half overhanging

All we have to do to make the change
is to disconnect the lead which goes from
the plate terminal of the valve to the
plate terminal of the low-frequency
transformer and that which goes from
the plate of the valve to the .0003
by-pass condenser.
Before yop make these changes pull
out the positive plug from the high—
a3iDIA. CARDBOARD -tension battery in case you have an
This is a sketch of the cardboard former on
which you must wind the reaction coil. Trace
accident, and do not replace it until the
this sketch—it can be used as a template for
new leads are made. Now connect one
marking out the former
of the free wires from your new reaction the side.
set
during
broadcasting hours and
When, out of broadcasting hours, you
coil to the plate terminal of the valve
(C:.tentt.d on pag.• six)
have
found
this
position,
switch
on
the
and the other to the plate terminal of
the low frequency
•0003 MILL
TO mOvin6
transformer, takDoTraternAL
PLATES
RLAcnon
5ing a further lead
ConDcnac
from
this
last
....----•0006 MFD
On-OFF Ov4iTC.11
I ts, vARitet.E. CONDENOF.R
CHECKED BY
terminal to the
.0003 fixed conC e lnr
)Li
TO
dedser. (Sec mat'
PLATL5
sketch).
You will see
row that the curFncE0
BASEBOARD
Writ:K.115ER
rents from the
16 .X10-Xs:
valve, instead of
going straight to
L.F.
'HI:TYPE
TO RLACTiOti
Pcrvetn.
VALVE
TrztAMDFORMER
vt.LvE
the low-frequency
ma>
COSMEMSEtt
transformer have
BOTTOm
TAPO
to come through
on
COIL
the reaction coil,
and if you take
IP
this coil in your
ail
GB
hand by means
e
of the cardboard
handle and graduME.ii0KM
GRID LEAF.
ally bring it down
MAX.
on top of the
0
0
0
0
3
4.itt
6
7/ti
tuning coil, one of
two things will
9 VOLT GRID MAD BATTERY--"e
comPRListron
COFIDEnSER
happen--either
when you get near
rIOUtITING
9LOCKS
the coil you will
suddenly hear a
rushing
sound,
HTindicating the set
has
gone
into
From this layout you can see how the components are wired together. The shaded portion indicates the area in which
oscillation or else
alterations have been made on the original layout given in last week's supplement.
Compare this with the list of
alterations on the preceding page. Note that the home-made reaction coil has to be connected to the two leads marked
nothing whatever
" to reaction coil.'
Note also the fixing of the reaction condenser on a bracket, and that one terminal of this component
is not used this week—it will be next week!
will happen I If

/

LEARN AS YOU BUILD!
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STEP

2.

THE

Precisely!

CONDENSER:
WHAT IT IS AND
WHAT

IT

DOES

JUST consider
J this component
here—it is called
the tuning condenser. You will see
there is one for
each coil. There are
two sets of plates,
afflembled parallel
to one
another.
One set is fixed
and the other set
can be rotated with
this knob so as to
interleave with the
fixed plates.
(See
Fig. r.)

ELE'
NiVIT
eLESS

You will
now
want to know how
much
electricity
there is in this
charge on the condenser. That depends. The movement of electrons
from one plate to
another
corresponds exactly to the
displacement
in
the
dielectric. This in turn
depends on the dielectric
itself.
If we can produce a greater side-slip
of the electrons in the dielectric, we
obtain alarger current. This effect can
be
obtained
with a stronger
electro-motive force. In fact, the
charge on the condenser is directly
proportional to the electromotive force, but it is also
dependent upon the amount
of dielectric between the
plates.
If the plates are large
and close together, the e.m.f.
can produce a large movement of electrons in the
dielectric between them, but
if we reduce the area or move
the plates farther apart, the
capacity is reduced.
What do you mean by
capacity ?
Exactly what Isay !—the capacity
the condenser has for storing electrons
under good conditions. With a tuning
condenser the capacity is variable,
because the overlap of the fixed and
moving plates can be altered. (See Fig. 4)
If the plates do not overlap, the condenser has very little capacity for storing electrons, because there is practically
no dielectric between the plates. With
one set of plates completely overlapping
the ether we have the maximum capacity
and we can get any intermediate capacity by rotating the moving plates.
The idea of having a number of plates
is to increase the capacity. If we connect another fixed plate on the other
.side of the moving plate, we are able to
produce displacement currents on both
sides of the moving plate and thus
obtain twice the capacity.
For wireless purpose we cannot obtain
enough capacity with one pair of plates

COURSE

FOR BEGINNERS

What are they used for ?
To adjust
the currents in
the
coils. Each coil has to be connectd to
a condenser.
ONE END or
One end of the coil goes to the fixed
WINDING
plates and the other to the
moving plates (see Fig. 2). Let us
assume for simplicity that there is
only one pair of plates, one being
fixed and the other moving.
We can do this because the
action is exactly the same
for two plates as for two sets
of plates. Now assume that
there is an electro-motive
force in the coil. As we saw
last week, this will try to
produce a stream of electrons
which will flow through the
wire.
I also
pointed
out
that the electrons must have
somewhere to go. In other words,
there must be a circuit.
With a condenser by itself, as at
Fig. r, we have no complete circuit.
In between the two plates connected to
the ends of the coil is a layer of
Fig. 1. How the ends of the tuning condenser are
insulating material—in this condenser connected to the ends of the tuning coil to complete
the electrical circuit. In every tuning circuit there
it is the air. Therefore, no direct
Is a coil and a condenser
current can flow but there can be a
momentary current.
As Isaid last week, the electrons in the
insulating material—the
dielectric—
between the plates will "side-slip," and
there will be a corresponding motion of
electrons through the whole circuit. •
This will result in a piling up of spare
electrons on one plate.
(See Fig. 3.)
What is more important, this general
shifting of the electrons through the wire
will leave the other plate with less
electricity than it should have.
Do you mean that electricity Fig. I. The essential construction of a variable
condenser. The plates connected to the control
has been transferred from one knob are the moving and the other plates are the
fixed. The dielectric in this condenser is the layer
plate to another?
of air between each plate and its neighbours
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We

say that the condenser is charged,
and it will remain
like this as long
as
the
electromotive force continues
to
be
applied.

STEP 3. IN
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By J. H. REYNER
alone, and we have to use something
like ten or adozen plates, as you can see.
Then is the purpose of this condenser to store up the current picked
up on the aerial ?
Momentarily, yes. You will remember
that I said the condenser would only
remain charged as long as the applied
electro-motive force continues. In wireless reception, we receive from the aerial
avery rapid succession of small impulses.
Each one of these forces a charge into
tbe condenser and then retires from the
scene. The condenser accepts the charge,
but then discharges again.
Discharging means that the electrons
return to their original state. Once
we remove the external force, there is
nothing to hold the electrons in the
plates, and they resume their normal
positions. (See Fig. 5.)
A condenser
charged ?

will

not

4*A

AND STAFF OF
MATEUR WIRELESS"

wireless tuning. I will try to explain
this to you now.
Assume that the condenser has been
charged so that one plate is holding a
store of electrons. As soon as we release
them they will rush .back to the other
plate through the coil and give us a
momentary discharge current.
This current flows through the coil.
When a current flows through a coil it
produces a magnetic field.. Now, here
is the point. Last week I likened the
coil to a cup of tea in which the *
liquid
had been stirred round rapidly with a
spoon. If I stop stirring the tea will
settle down again, but not immediately.
It will go on spinning round for some
time before it finally settles down.

EXCESS

ELECTRONS
PLATE

ELECTRONS ACCUMULATED
ON ONE PLATE,,

BAT TERY

ELECTRONS IN DIELECTRIC
SIDESLIP TOWARDS OTHER
PLATE
Fig. 3. When a force is applied to a condenser's
plates, as here, the electrons in the dielectric—the
air between the plates—will side-slip and cause
apiling up of electrons on one of the plates

you suddenly stop stirring, without
removing the spobn, you will find that
the liquid tries to carry the spoon round
with it: in fact, if you want to hold the
spoon still, you have to exert quite an
appreciable force.
(Fig. 6 on page 7.)
EXCESS ELEanot15
OH EITHER PLATE.

ELECTRONS FLOW

110

THROUGH WIRE

remain

It will if you remove any circuit
which may be connected across it.
Suppose, for example, we charge the
condenser by connecting a battery
across it and then remove the battery.
There will still be an excess of electrons
on one plate and the condenser will
remain charged until we connect apiece
of wire across the two plates, when the
electrons will return to their normal
positions.
But is there not a coil connected
across the condenser in this wireless
set all the time ?
Yes—and that is why the condenser
discharges as soon as the electromotive force has disappeared. As a
matter of fact, it is the rather peculiar
method which the condenser adopts in
discharging itself which is the basis of

con DEMIER

COIIDDISER
DISCHARGED

CHARGED

Fig. S. Illustrating how a condenser with one plate charged will
discharge itself as a flow of current between the two plates

You get just the same effect with a
magnetic field. Once you have "twisted
up" the atoms in the neighbourhood of
the coil, they take a little time to
disentangle themselves, and while they
are doing that they try to keep the current flowing.
If you are stirring a cup of tea, and

FOR ADJUSTING

THE MOVING
PLATES
PLATES
COMPLETELY OVER-

No!
The force is not sufficient for
that, but it is strong enough to prolong
the current appreciably.
This is a very important effect, which
is often found in electricity. Let us see
(Continued on page seven)

LAPPING
GIVE
MAXIMUM
CAPACITY

\

WHEN THE MOVING
PLATES ARE FULLY

WHEN THE

OUT

MOVING PLATES ARE
A FLEXIBLE
LEAD CONNECTING
MOVING

PLATES

PARTLY OUT OF MESH
WITH

FIXED PLATES THE

CAPACITY

withdraw the
force which initially
started
the current, the
magnetic field
itself will supply a force of
its own, tending
to keep the
current flowing.

You mean the current flows on
indefinitely ?

A KHOO IS ATTACHED 10 THIS
SPINDLE

So a magnetic field
tries to carry
the
current
along with it ?
That is the

IS

REDUCED

OF

b.« SH WITH

FIXED PLATES
/

CAPACITY IS

THE
AT

MIN IMIUM

TO TERMINAL

Tets-i-s.
rTHE
FIXED

PLATES

CONNECTION

HIS IS THE
MOVING PLATES
CONNECTION

Fig. 4. All you need to know about the construction of a variable tuning condenser is told by these three diagrams. On the left the plates
are totally in mesh and the capacity is at its maximum.
At the centre, with the plates partially out of mesh, the capacity is reduced, and
on the right, with the plates entirely out of mesh, the capacity is at its minimum.

EXPLAINS A REAL BEGINNER'S MYSTERY

TUNING
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PERCY W. HARRIS'S
BUILD AS YOU LEARN
(Continued from page three)

Do scrape water pipes dean
and bright before clamping down
the earthing connection. Dirty
pipes will mean high resistance.
and that will mean a bad earth.
Do try to install the best
possible earth, and go in for a
buried earth plate or tube if at
all possible.

round an earth tube in the
garden, but make sure the wire
is well soldered. - Otherwise
corrosion and oxidisation due
to the atmosphere will quickly
make the connection high resistance.
Doi.'t worry unduly if you
have to use a
- fairly long earth

re-tune
and
you
will find
there is a tremendous increase
in signal strength. and you may
be able to get in several distant
PIPE SCRAPED
stations.
careful in your
METAL
.STRANDED
aRIGNT UNDER
CLIP
adjustment of the coil so that
COPPER
CLIP
the set does not oscillate during
WIRE
broadcasting hours.
You will now find that the
reaction coil position to. some
%VAT ER
PIPE
extent governs the strength of
WING
reception. The nearer the set
NUT
is to oscillation, the stronger the
signal. Be careful, however, in
the setting, and if you hear
squeals and whistles when you
Boa/
/,tune the set, alter the reaction
METAL'
setting at once, as the set will be
oscillating and causing interTHICK COPPER WIRE.
ference.
LEAD TO SET
The next experiment is still
Two efficient arrangements for the earth connection are shown above.
more interesting. Set up the
On the left is a buried more, with stranded wire connection lead.
On the right is a water-pipe connection, with a clamping piece to
third bracket and make the conmake good contact
nections shown by the shaded
Don't under any c:rcumstances
lead to join to set to a really
"earth" to a gas pipe.
COMPONENTS NEEDED
good contact, but make quite
Baseboard, 16 ifs. Op 10 to. roar Perini*
Gas pipes are not really sure the wire is thick, or the
blorhs, Path So Into tire terminals.
Eight
terminals, one each marked A., E., L. T.
dangerous, but they are very
total resistance will be high.
inefficient,
because
of
their
Don't forget to earth the
Compression rondeintee: .0003
'nitro/oral
tortr.
Coll former, 2 in. Op 2i
to.
white-lead joints—and white aerial when you finish listening
No. 26 D.C.C. do.. l'eoeodile dip. Flegible
lead has a high resistance.
at night. The earth, when conrite for bonneetions.
Three roaekets (rode
*aerially by Petonneott for this set,. .0095Don't forget that the connecnected to the aerial outside the
wierofarad reelable male., rah one-hole
tion of a stranded wire to a house, tvill effectively drain away
firing. thiaie switch.
Tiro sal, heiders.
Irofired condensers .0002 o, irenfrad. treid
buried plate provides a %•ery any static charges that may
leol, 2 IllefIaMM, and holder. Low.freymeney
transformer. 0003 di frerent a1 CO»
Piet,
low-resistance earth.
But you
accumulate on the aerial and
of rar dboard for refrain,. rod.
120-rolr ni70must solder each strand to a will act as a protection against
tporion battery. 2-roll neeussulator and 2-rolt
yrid-bias battery, frith appropriate rapider
different part of the plate.
the remote possibility of lightplugs and lays.
Don't
just wind the wire
Note.—With tie exception of the brt-ket.,
ning.

Be

,

which ore Elmira for this Pet. th
c.eaPoneOta may le of any reputable mole. A.
n parenuarti, uor only branch.] products.
You can rely on .A W.• elveni•er..

portion of this week's layout
reproduction. Try again out
of broadcasting hours and you
will now find that if you lay the
reaction coil flat on top of the
tuning coil and turn the knob
of the reaction condenser one
way or the other, you will have
a perfect control of reaction ana
oscillation. After a little practice try it in broadcasting hours,
and increase your range!

YOUR WIRELESS
EARTH
Do's and Dont's for the
Beginner

A

good earth is alow-resistance
earth. Low resistance means
the minimum opposition to the
'flow of the wireless waves
coming in on the aerial and
going to earth via the earth
contact. The lower the resistance the more efficiently will
the earth connection act.
Do, if you possibly can, see
that the earth lead is short. If it
is unavoidably long do see that
it is made of thick wire. That
known as 7/22 stranded-copper
will serve fine.
Do make sure that, if ',su
use a water-pipe earth, the pipe
is on the main supply, and not
just a cistern pipe.

STARTING UP A
NEW SET

B

EFORE attempting to make
a new set do its job of
picking up wireless programmes
you should carefully read the
makers' instruction book.
Read how to connect up the
batteries, or to adjust the set
to the voltage of your mains
supply: read how to insert the
valves in their correct order:
how to plug in the aerial lead
in the correct socket; or how
to prepare the set for mainsaerial reception.
If the dials and knobs are
not marked, read which is
which, so that you know which
is for tuning, which for volume,
and which for changing the
wavelength.
While you are at it. read the
wording of your guarantee,
which may be for six months
or for ayear. Note that although
the maker will readily undertake
to make good faults in the
material and possibly in the
assembly, he cannot be held
responsible for faulty valves.

Also, in this guarantee. note
that the undertaking is usually
to replace the faulty material.
You may have to pay quite an
appreciable sum for the replacement of a faulty component-not for the material, but for the
repairer's time.
If the set is not a portable.
some form of external aerial
system will be needed, even
with the most ci n ite instrument, such as a super -hetradio gramophone. The question you will llave to decide is
EGINNERS often want to larger winding connected to
how long the aerial shall be
know whether a mains set
the rest of the apparatus.
and whether it shall be indoors
is entirely different from the
The next step is the converor outdoors.
battery-operated type of set. sion of the alternating current
The answer will depend on
The answer is that all sets are of the mains into direct current.
your locality and on the power
much the same in their general This is done with a rectifier.
action. The difference between which can be either a valve or a of the set. If it is a small set
the battery and the mains metal device.
This rectifier use a good outside aerial of not
less than 7o feet total length.
types of set lies in the power makes the electricity go all
If this set is very close to a
supply alone.
the same way, instead of shootregional centre the length may
The mains set has no batteries
ing backwards and forwards.
have to be reduced to give
at all. It deAlthough it
MAINS
MAKES CURRENT
complete
separation
of
the
rives all its TRANSFORMER
is a one-way
GO ONE WAY
progranimes.
current
and
•urrent when
With a large set, whether
voltage
from
it gets past the
the
electricrectifier
the near or far front a regional
light
supply.
electricity from centre, a big outdoor aerial is
Before
this
the mains is neither necessary nor desirable.
supply can be
still far from A total of 50 -feet should be
13
used to feed 4
suitable for the ample, and often it will not be
the wireless set
set.
It has to necessary to erect it outdoors.
it has to be
With all new sets, big or
be' smoothed"
SMOOTHES
converted, alby several de- small, near or far from regionals,
OUT CURIUM
tered, or modivices after the the earth is of first importance,
The three essential parts of a mains
fied in, some
and should be made as efficient
rect ¡fier.
unit the transformer, the rectifier
way. The elecas possible.
With mains sets,
and the smoother
The "raw"
tric-light supstuff can be bad earths often cause an
ply is too "raw" for the delicate
used for heating the valve fila- unpleasant background humvalves of the set.
ments, just as it can be tised for ming noise.
With A.C. mains sets there
the lighting of the bulbs in the
Remember that when a mains
are
three distinct processes house.
set is first switched on you will
before the domestic supply can
There is no magic in the mains not immediately hear anything,
be used in the set.
First, the set--just a greater convenience as the indirectly-heated filavoltage has to be "stepped up."
of maintenance and an ability
ments of the valves take about
This is done with a transformer,
to give more volume because
half a minute to warm up and
which has a winding connected
of the more robust pciwer operate. This applies whenever
across the mains and another available.
the set is switched on.

BATTERY

OR MAINS?

B
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WHAT IS REACTION? PERCY W. HARRIS WILL EXPLAIN NEXT WEEK
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ELEMENTARY WIRELESS COURSE FOR BEGINNERS
(Continu:d from pag ,fiv:,)
what it means. The electtons in the
condenser have rushed out of one plate
into the other so that the condenser is
now discharged and the dielectric is in a
normal condition.
We have produced a current in the
coil, however, which has set up a magnetic field, and because of the time
required for this field to collapse, the
current goes on flowing after the condenser has been discharged.
Consequently we pile up electrons on the other
plate, and this goes on until the magnetic field has died away. (See Fig. 7.)
You mean that the condenser will
charge again?
Yes. This time in the opposite direction, with the electrons on the other set
of plates.

Then how long does this oscillating
go on ?
Probably 50 to too times in normal
circuits. It does not go on for ever
because of the resistance in the circuit.
Resistance is a form of electrical
friction.
When we have electrons
moving between the atoms of the
material in a haphazard fashion there
are bound to be crashes! If two electrons collide they cease to be useful in
providing current, so that gradually
the various electrons "knock out" each
other and the current becomes smaller
and smaller.
We call this tendency of electrons to
collide the resistance of the material.
In some materials, like copper, the
number of collisions is relatively small,
su that with a given electro-motive

Fig. 6.
When you suddenly stop stirring o
cup of tea the force tends to carry the
spoon along. So with a magnetic field, for
when you stop the current the magnetic field
of force tends to keep the current flowing

we deal in wireless. The oscillations
take place at a tremendous rate, hundreds of thousands of times a second,
and it is really due to their extraordinary
rapidity that wireless waves are proFig. 7.
These
duced.
three diagrams
show
how
a
I don't quite see the connection
charge on a
between these currents and wireless.
condenser
will
We shall come to that next week.
discharge itself
as
a
current
Perhaps I can give you some idea by
through a coil
telling you that every one of these
connected to it,
oscillations produces a wireless wave.
and
then
this
current will
Just what that means you will discover
charge up the
in due course.
other side of the
Here is another thing. The speed or
CURREST IN COIL HAE condenser, !earCONDEJ1SER DISCHARGED.
C.ONDErISER
frequency of these vibrations depends on
DIED AWAY.
lug no current in
CURRENT IN COIL
CMARGED.
COMDENSER CHARGED
the coil
the capacity of the condenser. That is
SETS UP MAGNETIC
rio CU RREM 1
IN OPPOSITE DIREC.DON
FIELD
111 COIL
why we make the capacity variable on
our wireless set, so that we can adjust
force we obtain a large current. With a the frequency of the oscillations to
More or less as we were before ?
Wait! When the coil has finished high resistance, on the other hand, the correspond with the various wireless
forcing electrons into the condenser, it "casualties" are enormous and only a waves.
starts to discharge again, and a current relatively small proportion of the .elecIs that what you call tuning ?
Yes. When you rotate the knob you
rushes through the coil once more. trons is able to travel on its way
Different metals have are making the oscillations in your set
Exactly the same thing happens and we unhindered.
have acontinual rush of electrons out of different resistances as you will see later. correspond with the wireless waves
All you need worry about at the from the particular transmitter you are
one plate into the other and then back
moment is that this oscillating current receiving. Next week I will explain
again.
We say that the current is oscillating rushing in and out of the condenser this process of tuning more carefully
and it is the effects produced by these sooner or later dies away because of and will show you amechanical analogy
which I think will make it perfectly
oscillating currents that are responsible these casualties.
clear.
That
is
the
form
of
current
with
which
for wireless.

SOME SIMPLE WIRELESS SYMBOLS EVERYBODY SHOULD MEMORISE

+
JOINED
WIRES

•the

J.
WIRES
GROSSING

FIXED CONDENSER

EARTH

earth lead, shown in
symbol on the left, and as a
water-pipe connection on the
right

POSITIVE

(RE»)

NEGATIVE
(BLACK)

The condenser symbol is on
the left.
This is for a fixed
condenser, such as that on
the right

AERIAL
The symbol for the aerial is
shown on the left and a
typical
horizontal
aerial
erection on the right
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SOME POINTS ON PORTABLES
rather restricted in both tone
and volume.
Lately the moving-coil type
of loud-speaker has found its
way into the portable, which
can therefore give more realistic
performance.
Probably the
biggest drawLOUD
nectivING
back of the portSET
SPEAKER
able — even today, with so
many excellent
models available
—is the limitations in volume
imposed by the
small batteries
carried in the
portable cabinet
FRAME
To overcome
AERIAl.
this trouble as
much as possible, many portables now use
MT
what is known as
BAT TEFtY
apentodeoutput
valve, which for
LT
a given amount
D BIAS BATTERY
ACCUMULATOR
of ba ttery energy
provides- in ore
How a modern portable set Ls constructed
powerto theloud
tuning coil some it'2 feet or speaker than can be supplied by
more in diameter.
the ordinary type of power valve.
Due to the limited pick-up of
Weight in a portable, while
energy obtained with this frame
irksome during transport. should
aerial, the portable set has to never be utterly condemned.
employ several amplifying valves because this weight is probably
to
give
good
loud-speaker due to the inclusion of largo
strength.
Owing to the very batteries capable of providing
great
amplification
obtained ample volume.
from the latest valves, it is now
One last point in favour of
possible to overcome the draw- the portable. Its frame aeriaL
back of the frame aerial with as though so limited in its ability
to pick up signals, has the great
few as four valves.
The great advantage of the advantage that it will pick up
portable set is that it will work signals only in one direction at
entirely on its own, .and it is a time.
therefore of great value to
If two signals are causing
travellers and to those living in interference and are coming
restricted dwellings, such as
from different directions the
flats and tenements.
portable will usually separate
Besides the frame aerial, the them more easily than will
cabinet of the portable contains a set with an ordinary aerial.
the set, the batteries, and the because the frame aerial in the
loud-speaker. Until recently the portable will respond much
limitation in the space has more energetically to the station
meant that only a cheap type of in whose direction it is pointing
loud-speaker could be used, and than to stations in all other
the quality has been, therefore, directions.
rrHE portable set is the only
I type of set that does not
need either an externally-connected aerial or earth.
The
aerial in a portable is wound in
the form of a frame—it is
nothii., more than a large

expect the accumulator to work.
batteries is arbitrarily divided
It is unwise to allow an into standard,
double,
and
treble,
according to the size of
accumulator to stand for any
the
cells.
In
general,
when
length of time in a totally
discharged state so we should worked to the maximum limit,
deduct say 5 hours from this these batteries will last from
service, thus ensuring that when two months upwards, according
the accumulator goes to the to the amount of use.
charging station it will not
For maximum anode current
come to harm through standing not exceeding 7 milliamperes a
uncharged for a day or so.
standard battery can be used.
The high-tension battery also For anything up to so or 12
has capacity, but is not so milliamperes a double-capacity
readily worked out. The current high-tension is needed.
For
drain upon the high-tension is currents over this a treble
small, being a matter of thous- capacity is essential.
andths of an ampere—milliatnIf attempts are macle to run
peres—but then the cells ina set needing, say. 15 milliside the battery are also small,
amperes front a standard batand will quickly become extery the life of the battery is
hausted if over-run.
•very short—perhaps not more
The capacity of high-tension
than six weeks.

HOW THE MOVING-COIL WORKS

D

The air is set in motion
° you know how the modern loud-speaker works?
around the cone, and sound
It is quite a simple idea.
In waves are set up corresponding
the latest popular type of ta the currents flowing through
loud-speaker, called the movingthe coil. These currents are
coil, the action depends on the electrical transcriptions, so to
movement of a small coil of speak, of the sounds originated
in the studio.
wire.
The moving-coil has the great
What snakes this roil more ?
The currents flowing through advantage of responding very
faithfully to all the audible
the coil.
frequencies.
It works on a
11"kat currents ?
The currents in the output
theoretically perfect idea, and
circuit of the power valve-- only
the
imperfections
of
currents bearing the low-fre- assembly
prevent
it
giving
quency signals corresponding to
peffect reproduction.
As it is,
audible sounds of speech and
it gives better reproduction
than any other known type of
music. •
loud-speaker mechanism.
•
Tuning roils hare- currents
flowing throne 'them—/tow is•The coil and cone mechanism
it they do not more ?
are delicately balanced, and it
Because they
METAL
are not arranged
DIAPHRAGM
CHASGIS
like the movingcoil of a loudspeaker.
Then how
AIR
GAP
this mitering-coil
arranged?
In a very
powerful
magnetic field, set up
by lines of force
travelling across
the poles of a
large field magnet, which may
be permanently
ruxitur
magnetised
nr
HOW LONG OUGHT YOUR
CORE
SURROUM
magnet ised by
BATTERIES TO LAST ?
applying current
from the mains.
POWERFUL
MOVING
OST newcomers to wireless accumulator working a threeIt is the curpm-wive maerIci
COIL
want to know how long valve set, which might take a rent
flowing
the batteries will last.
It is total filament current of .4 throughthelittle
Uniking details of t.:e moving-coil loud-sr raker.
quite simple to work out how ampere.
If we divide the coil that causes
Note the coil is in a strong magnetic field of force
long the low-tension battery— capacity of the accumulator, as the coil to move,
sometimes called the accumu- represented by the ampere- because in passing through the is a great mistake to tamper
lator—will last before it wants hours, by the current we are. coil the current disturbs the with them in the hope of getting
re-charging, but .it is not so taking from the accumulator in lines of force. Something has to better results.
easy to say how long the high- an hour, which is the total go--it is the little coil -- backThe moving-coil has a certain
tension battery will last before filament current in amperes, we wards and forwards.
resistance or impedance, which
requiring renewal..
shall find the number of hours
Attached to this little coil is must be accurately matched to
Let us take a simple example the accumulator can be used.
a conical-shaped
diaphragm.
the impedance of the power
to illustrate the accumulator
In this simple example zo is which vibrates in sympathy valve-in the set if the maximum
problem. We-might have what divided by .4. and the result,
power and the most faithful
with the movements of the coil
is called a 20-ampere hour 5o, is the number of hours we can attached to its centre.
reprodurticn are to be obtained.
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